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Abstract
The use of email as a communication and information sharing medium in large, complex, globally distributed engineering projects is widespread; yet there exists little understanding of the content of the emails exchanged and the implications of this content on the design project, design records and contracts. The importance of these issues is underlined by the fact that email records can now be required as evidence in legal disputes. It follows that the overall aim of this research is to assess the role and use of email in engineering design projects.

A state-of-the-art review of literature pertaining to email is reported, along with a review of information and communication processes in engineering design projects.

The primary contribution of this thesis is the creation of a content based approach for analysing the role and use of email in engineering design projects. This centres on the development and application of a coding scheme to email text, identifying what subject matter an email relates to, why it was sent, and how its content is expressed. Results are then analysed with respect to the frequencies of each code and other variables, including how coding varies between different senders and throughout the project duration.

The second key contribution of this thesis is the analysis of emails and content in an engineering setting by applying the aforementioned approach to two case studies. The major case study concerned a large, complex, globally distributed, multimillion pound systems engineering project, from which 16 000 emails were obtained.

It was found that emails are mainly used to transfer information but also to support management functions. Emails facilitate design work but little of this takes place explicitly in the email content. Characteristics of a project affect the subject matter or emails but have little effect on why
they are sent. User roles and personal preferences also influence email use.

If was found that the purposes for sending emails varied over the duration of a project; it was further determined that these changes could be used to identify project progress and design activity.

Implications of the findings are identified in relation to: information management, knowledge management, project management, collaboration and email practice. Significantly, emails do contain potentially important design information and because these often support decisions made elsewhere, emails should be integrated with wider records. More consideration and training should be given to the use of project standards for email use and guidelines for composition. Changes in email use over the project duration could be a potential tool for project managers to identify design progress and possible issues in a project.
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1.0 Introduction

The overall aim of this research is to investigate the role and use of email in engineering design projects through an analysis of email content. The use of email as a communication and information sharing medium in large, complex, globally distributed engineering projects is widespread; yet implications of its use in preference of other communication media and its integration with other project records has not been properly assessed. The need to assess the role and use of email is recognised by the industrial partner for this research, Converteam UK Ltd. To support this argument a discussion of communication, information and knowledge management in the context of engineering design projects is now presented. Attributes of email are explored followed by a discussion of the research requirement. The research questions and objectives are then posed.

1.1. A Global Communication Revolution

A global communication revolution has changed the way economies function and made close working relationships between individuals at other ends of the earth not only possible but practical and a social normality (Cairncross, 1997). This paradigm has been exploited by the creative industries (Caves, 2000), for whom the ability to share and distil information as effectively as possible is central to their modus operandi (Castells, 2000; Flew, 2002). These industries (including product design, arts, media and publishing) require knowledge working, that is to say individuals generating ideas and developing concepts, before being crafted by more traditional manual work processes into tangible artefacts (Hartley, 2005). The asset of intellectual property is vital to these companies along with the ability to safely share and generate it. Communication and information sharing is therefore central to knowledge work, with distance becoming less relevant as technologies such as email
are used equally for communicating with the person next door and with colleagues and customers in other countries.

Innovative firms acknowledge the benefits of global collaboration for successful product creation (Chesbrough, 2006) particularly in the case of engineering design. In this domain, where products and technical systems are conceived, challenges are at their most critical often involving hundreds of engineers as knowledge workers, based in numerous locations and countries, operating to multimillion pound budgets on safety critical systems such as aircrafts, automobiles and machine systems (Norris, 2005).

1.2. Engineering Design

Engineering design can be understood to be a process of creatively applying scientific principles combined with technical understanding and expertise to realise the design of an artefact or system (Pahl and Beitz, 1996; Dorst and Cross, 2001). It is often an iterative and open ended process and may need to consider numerous factors relating to the lifecycle of the product, such as sourcing of materials, manufacturing, transportation, disposal or decommissioning and of course the “in use” part of its life. Engineering design can therefore encompass a broad spectrum of expertise requirements and range from relatively simple and quick, through to long life and complex designs. Throughout the diverse range of processes enacted during engineering design, effective communication between members of the design team is becoming ever more important and pervasive (Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger, 1999). Reasons for this include increasing product complexity, reduced lead times to product launches, the adoption of concurrent engineering methodologies, and a shift towards globalisation and product service systems. These are now discussed.
Complex Products

Historically the design process has been conducted by a few individuals working within their domain of expertise, to design a product of which they would have full understanding; consequently there was very little need for documenting or sharing of information beyond the organisation or department (Clarkson and Eckert, 2005). This is very different from the world today, where increasingly complex products such as aircraft will have hundreds of thousands of parts, be designed by tens of thousands of engineers from a wide range of disciplines, with a requirement to communicate large volumes of design information between themselves (Faulconbridge and Ryan, 2002; Boeing, 2009).

Product Lifecycle

Designing is typically understood to be the process of moving from a problem statement through to the output of a detailed design, via stages of concepts, developments and refinements (Zeid, 1991; Pahl and Beitz, 1996). Following this, the stages of manufacture, sales, distribution, service and disposal will typically occur. Increasingly parties involved in the various stages of this lifecycle will need to share information with one another (Backhouse, et al., 1996; Saaksvuori and Immonen, 2008), and hence communication and collaboration between the design team is vital (Kleinsmann and Valkenburg, 2008).

Concurrent Engineering

With customer demands requiring higher product quality at lower cost, concurrent engineering aims to maximise profit through reducing the time to market of new products (Prasad, 1995). This is achieved by the overlapping stages of the development process which would traditionally have run sequentially (Backhouse, et al., 1996). Whereas previously an activity would have been completed before being passed on for the next activity to start (commonly referred to as the over the wall method (Ullman, 1992)) designers are now required to communicate with colleagues already working on the following activity advising them of
decisions and changes. This method places increased importance upon effective and accurate communication and information transfer, much of which may be undertaken by electronic means.

**Globalisation**

Globally distributed working has become common in engineering where there is a trend for design activities to be conducted in the UK with manufacturing taking place elsewhere (e.g. Triumph Motorcycles manufacture in Thailand (British Chamber of Commerce Thailand, 2009)) or designed in many places, built in many places, assembled in one place (e.g. Airbus and the A380 (Airbus, 2009)). In particular global companies can distribute work to take advantage of different local economic factors, such as lower labour costs for manufacturing. Building of local customer relationships and understanding cultures may also offer competitive advantage (Porter, 1990). Although globally distributed working has been largely driven by these economic factors, it is advances in electronic communication and information technology (IT) which have enabled this (Prusak, 2001; Friedman, 2005).

In order to enable globally distributed working two challenges have needed to be overcome; firstly communicating over long distances and secondly across time zones. The potential for electronic communication technology to provide fast, data rich yet asynchronous transmission was recognised as early as 1995 (Fulk and DeSanctis), before email via The Internet was in mainstream use. Email is now one of, if not the dominant communication channels of business worldwide (Wilson, 2002; The Radici Group Inc., 2008).

**Product Service Paradigm**

There is an emerging paradigm shift in business strategy by engineering firms (Davies, et al., 2003; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003), which is currently the subject of much investigation (Ball, et al., 2006). Traditionally companies sold products to a customer who would then be responsible
for their own maintenance arrangements and associated costs. In the emerging product service market, engineering companies sell the use of a system to the client and support the product through its service life and later disposal (Castells, 2010). This has the advantage for the customer of guaranteeing performance of a system for a known cost (Baird, et al., 2000). For the engineering organisation there is opportunity to realise profit beyond the sale of the original product. In the long term this paradigm should encourage engineers to produce better products as there is a self-motivated interest in their successful operation and an opportunity to learn through life how to improve future designs. Critical to this long term approach is the management of information and knowledge to meet the needs of the future (Sivalogathan and Shahin, 1998; Tallon and Scannell, 2007), whatever they may be, and to feedback information from in-service products to design teams (Goh and McMahon, 2009).

The emergent trends of increasingly complex products, reduced time to market, concurrent engineering, globalisation and product service models put great emphasis on the management of communication, information, and knowledge sharing. These dimensions are now discussed with particular reference to engineering design.

1.3. Communication in the Engineering Design Process

The Oxford English Dictionary (2005) defines communication as "the imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, writing, or using some other medium." For the purpose of this work it is useful also to define the term "Information Sharing" which describes the act in communication of pointing or directing to an information source to enable its location and retrieval. In general communication the sender actively conveys the information of interest whereas in information sharing the information resource to be shared plays a passive role in the communication process. This is more constrained than definitions generally used (e.g. Malone, et al., 1987; Constant, et al., 1994) but
necessarily distinct for this work. Information sharing can also include
associated acts, such as giving digital permissions for the intended
recipient to access the resource.

The relationship between communication and information is important for
the following discussion as these terms are central in literature describing
how designers operate (e.g. Dong, 2005; Törlind, et al., 2005). The
collaborations between parties involved in design necessitate the
effective communication and sharing of information. Hence design is
considered to be a “knowledge intensive process of communication”
(Darlington, 2002) with players requiring information and understanding
of scientific principles as well as about the problem (Pahl and Beitz,
1996). The effective, timely and accurate communication of this
knowledge and information is a fundamental part of the process.

“Communication is an essential part of any design process”
(Eckert, et al., 2005)

1.3.1. Project Management and Design Teams
In order to support the communication requirements of engineering
designers, involved in increasingly complex, distributed, multidisciplinary
and long life projects; a wave of technologies and techniques has
emerged under the guise of “Information Management (IM) and
Knowledge Management (KM).” These are now discussed.

1.4. Information Management
The terms Information and Knowledge Management have taken various
meanings by different authors (Hicks, et al., 2002; McMahon, et al.,
2004), even within the domain in which they have worked (Huet, 2006).
These varied ideas, explored in more detail in Chapter 2, are defined
here.
**Information Management** (IM) encompasses such activities as organising, accessing and sharing information. Standards such as the format and layout of documentation prescribed by an organisation are also encompassed. The objective of IM is to make most effective use of information resources.

The concept of **Knowledge Management** (KM) is more ambiguous being that knowledge is not a quantifiable or physical asset. KM is considered here to involve managing the environment in which knowledge is created, generated and shared. It is also recognised that because information is a prerequisite for knowledge processes IM will affect KM.

IM has become heavily entwined with IT and the development of Information Systems to support their specific user groups (Galliers, et al., 1999). One of the main developments in engineering has been the implementation of Product Data Management (PDM) Systems (Kahn, 2005), which help control, maintain and support the access of, and relationships between different items of product data, such as Computer Aided Design (CAD) models, analyses, specifications, reports and manufacturing information. Although the information systems side is well developed, management challenges still lie in the effective retrieval of information, which has been the subject of much investigation, e.g. (Hicks, et al., 2002; Li and Ramani, 2007). Further difficulties include determining the quality or value of information (Zhao, et al., 2007) and the stage in development or maturity of information (Grebici, et al., 2007). It is also recognised that an increasing problem is the “overload of information” incurred by those searching and their difficulties in identifying ‘what is’ and ‘is not’ of relevance (Eppler and Mengis, 2004). Structured or formal information sources, such as CAD models or document databases, are typically seen to be more helpful in this regard as their organisation or classification allows browsing, rather than relying on keyword searching alone. Less formal and less structured supporting information artefacts, such as lone paragraphs of text on Post-it® notes or sketches without context, are more difficult to re-use and retrieve.
(Gunendran, 2007). This is primarily because the technologies used to manage formal information cannot be so readily applied to less structured information.

These less formal sources of information, of which email is included, are increasingly recognised for their value. Lowe et al., (1999) identify that activities undertaken in the early stages of design are often more heavily reliant upon the less structured or informal information types. It is recognised that the information needs of the engineer will evolve as a project progresses and moves through its service life, making it difficult to predict the future relevance of information sources (Eckert, et al., 2007). Indeed at any point in time engineers need to access information for a wide variety of reasons, such as problem solving, understanding situations, determining product features and presentation to decision makers (Kwasitsu, 2003). The reasoning for making decisions, referred to as rationale, is recognised as important to capture. Shipman and McCall (1997) recognise the value in recording communication which contains rationale as no extraneous processes need to be undertaken by engineers, which would risk affecting their working behaviour. Contrary to this, the preparation of documentation requires engineers to record their activities in a way which is most useful to the intended recipient, rather than capturing both the language and form of what actually happened. An alternative technique is to use a tool such as DRed (Bracewell and Wallace, 2003; Bracewell, et al., 2009) with which designers create an annotated diagram, mapping the argumentation of a design scenario.

It is arguable that a large amount of rationale is exchanged during communication processes such as meetings, telephone calls, video conferencing and email (Huet, 2006). Furthermore, face-to-face meetings and telephone conversations are seen to be very “information rich”, because of their intimate feedback and use of tone of voice. This concept of Information Richness (Daft and Lengel, 1986) is defined as “the ability of information to change understanding within a time interval” interpreted as the effectiveness and depth of media in communication. Daft and
Lengel (1986) determine that impersonal documents, and numeric representations typical of engineering design are of low richness, whereas personal letters which include email, are seen to perform more strongly. Further to this, the ability of email to support rich media was recognised early in its emergence (Lee, 1994) and more recently (Panteli, 2002). Hence, there is strong evidence to suggest that electronic communication and in particular, email may include a large amount of potentially valuable information including design rationale.

1.5. Knowledge Management

It has been shown that it is often the case that people rely on their knowledge, and the knowledge of those around them in order to solve problems (Heiman, et al., 2009). Consequently, these dependencies can cause difficulties when people leave an organisation. By identifying and making visible how communities share knowledge it is proposed that these difficulties can be reduced (Cross, et al., 2001). It has been recognised that patterns of email use have a potential role in identifying and locating expertise and knowledge sharing relationships within organisations. Tyler et al., (2005) use email logs to find communities of practice, which Campbell (2003) suggests is sufficient to locate expertise without considering the content of the emails. Individuals have been shown to use documentation to identify people who may be able to help them, and also to use people to find appropriate documentation (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). This emphasises the potential value in exploiting community structure information from email, such as who speaks most frequently with whom.

In addition to considering the structures of communities the language used between individuals or teams in their communication can provide valuable insights into designers’ cognitive processes i.e. the way in which they develop knowledge and arrive at solutions (Dong, 2005). The application of automatic tools to analyse meeting discourse, such as
Agoraprobe (Dong and Vande Moere, 2006) have been shown to identify the process of knowledge creation and level of collaboration within teams. In a similar way email communications have been shown to support knowledge development and creativity in a purposeful way (Lichtenstein, 2004).

1.6. Electronic Mail

The previous sections have discussed the activities of Information and Knowledge Management and highlighted the potential uses of email as a part of holistic IM and KM strategies. The significance of email in the context of engineering design has also been alluded to. Despite this relatively little research has been conducted in the domain of email; and none specific to engineering design. Given the potential benefits and lack of existing research there is arguably a strong case for exploration of this communication media. An overview of email is now presented, with further reference to its relevance in engineering design and a summary of current understanding.

Email or Electronic mail has grown to become a dominant communication medium for both business and private individuals in recent years. Over 10 trillion person to person emails and a further 15 trillion ‘alert’ and SPAM messages were predicted to be sent in 2008 (Gantz, et al., 2007). Figure 1-1 illustrates this email growth based on a range of available data.

The origins of email can be traced back to the late 1960’s and early 1970’s but it was to be sometime before its potential was realised and its use spread, requiring the development of the Internet (Leiner, et al., 1997). Initially its use was limited to computer development and academic communities, but as connection to the Internet spread, spurred by the introduction of the World Wide Web in the mid 1990’s, email began to take off (Turner and Ross, 2000).
Email has been considered a ubiquitous office tool since the turn of the century (McManus, et al., 2002), with increasing use propelled by technologies such as the Blackberry mobile phone (Mazmanian, et al., 2006). Email is involved in core processes in many organisations. Processes such as invoicing, handling customer inquiries, discussion of key strategy and contract negotiation have each been shown to be handled by email in over 60% of organisations (AIIM International, 2003). As a result hundreds of thousands of emails may be generated by organisations and project teams, containing potentially unique references to discussions, data, decisions and reasoning which may need to be retrieved at a later date.

One survey suggests that almost half of office based employees spend in excess of 30% of their day involved in email related activity (AIIM International, 2006). It has also been demonstrated that for many users, email has become central in functioning as a task management resource (Bellotti, et al., 2003). Clearly this has far reaching implications for project management (PM) and underlines how central email has become to modern working processes.
Yet despite this wide and varied use, organisation’s responses to email management and policy appear unclear. Over a third of email users report their organisations have not begun implementing an email management strategy (AIIM International, 2006). Given the significance of email this is somewhat concerning, as failure to manage this resource correctly may have consequences not only in terms of business but in the case of product design in terms of safety. The following quote from the partner company to this research identifies their main concern “Email is seen as a surrogate for private conversation, and this view of email as a private communication medium may inadvertently preclude the pursuit of group information management based on private email for the benefit of project management.”

1.6.1. The direct and indirect cost of email

The cost of communication can be considered in terms of direct costs, such as a telephone bill or postage stamp and indirect costs, such as the time taken to write a message. As such, email use tends to incur only indirect costs associated with sending (or receiving), unlike telephone and fax where direct costs also apply. Broadly speaking emails incur IT system support costs and human resource costs. Because email requirements overlap with other IT provisions, the proportion of the costs which they bear would be very difficult to allot. An exception to this may be the storage space related to email management, of particular relevance to long term record keeping. The “footprint” (backups, temporary data, duplication) associated with an email can be significantly greater than the original email size (Gantz, et al., 2008) and will increase proportionally with the number of emails stored. For example a one megabyte email sent to four people could use around fifty megabytes including all temporary files and backups. It may therefore be worth the

1 Personal communication with Dr L D Burrow, Converteam UK Ltd, 24th July 2009.
investment of organisations to determine which emails to keep and which
to delete, minimising storage costs (Carver, et al., 2006).

Although emails facilitate communication they also have the affect of
reducing human contact and incur human costs due to interruptions,
overload and a pressure to always be online (Day, 2009). As such the
human cost of email may be as difficult to calculate as the technical cost.
It is possible to record how much time employees are working on email
related activities but this does not give an indication of how necessary or
valuable this effort is. Jackson et al., (2006) attempt to consider this by
measuring employees time spent reading email and using a number of
averaged factors to consider what proportion of this is wasted time. The
utility of this numerate approach is debatable, however, their suggestions
that improved targeting of emails, construction of email content and
implementation of user training will improve email user efficiency are
seen to be valid.

Also related to the question of how much time spent dealing with email is
useful, there is the issue of overload; engineers and particularly
managers can receive as many as two hundred emails a day\(^2\), and
consequently feel overloaded (Carver, et al., 2006). Furthermore
recipients tend to perceive more pressure to act upon an email than
senders actually require (Renaud, et al., 2006).

It is therefore argued that there are opportunities to improve efficiency
with which engineering teams interact with email. However to achieve this
it is necessary to have an understanding of how emails are used in an
engineering project setting, something not afforded by current research.

\(^2\) Communications between Dr Ben Hicks, University of Bath and Jeremy Watson,
Director, Global Research, Arup, 2007.
1.6.2. Emails and Record Keeping Strategy

Regardless of whether it is appropriate and whether it is desired, it is acknowledged that most companies regard email as a tool which is part of their record keeping strategy (Pennock, 2006) incurring legal obligations. A number of pieces of legislation including the Data Protection Act (1998), Freedom of Information Act (2000), Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (2000), Human Rights Act (1998) and Intellectual Property legislation affect companies obligations to preserve and destroy email records (Pedley, 2006; Pennock, 2007). Over the last decade, a number of cases have highlighted the significance of email correspondence in law, and that corporations may be held to account if they fail to have maintained a record of emails required in court (Genborg, 2005). In 2007, two UK supermarket chains were forced to provide over 11 million emails to their industry watchdog, to aid in an investigation (Finch, 2007). Episodes such as this have led to recognition of the legal significance of emails, supported by the finding that in 30% of large organisations the legal department has more influence on email policy that the IT department (AIIM International, 2006).

As a communication medium emails are unique in that they represent conversation which may not otherwise have been recorded (if replacing face-to-face meetings or phone) but can also represent information intended to be stored (if replacing a letter or fax with carbon copy). At present there is no standard practice for differentiating between these purposes, requiring one or more parties to pass judgement as to the email’s significance in time. This aspect merely adds to the complexity of managing email, although benefit is seen in capturing richer information than before (discussed previously).

The retrieval of information from email records poses a major challenge. In particular the semi-structured format of the information is difficult to deal with computationally and keyword searching alone does not always achieve sufficient results particularly as it cannot deal with context.
(Delphi, 2008). Reasons for this include a lack of common practice, training and standard ways of working. To compound difficulties, engineers have a tendency to use terminology and acronyms specific to projects and domains. Hence, there is an opportunity to create better techniques for searching through email archives to aid in information retrieval (IR) and reuse, by improving structure and metadata within emails or email databases, either manually by the sender or recipient, or automatically by the computer.

In engineering, records change with time, versions of designs are superseded and specifications change. Emails often contain links to, or include as attachments, such records. This is usually because it is easy for the user to do so (Cayzer, 2004), but there can be associated complications because of the dynamic nature of these other sources. It is useful to recognise that different users will have different requirements in this regard; sometimes they will want to know what something looked like at a certain time, what it looks like now and what changes have been made. Although PDM systems begin to address the temporal issue associated with the evolution of documents and CAD models there is a lack of current capability to identify and link these changes in any sources referring to these, such as an email. ³

1.6.3. The Issues of New Technology

With new technologies, the benefits they offer generally bring with them a new set of problems. Email may be considered to do just that. The affordances of email have been very important for the emerging communication, information and knowledge needs, and management. Email has become one of the primary communication media for business today, with the volume of emails and time spent in email related activity

³ Personal communication with Nigel Hicks, Contracts Manager, Converteam UK Ltd, 9th May 2008.
increasing. The speed of communication, even over long distances and its asynchronous nature have meant that email has assisted working across globally distributed teams, whilst at the same time remaining useful as a communication medium within office buildings.

Most research to date has tackled the issues of SPAM (Veloso and Meira, 2006), task management via inboxes (Gwizdka, 2002; Bellotti, et al., 2003), filtering of incoming email (Aery and Chakravarthy, 2005) and identifying expertise or networks (Campbell, et al., 2003; Dom, et al., 2003). Although this range of issues is fairly comprehensive, the level of detail and applicability specifically to engineering design is seen to be lacking, and in this context, key areas have been overlooked. The nature of email has made it amenable to engineers due to its versatility, and it is recognised that much valuable information may be contained in email records.

The way in which email is used by design engineers as a collaborative communication tool has not been addressed, which is considered to be fundamental, given the distributed team working nature of design. The role which email plays in KM and IM, particularly pertinent to long life, complex and distributed projects, has also yet to be fully explored. There is also potential to improve understanding of how networks of people communicate offering benefits to KM strategy. To exploit, enable and realise all of these, it is vital that the role and content of email within engineering design is first understood.

1.7. Discussion of Research Requirement

To summarise and draw from the previous sections, a discussion of the research requirement is now made. It is widely recognised that electronic working and digital communication, such as email, have enabled knowledge working to more easily take place in globalised and distributed settings and that this is becoming increasingly vital to business
Email use presents a wealth of opportunities and a wealth of challenges. There is therefore a requirement to capitalise and address these, in order to maximise the effectiveness of engineering design companies and projects.

A number of difficulties with email use however exist, impeding its effectiveness. This includes the overload of messages experienced by some users, difficulties in managing the large email collections and a limited integration with the electronic working environment. It is has also been identified that there are opportunities to exploit email use for identifying expertise, assessing team effectiveness and as a method for capturing design rationale not usually contained in formal records. At present however there is a limited understanding of the role and use of email in engineering design settings and in particular its content.

In conclusion of the arguments presented so far, there are two mutually interrelated challenges regarding email use in engineering design and specifically engineering design projects, namely:

- To improve the way in which email is used as part of comprehensive and holistic information management strategies, particularly with regards to archiving and retrieval of information relating to design details and decisions.

- To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the working processes of designers and support staff in engineering design projects, recognising that email currently plays a key role in many tasks central to normal modes of working.

Prior to addressing these challenges there is a fundamental need to understand the role and use of emails within engineering design projects. In this work the term *role* is defined as: the purpose or objective of an
email and the genre of subject matter or area which it relates to. This is similar to the use of the term by (O'Kane, et al., 2007).

The following section presents the opportunities discussed and elicits research questions and objectives.

1.8. Research Questions

The overall aim of this research is to investigate the role and use of email in engineering design projects through an analysis of email content. The introduction has identified the significance of email use in engineering projects as part of both information management strategies and working processes. To ascertain whether email can be evaluated in terms of engineering design projects the following research questions are posed:

Research Question 1: What is the nature of the information engineering teams communicate using email?

Research Question 2: How does email support project management and design activity?

Research Question 3: How can an understanding of the content be used to support engineering design projects?

In order to investigate these research questions a number of key objectives are identified:

1) To examine the existing research and determine what is known about the role that email plays both in engineering design and other working environments. (Chapters 2 and 3)

2) To examine the tools and techniques proposed to analyse email use, including archiving and retrieval as well as general work processes. (Chapter 3)
3) To develop and validate an approach for analysing the role and use of email within the context of engineering design projects and the overall design process. (Chapters 4 and 5)

4) To apply the proposed approach to recently completed industrial projects and to explore the role that email plays over the project life (Chapters 6 and 7)

5) To elicit general observations regarding the role and use of emails in engineering projects (Chapter 8).

6) To highlight implications and opportunities to improve the way in which email is used to support engineering design projects (Chapter 9).

1.9. Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 “Engineering Design Projects” - begins with an overview describing the nature of design activity and how this is typically supported by engineering organisations. The process of designing and phases throughout product and project lives are then discussed. Key aspects in the management and control of engineering projects are then outlined. The use of teams and effective team working in engineering projects is then reviewed, with reference to distributed working and managing teams. Information management in design projects is discussed and challenges highlighted. A general background to communication in design settings is presented, which leads to a discussion as to the criticality, difficulties and opportunities of email.

Chapter 3 “Email – State of the Art” - provides a far reaching review of literature relating to email. The phenomenon of email as a ‘functionally overloaded’ application is discussed, an example of which is its use as a task management system. The resulting issues of having too many emails, and how best to prioritise and file them are also discussed. A detailed review is then presented of research regarding the effectiveness of email for facilitating various functions and processes, especially when
compared to other communication and information sharing mechanisms. Finally, user and research orientated tool developments that aim to make use of the secondary data such as email traffic patterns are presented.

**Chapter 4 “An Approach for Analysing Emails”** – opens with an in depth critique of relevant existing research methods. The first part of this looks at methods which analyse design communication. The second part explores methods for analysing information use in design. These ideas are then brought together and their implications for this study discussed. Based on this an approach is proposed which centres on the analysis of email textual content via coding mark up. The need to collect supporting evidence from interviews and project documentation to use as a secondary data source is also described. An overview of possible analyses is also given.

**Chapter 5 “Coding Scheme Development”** – addresses the rigorous development of a coding scheme to be used in the approach. Theoretical principles for the production, application and validation of a coding scheme, based on existing literature, are presented. The method via which the scheme was then developed is presented; this involves iterative application of coding terminology by a number of researchers to real engineering emails. The details of this development including rationale for key decisions are then reported. The final coding scheme is evaluated with respect to the theoretical principles, to ensure a successful result. The completed coding scheme is presented, along with a guide and examples of how it is to be applied. Finally limitations are discussed.

**Chapter 6 “Pilot Case Study: Approach Validation and Preliminary Findings”** - This chapter outlines a case study which was undertaken for the purpose of validating the overall approach, and also providing some preliminary findings regarding email use in an engineering setting. The context of the project, a small, internal software development project is presented. The application of the approach is then reported and basic
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results presented. A review of this application is then given, discussing its suitability. Finally key findings from this study are drawn from the results.

Chapter 7 “Major Case Study: A large engineering project” - This chapter details a case study of a large, complex, multinational engineering project. The project background is comprehensively detailed, with particular regard to the chains of communication and project structures both inside and outside of the organisation from whom the corpus was obtained. Details as to how the previously developed approach was applied are given. Results are then presented and discussed only with regards to this specific project. Metrics assessing the significance and validity of findings are discussed here.

Chapter 8 “Findings: Discussion and Analysis of Case Studies” - This chapter discusses further the results from the “major engineering project” case study with regards to email use in general engineering settings (i.e. other projects). This includes some preliminary guidance and advice for knowledge and information practitioners.

Chapter 9 “Discussion” – This chapter draws on the findings of the case studies and other evidence gathered in the thesis, including the literature review of email. Implications of the findings are identified in relation to: information management, knowledge management, project management, collaboration and email practice.

Chapter 10 “Conclusions” - The final chapter returns to the overall aim of this research and highlights the key contributions made. The three research questions are discussed in turn identifying findings from existing literature and case studies, and further implications. Finally further development and research opportunities are discussed.
2.0 Engineering Design Projects

This chapter presents an overview of engineering design projects, providing the relevant context for the investigation and analysis of the role, behaviour and interactions of email in this setting. It also serves to reinforce the arguments for the significance of email in this domain. It begins with an overview of engineering design. Following this design processes and product lifecycles are discussed in more detail. A background of project management is then given followed by an overview of design teams within the context of globalisation. Finally the issues of communication, information and email use in the context of engineering projects are discussed.

2.1. Philosophy and Nature of Engineering Design

The term engineering design has already been used extensively and has been described as an application of creativity, scientific principles and technical knowledge to arrive at a solution. But what distinguishes engineering design from any other type of engineering, or indeed design activity?

From a pragmatic viewpoint, the following example adapted from Ullman (2002) gives a helpful insight. Ullman makes the distinction between engineering as an act of analysis and engineering through design. In an analysis problem, an engineer might have to determine what diameter of a specific bolt type is required to fasten two pieces of metal of specified dimensions and loading, to which there is only one possible and correct solution. In a design problem however, the engineer might be asked to design a joint between two pieces of metal; in this scenario there are many possible methods of making the join (welding, bolting, riveting) and a range of considerations affecting the best choice (operating temperature, assembly location). The choice of join might affect (for example) the minimum thickness of the pieces of metal, which as a
consequence may affect other components in the system. No single correct solution exists in this instance, and several possibilities might be explored to find an optimal result. Hence engineering design is an iterative process, which is usually terminated by time or cost constraints or when an acceptable solution is found.

From a more theoretical perspective, it is argued and indeed widely recognised that engineering design is an archetypal complex problem solving process (Simon, 1969; Goel, 1995). It is characteristic of these problems to be ill-structured and it is hard to determine when and whether they have been solved. The information available to arrive at a solution to these problems is incomplete from the outset and information generated is not necessarily explicit; consequently the path from the goal to the solution is unknown (Simon, 1973) and as a result there is necessarily a large amount of problem solving.

A similar philosophy is presented by Rittel and Webber (1973). They describe problems as ‘wicked’ where; it is not clear when they have been solved, the information required to solve the problem depends on the proposed solution, the solution is good or bad rather than true or false. Wicked problems are symptoms of another problem and are also unique. Linking the arguments of Rittel and Webber (1973) back to Ullman (2002) it follows that engineering design problems are analogous to complex or ‘wicked problems’. Problems of engineering analysis or the solving of mathematical equations are seen to be ‘non-wicked problems’.

2.1.1. Problem Solving Processes

Given that engineering design can be considered as a problem solving process (Pahl and Beitz, 1996; Ullman, 2002; Shigley, et al., 2003), a natural progression of design research has been to describe and prescribe the stages of design as a problem solving process. Pahl and Beitz (1996) strongly support the philosophy of engineering design as a problem solving process, and argue that design problems can be broken
down into smaller sub-problems and tackled systematically. Not dissimilarly from Simon (1969) they characterise problems as having three components. Firstly an initial problem state must exist, where the situation is undesirable. Secondly there should then be a desirable state or outcome to aspire to. The final prerequisite for problems is that there should be some barrier from achieving the transition from one state to the other.

Pahl and Beitz go on to suggest that there are several phases in the process of successful problem solving. Initially the goals and ideal end state should be identified, even if this is unrealistic (Pahl, et al., 2007). The next phase is to determine the boundaries of the problem and the constraints placed upon possible solutions. Removing prejudice as to the feasibility of solutions the designer or design team should create and develop a wide range of solutions. Having completed this, the solutions should be evaluated with respect to the criteria in the specification which should reflect the goals and constraints. The outcome of the evaluation stage can then be used to make decisions as to the chosen solution.

Overlying the phases of problem solving, Pahl and Beitz detail some of the activities involved, Figure 2-1. Having confronted and identified the problem, information is required both with respect to the goals and constraints. Further gathering of information, definition, creation, evaluation and decisions all occur iteratively throughout the problem solving process. The arrival at a chosen solution occurs when a satisfactory outcome is reached.

An alternative approach to the problem solving methodology detailed by Pahl and Beitz (1996) is to use argumentation, breaking a problem down into small sub-problems and weighing up positive and negatives to each possible sub-solution.
2.1.2. Argumentation Based Approach to Problem Solving

An alternative perspective on problem solving was created by Kunz and Rittel (1970) to solve complex or ‘wicked problems’. This argumentation based approach is named Issue Based Information Systems (IBIS). The original domain of application by Kunz and Rittel (1970) was in policy planning. Their work and argumentation based approaches have been extensively developed since then to cover general domains (Conklin, 2006) and engineering (Bracewell and Wallace, 2003). IBIS is most easily explained when it is applied to solve a problem by mapping argumentation. An explanation by way of example is now given.

As the name suggests the system is based on *issues*. These are identified and formed as questions, representing the problem or part of it. An issue would be “joining the two pipes” with the question being “how should the pipes be joined?” The second process is answering the questions by *proposing ideas* or solutions. In this case “fix the pipes with an adhesive.” *Arguments* for or against the solution should then be made; for example pros and cons might be, “adhesive is the cheapest fixing method,” but “adhesive will degrade more quickly than a bolt and gasket seal” respectively. When a truly ‘wicked problem’ is being solved, the arguments will identify further issues or questions which need to be answered. Based on weight of the arguments a *decision* can finally be
made. It follows that when IBIS is applied to record a problem solving process the rationale for decisions is captured by way of the argumentation. An example of applying IBIS to create an argumentation map is shown in Figure 2-2 using the software Compendium (Buckingham Shum, 2009).

Designers and organisations will use a range of approaches to solve problems, be it argumentation maps or the Pahl and Beitz (1996) approach. Whatever method is used, the level and amount of problem solving will depend on the familiarity of the designer or design team to the particular design task, and is frequently expressed by the notion of maturity and originality.
2.1.3. Originality and Maturity of Design

A number of the established engineering design texts draw distinctions between different types of design, more specifically the level of originality or maturity of the design. Based on the work of a number of authors (French, 1985; Pugh, 1991; Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995; Pahl and Beitz, 1996; Qian and Gero, 1996; Ullman, 2002) three distinct and commonly identified groups are presented, often referred to as Original, Adaptive and Variant design.

- **An Original Design** is one in which aspects of the design are not previously in existence (Ullman, 2002). This could be through the use of a new function or a new combination of exiting functions. Pahl and Beitz (1996) suggest these types of design are based purely upon the requirements and relationships between functions.

- **Adaptive or Redesigns** involve modification or development of existing products. The general structure, assemblies and components are better known than in original designs (Pahl and Beitz, 1996).

- **Variant or Routine** design elicits changes to the parameters of an existing design, the method for making these changes is well known, to the extent that it might be captured as a process or set of rules (Ullman, 2002).

As with any classification, completeness and distinction between categories is hard to achieve and the intricacies of the above three terms can be debated. Citing a design as Original, Adaptive or Variant therefore requires thoughtful argumentation. When observing design projects, it may be equally useful, and indeed simpler, to recognise how a design task reflects each of the categories, thus providing an understanding of the challenges faced by the design team. For example particular assemblies or sub assemblies might be original but the overall design
task might be adaptive. This is supported by the fact that the majority of design activity is recognised to comprise of either adaptive or variant design (Ullman, 2002). Although the prevalence of original design depends heavily on the knowledge and previous experience of the parties involved, for today’s complex products and systems, the engineering project will necessarily involve multiple organisations.

2.1.4. Projects and Organisations

Designing rarely takes place as an isolated activity but is invariably the manifestation of a project supported by an organisation. The scale and complexity of engineering design projects can vary enormously, ranging from aircraft design, through to the development of a clutch for a car (Dandy, et al., 2008). Typical projects could fall into the domains of Aerospace, Automotive, Marine, Construction or Product design. Despite their great variety Smith (2007) identifies commonality in all engineering projects, having a degree of novelty and being an investment of resources with the objective of achieving some future outcome. As discussed in Chapter 1, projects often require people with a range of expertise to form interdisciplinary teams to achieve successful project outcomes. For these reasons amongst others, controlling and managing engineering projects is a complex activity in which effective communication, collaboration and information sharing are essential (Bouarfa and Mohamed, 2010). For this reason aspects of project management (PM), information management (IM) and communication are discussed further in sections 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6.

The notion that projects are supported by organisations highlights that they will be subject to influences from outside of the design environment. Organisations typically commission design projects where there is a commercial interest. In product design a classical distinction is made between two kinds of company; innovators and followers (Teece, 1986). Innovators invest highly in research and development to produce products which are new to the market and thus command a premium
price. Followers uptake these technologies and enter the market place later aiming to sell larger volumes albeit at a lower price. Their profit is achieved by redesigning to drive down the unit cost and taking advantage of the initial research expenditure afforded by the innovators. In this scenario the type of organisation will influence the choice of design projects, innovators tending for original designs whilst followers towards adaptive.

As discussed, various types of design activities involve a range of organisations and as a consequence the overall design and product lifecycle need to be managed to assure quality of design, in cost and on time.

2.2. Design Process and Product Lifecycle

So far an overview of engineering design activity has been presented; but little has been mentioned of its temporal nature. The array of activities varies enormously through the evolution of a design project and it is important to understand these changes; this is especially the case because emails are used throughout the duration of a project. First the design process is discussed followed by some of the activities either side of this. Aspects of costing and product management through life are also discussed.

2.2.1. The Design Process

The nature of engineering design has already been described as an iterative problem solving process. Design research has explored the activities which comprise this and the procedures which designers follow, with the intent of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the process. Widely accepted models include those by French (1985), Pugh (1991) Figure 2-5, Medland (1992), Ullman (2002) and Pahl & Beitz (1996) Figure 2-3. Although distinct from one another, all of the models reflect the four basic phases generally accepted to comprise the design
process: clarification and specification; conceptual design; selection and embodiment; and finally, detailed design. These models all share the inclusion of feedback loops showing the iteration in the process. These iterations are particularly important and necessary as understanding increases and generally result in modifications to the final artefact.
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**Figure 2-3: The design process (Pahl and Beitz, 1996 pg. 56)**

**Step 1: Clarification and Specification**

Although a small part of the process, a clear, thorough and precise understanding of the need for the design is essential to a successful project outcome (French, 1985). This stage involves determining the true requirements of the user or customer and hence setting the objectives that the final design wishes to achieve. Subsequently the constraints
upon possible designs need to be identified; these could include issues such as the availability of materials and financial resources, legislation, environmental considerations and technological limitations. With this achieved, a specification can be derived, providing criteria for which to evaluate design solutions throughout the process.

**Step 2: Conceptual Design**

The next stage entails the generation and development of multiple design concepts to meet the design requirements, before selecting a final solution to proceed with. A key to success is seen to be the generation of a wide variety of ideas including those used in existing designs. Combining desirable characteristics from different solutions is commonly used to arrive at refined solutions and to further improve these. Some initial analysis as to the feasibility of design options is also conducted. Pugh (1991) emphasises the value in undertaking many iterations to generate the best possible solutions at this stage, as characteristics engineered into initial designs are more complex and expensive to change at a later stage. Having considered all of the available options with regards to the specification selection of a concept or concepts can then be made to take through to the embodiment design stage.

**Step 3: Embodiment Design**

The embodiment stage converts design concepts into developed and tangible solutions. At this point the focus is on ensuring that the final design will perform as required. The layout and form of the finished artefact are set out and scaled and most of the standard components selected. Pahl and Beitz (1996) acknowledge that this stage requires many actions to be performed simultaneously; epitomising the iterative nature of engineering design and that there is no single correct starting point for analysis. At this stage the issues of design reliability and cost should be thoroughly investigated, along with manufacturing and assembly options.
Step 4: Detail Design
The detailed design phase concerns the optimisation and finalisation of every element of the design, to the point where complete manufacturing drawings and instructions are produced. Some authors (e.g. Pugh, 1991) treat detailed and embodiment design as one phase, due to the indistinct boundary between them. Even those who do make the distinction (e.g. Pahl and Beitz, 1996) describe detailed as the last stage in completing the design embodiment. The main difference between the phases is perhaps not the engineering activities, but the focus of them. Embodiment design seeks to ensure the design realises its basic requirements whereas detail design goes beyond this, seeking to optimise the solution and making it and its production as effective as possible. This is particularly challenging for today’s complex multi domain products. As a consequence higher systems level approaches have been developed. Conceptually these approaches remain similar but deal also with the decomposition and integration of sub-systems.

2.2.2. Systems Engineering Design and Integration Process
Systems engineering is defined as a “discipline that develops matches and trades off requirements, functions and alternative system resources to achieve a cost effective, life-cycle balanced product based upon the needs of the stakeholders” (Buede, 2009). Products conceived in this domain tend to be large and complex, such as a space shuttle, requiring the combination of many sub-systems which the traditional design processes do not include (Blanchard, 2004).

As an alternative the Vee model (Forsberg and Mooz, 1992) Figure 2-4, is widely referred to for the design and integration of such products (Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2004; Blanchard, 2004; Buede, 2009). Elements of the model are similar to the traditional models of design but there is more emphasis on the specifications and testing required to produce an integrated final product (Blanchard, 2004).
The approach of the Vee model is to first decompose the overall system and define its requirements (left hand side of the Vee, of Figure 2-4). Sub-systems are then integrated to achieve this and the final performance verified (right hand side) (Forsberg and Mooz, 1992; Buede, 2009).

The first stage (working from the top left of Figure 2-4) is to gain an understanding of user requirements and develop a concept of the system. A plan is also made of how the final system can be validated against the user requirements. The following two stages then progressively develop a system specification to achieve this. This is similar to steps one and two (clarification and specification, and conceptual design) of traditional design process models.

Figure 2-4: The Vee Process of System Design and Integration. Based on Forsberg and Mooz (1992).

The initial three stages are undertaken by Systems engineers, the following three, at the bottom of the Vee are undertaken by engineers of
the appropriate discipline (Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2004; Buede, 2009). In these stages the specification is further defined for the design of each sub-system and plans for the assembly and integration of these are made. These stages are similar to the embodiment and detailed design phases of the traditional design process models (Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2004).

The final three stages are again undertaken by systems engineers. The first of these is the assembly of the discrete sub-systems, termed configuration items (CI's), these are each verified against their specification (Forsberg and Mooz, 1992). The following stage integrates these to form the system. The final stage is the validation of the system against the initial user requirements, based on the plan from the very first stage (Blanchard, 2004). This level of testing is not included as a core part of the traditional models of the design process.

For systems engineering the extensive testing and verification is a necessary extension to the traditional design process in order to handle the scale and complexity of systems and sub-systems. In the following section other wider aspects of the design and product development process are discussed, applying equally to systems engineering and product design.

2.2.3. Beyond the Design Process

So far the core parts of the design process have been discussed, specification, conceptualisation, embodiment and detailed design, or in the case of the Vee model decomposition and definition through to integration and verification. From the view of the design project however, the preceding and proceeding activities are equally significant. One of the authors to highlight such activities is Pugh (1991), Figure 2-5.

Following detailed design, the product comes into being through manufacture. The consideration of this should already have taken place.
throughout the design process, with the final planning part of the detailed design phase. Modifications may still need to take place during manufacturing, should a problem emerge. Furthermore information from this part of the process can be fed back into the design stages of future products, particularly newer versions.

Understanding the need for a design is described in the first part of the clarification and specification design phase. Pugh (1991) separates this further, determining that some form of market research is likely to take place which identifies the opportunity for a project and hence initiating the design process. The last stage of Pugh’s process is the selling of the finished product, which he ties back with the market research stage that initiated the design process. Differences between mass, batch and one off productions are noted in relation to these.

Figure 2-5: The total design process model (Pugh, 1991)
In the case of a one off product the sale is likely to have taken place via tendering before the design process commenced. The specific relationship between the customer and designer should enable a correct specification to be developed producing the desired artefact. Should the design fail to achieve this, serious problems emerge. In the case of a batch produced product, initially commissioned by one customer, a tailored specification and pre-agreed sale should be possible as with one off products. There may also be an opportunity to sell further batches to other customers. For mass produced items, such as cars, the understanding of the market is at its most vital and complex. Usually each unit will be sold individually to an end user the design team will never meet. Thorough market research is a necessity and investment in marketing will be required to ensure sales are achieved.

The model presented by Pugh (1991) gives a holistic view of the design process, expanding on the core activities, and demonstrating the opportunities for information feedback throughout design. This forms an argument for organisations to observe and learn from their design projects. Since Pugh’s work, the product models have been further expanded to encompass the extended product lifecycle which is now discussed.

2.2.4. Product In Service Support

As previously stated the traditional product design models (e.g. French, 1985; Pahl and Beitz, 1996) have been extended to encompass the ‘through life’ phase (Pugh, 1991; Ullman, 2002). Early work by Ullman (2002) models the design process to incorporate product support, demonstrating some of the areas in which information generated in the design stages is required downstream during the product life and visa versa to improve design. This includes documentation, such as operation manuals and instructions for maintenance and decommissioning. It is also recognised that maintaining relationships with customers and suppliers, is part of longer term product support and might be useful for
initiating future projects. Furthermore knowledge as to the roles various parties played during a project may be useful particularly if in service problems emerge. When a project team disbands this kind of information is easily lost, hence all records need to be managed.

Where companies provide servicing for products in use they will incur costs at this late stage. These will be related to decisions made throughout the earlier stages of the design process. For this reason companies need to understand where costs are expended and incurred throughout the development of a product and also over its lifecycle.

### 2.2.5. Costing Over Product Lifecycles

The design process models and discussion so far have already eluded that changes later in the design process bear a higher cost than changes in the earlier phases. Various studies have investigated the nature of this in relation to different design types and domains (Rush and Rajkumar, 2000; Ullman, 2002).

A general example for mechanical design is given by Ullman (2002), Figure 2-6, showing committed cost and incurred cost. It is recognised that a large proportion (75%) of the finished and operating costs of a product are determined by decisions made early in the design process (especially conceptual design), at this point the costs become committed (Newnes, et al., 2008). The actual expenditure, or point at which cost is incurred, only occurs after the detailed design phase when the manufacturing equipment is set up or (in the case of building) construction.
A similar pattern is seen for product service systems. This is illustrated by the CADMID lifecycle used by the Ministry of Defence (2009), which shows that up to 80% of costs are committed by the end of manufacture but 75% of costs are incurred in the in service or utilisation phase, Figure 2-7.

The issue of early cost commitment emphasises the importance of decision making in the initial stages of the design process. The ability to inform this by understanding how costs evolved during previous projects and how they behave in service is crucial to improvement (Cheung, et al., 2007). This presents a strong argument for organisations to learn from
previous design projects and the importance of records alongside effective communication and collaboration.

The stages of cost commitment and cost occurrence follow the lifecycle of a product, from conception through to disposal. Hence, effective management of a product’s lifecycle is of paramount importance.

2.2.6. Product Lifecycle Management

The term Product Lifecycle is used to describe various facets of a product life from a number of perspectives (Stark, 2004). Marketing lifecycles include the growth, maturity and decline in sales. Environmental resource lifecycles consider the extraction of raw materials and conversion into products, the impact of their use and finally their return to the environment by reuse, recycling, energy recovery or disposal. From the perspective of the manufacturer the lifecycle contains the design processes previously discussed including the wider activities such as product service and support (Saaksvuori and Immonen, 2008). From a user’s perspective Stark (2004) describes five phases in this lifecycle: imagination (e.g. desiring a car), definition (knowing what car it will be), realisation (acquiring it), use (owning and driving it) and disposal (selling or scrapping it).

Understanding the complexities of product lifecycles ultimately enables companies to improve their products and services. This is increasingly achieved through the methodology of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) which integrates activates, processes and systems throughout the phases of product lives. Central to the effectiveness of these systems is the capture and management of information and communication (Prasad, 1995). PLM systems are a key tool in the management of engineering projects, particularly those with long lives. Other aspects such as resources, scheduling, project risks and contracts must also be considered.
2.3. Managing Engineering Projects

It was stated earlier (2.1.4) that all engineering design takes place within the domain of a project, and that it is usually undertaken with the objective of producing some profit or benefit to an organisation. It follows that effective engineering project management (PM) is a central element to achieving this. For this reason, the following sections present a fundamental background to PM. The ideas discussed are generally well supported in the literature, rather than state of the art research, the texts of Smith (2007), Gray and Larson (2000), Hales and Gooch (2004), and Field and Keller (1998) are predominantly drawn upon. The objective when organising projects is to make the most efficient use of time and resources and ensure obligations to all parties are satisfied (Smith, 2007). It follows that the core aspects to PM include scheduling, resource control and risks, and how these can be brought together and controlled through contracts. The discussion emphasises the importance of information sharing and communication.

2.3.1. Scheduling and Resources

Engineering design projects require the undertaking of a great array of interrelated activities, the complexity of which only grows with the size of the project. A critical part of any project plan is scheduling of activities which is inextricably linked to available resources (Faulconbridge and Ryan, 2002).

A number of different resource types are differentiated between, including human, physical, financial and documentary (Hales and Gooch, 2004; Smith, 2007). The term human resources is used in relation to designers, technicians, administrators or any person able to fulfil a role within the project. Not only is their availability of concern, but also their expertise and abilities, along with the cost of their time. Various physical resources are required throughout a design project (Kerzner, 2006). During the design stages these might include simulation equipment, rapid prototyping machinery through to the basics of computer equipment and...
relevant software. During manufacturing stages factory space, machines and tools will all be required. The financial resources available to a project can greatly affect its outcomes. The availability of capital and the willingness to invest it in new equipment or tooling might, for example, present further options to a design team. Documentary or Knowledge Resources capture a project team’s ability to carry out new tasks based on previous experiences. Processes or techniques previously applied might be recorded in a documentary form. Team members might know and understand characteristics of certain design problems from experiences of previous design projects in similar domains (Schön, 1983; Oxman, 1994; 1996).

The availability of necessary resources and the dependencies between various activities affects the sequence in which they can occur (Kerzner, 2006). This is extenuated during manufacturing or construction phases, although applicable also during design. Changes and uncertainty in the process must be anticipated and schedules should maximise flexibility for this. With so many factors to consider, network algorithms are often used to help optimise work flow in conjunction with subjective understanding based on experience (Gray and Larson, 2000). Schedules can be directed to minimise timescales or maximise efficient use of resources; although a solution which optimises both might often be sought (Field and Keller, 1998). For design activities where problems are ill-understood such advance scheduling is not possible. As a result schedules are generated dynamically through processes of communication and collaboration.

2.3.2. Risk

Ideally a project will deliver the correct solution, in time and on cost. Risks pose a potential barrier to achieving this, and can be considered as a combination of the likelihood of an undesirable event happening and the consequences if this does occur (Gray and Larson, 2000; Kendrick, 2003). As risks become realities, extra costs and longer schedules are
incurred and in the worst case projects can ultimately fail. Successfully managing risks them requires achieving a reduction in the levels of uncertainty associated, such that they are acceptable to the parties, and particularly investors, concerned (Wang and Roush, 2000).

The nature of different risks varies greatly, Smith (2007) distinguishes between those which are global risks and those which are elemental risks. Global risks are likely to affect all similar projects and might include political, legal, commercial and environmental influences; they are naturally harder to control than elemental risks but to some extent easier to predict. The elemental risks in a project regard the successful implementation and operation of the engineering design process and subsequent manufacture, as well as securing the necessary financial revenue from the outcomes.

Smith (2007) also classifies risks as commercial and technical risks, transcending the boundary of global and elemental risks. The commercial risk in a project essentially concerns its financial viability (Kendrick, 2003). Balancing expenditure against revenue is central to managing this; understanding influences upon these, thus enabling accurate predictions, will help to minimise risk. In some cases higher risk ventures may be deemed acceptable to an investor or company, as other perceived commercial benefits, such as competitive advantage, may be seen to exist. Projects are also fallible to technical risks, the result of which is the artefact not performing as it intended (Wang and Roush, 2000). It may sometimes be possible to correct this by the further investment of time and money however this is likely to increase the commercial risks. Technical project risk is recognised as being higher where the technologies are less well known to the designers, organisation or wider engineering community. Hence original design projects are usually associated with a higher level of technical risk (Smith, 2007).

An effective way of managing both commercial and technical risks in projects is through the use of reviews at various stages in the design
process. These can be used to highlight issues of risk so that they can be dealt with early and also to terminate projects deemed to incur excessive risk (Kahn, 2005). The early highlighting of risks away from the formal review process is therefore highly desirable. Such issues are likely to be implicitly represented in communication which is not formally recorded and analysed, such communication mechanisms include video conferencing, telephone and email.

2.3.3. Contracts

Invariably a project involves commercial partners and outside organisations to a lesser or greater extent in the various stages of the design and manufacturing process. In some projects there may only be a customer and a raw materials supplier, others will involve hundreds of suppliers of critical sub-systems, materials and multiple end users. For example 65% to 70% of a Boeing aircraft is produced by outside sources (Destefani, 2004), although this figure may reduce it is still likely to be significant (Webber, 2009). Contracts are a two way mechanism of formalising relationships between these parties, recognised in law, and any written communication can be interpreted with such status.

In PM, contracts are seen as critical in controlling risks and setting out rules so that expectations are met (Carmichael, 2000). Obligations of the various parties are stipulated and agreed, thus protecting others from the responsibility and cost incurred by a party failing to meet its obligations (Field and Keller, 1998). The objective of this rigorous process is to ultimately achieve a project which meets its expectations in terms of cost, time and quality. Unsurprisingly contracts can become incredibly complex and are often used strategically in the management of projects. The importance of the contracts to any engineering project cannot be overstated; failure to handle them correctly can lead to the downfall of a project or even organisation. Of particular concern to organisations are records for communication which can impact upon existing contracts (Genborg, 2005; Blum, 2007) For example a record of a conversation or
meeting where additional functionality or specification changes are agreed. The potential issues surrounding communication are becoming of increasing significance as projects and design teams become larger and more distributed. Effective communication is a prerequisite for design changes to be made quickly where parties are distributed, and is essential if work is to be outsourced (Webber, 2009). The management of engineering teams and the information they communicate is complex, particularly where they are distributed and multi-disciplinary.

2.4. Design Project Teams

Teams and team working are central to modern engineering design activity (Cross and Clayburn Cross, 1995; Gibson and Cohen, 2003). Not only are teams more effective at solving problems than individuals (Robson, 2002) but they capable of achieving large scale projects requiring a broad expertise and thousands of hours of work. Project teams include intra-company members, such as administrators, technicians, engineers and managers and inter-company involving consultants, suppliers, contractors and customers (Brereton, et al., 1996). Projects teams can vary enormously but in particular, modern engineering teams are often large, interdisciplinary, globally distributed and virtually connected. Communicative and successful teams are key to successful projects (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999).

2.4.1. Large Inter/Multi disciplinary Teams

The concurrent engineering methodology overlaps phases in the design process which would traditionally have run sequentially. Early on in the concurrent engineering process consideration is extended to the later stages, particularly manufacturing Figure 2-8. Along with reducing lead times, this can help in achieving continuity and reducing the number of changes required in the later stages of design thus reducing costs. Whereas previously design information was passed “over the wall” from one team to another, now there is increased interaction between parties
from different phases of the process (Backhouse, et al., 1996; Tomiyama, 1998). Manufacturing engineers, for example, may work with designers in the conceptual stages. Team working across boundaries is therefore central to achieving the concurrent engineering philosophy and as a result communication is a fundamental component of concurrent engineering (Prasad, 1995).

Many products are now so large and complex that no single individual could have the time or expertise to tackle them alone. An aircraft will contain hundreds of thousands of parts requiring tens of thousands of engineers to develop (Eckert, et al., 2005). Consequently team working is essential in engineering design projects. From large complex artefacts through to household items, many products integrate technologies from different domains; particularly electronics, software and mechanisms (electromechanical). The development of these products necessitates team working between the respective engineering disciplines during the
design process. Teams designing at these intersections are often referred to as interdisciplinary. Project teams are often formed by diverse groups of people and disciplines (Newnes, et al., 2006), their interactions (including information sharing and communicating) are key to project success and a core part of modern engineering design. However enabling such communication and collaboration is more complicated where teams are globally distributed.

2.4.2. Global and Virtual Teams

Increased global working between companies has promoted the adoption of virtual teams (Gibson and Cohen, 2003). These can be formed by individuals or smaller teams, either internally to the project or externally, to involve contractors or suppliers. The parties are physically separated, but linked through various electronic communication media, such as email or video conferencing (Kahn, 2005). Whilst the technical aspects of such collaboration are relatively simple to overcome it is recognised that Global Virtual Teams have different needs than those which are co-located, posing challenges to make them effective co-operators and collaborators (Massey, et al., 2003). The issue of building and maintaining trust within virtual teams is at the forefront of such challenges, and the benefits to teams of face-to-face introductions where possible are recognised (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999). Other challenges include the transcending of cultural boundaries (when working globally) and that team dynamics can be more complicated to handle. These factors, along with varying organisational cultures, and differing objectives and goals of teams can further reduce effectiveness (Robson, 2002). Clear, timely and effective communication is central to addressing this. Of note is also Robson’s observation that virtual teams are not as successful at tasks where high levels of creativity are required. Along with effective communication good leadership is important for the success of teams.
2.4.3. Leading and Organising Teams

Three types of team structure, Functional, Project and Matrix are commonly distinguished between (Bartlett and Ghosal, 1990; Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995), although it is recognised that few real teams will fall neatly into one category or another (Field and Keller, 1998). Engineering teams will tend to be Project based, Figure 2-9, (formed exclusively for the project) or Matrix based, Figure 2-10, where members have accountability to a project but also a division such as design or research and development.

![Figure 2-9: Project Style Team Structure.](image)

![Figure 2-10: Matrix Style Team Structure.](image)

The structure is useful for establishing how lines of communication should flow and it is important that these structures enable and support this (Thamhain, 2003). The other aspect of a project structure is that it supports and details the relationships between team members in terms of their accountabilities and responsibilities. Heading the team will be the Project Manager whose effective leadership is historically seen as key in
enabling a successful team (Belbin, 1981). A balance of roles and necessary expertise is also recognised as important in forming effective teams and attention has been given to this in the context of engineering design teams (Wasiak, et al., 2008).

The ability of project teams to be adaptive is also useful in engineering design projects, where to some extent the solution and therefore path of the project is not known in advance. Increasingly self-directed teams with flatter hierarchies are emerging, which are more dynamic and versatile (Kahn, 2005). To balance project demands, thus improving efficiency, team size can be varied throughout the project. The loading of engineers in the earlier (particularly conceptual) phases of the project is often used to reduce lead times (Smith, 2007).

The keen participation of team members is vital in order to realise innovation (Thamhain, 2003). Senge (2006) contends that teams must have shared goals and objectives in order to be truly successful. Without such alignment members can be empowered but without having a positive effect. In conclusion successful teams are cohesive and focused. They should be well managed and selected and need to be flexible, but perhaps most importantly need to communicate effectively.

2.5. Communication in Design Teams

The process of communication not only enables the transfer of information but also facilitates its generation via interpersonal interactions. Effective, timely, accurate communication of knowledge and information is a fundamental part of the design process. The theoretical background and definition of communication is a complex issue; which Eckert et al., (2005) explore thoroughly in the context of engineering design. It is not necessary to enter into such detailed discussions here, but based on their work, the following characteristics of communication are given.
Communication concerns the transmission of facts or information.
Communication processes are social ones, orientated towards other
people.
Communication is dynamic and temporal; contextualised by its time
frame and relating to other events.

The way in which these different characteristics are enacted and their
relative importance varies between communication mediums and the
scenarios during which communication occurs.

2.5.1. Communication mediums and synchronicity
Communication can be achieved though any combination of visual,
audible and tactile means (as noted by Huet, 2006). Mediums which
enable these include face-to-face, emails, telephone conversations,
facsimile, videoconferencing and instant messaging. The situations for
these occurring also vary; for example face-to-face conversations could
arise from informal chance encounters and ad hoc discussion, to highly
structured meetings or interviews. A distinction is commonly drawn
between these media is whether they enable synchronous or
asynchronous communication, Figure 2-11. Face-to-face and telephone
are examples of the former, where communication is instantaneous.
Letters and faxes are examples of the latter, where there is a delay in
which either party can act or reflect before replying. It can be argued that
electronic text based communication mediums, email, instant messaging
and forums can behave both synchronously and asynchronously (Shirani,
et al., 1999), hence Figure 2-11 presents these mediums on a spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asynchronous</th>
<th>&lt;</th>
<th>&gt;</th>
<th>Synchronous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Face to face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Instant Messaging</td>
<td>Web conferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forums or message boards</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-11: Spectrum of asynchronous and synchronous communication
methods
In most studies emails are considered to be asynchronous because there is most often a delay of some minutes, hours or days between replies (e.g. Shirani, et al., 1999; Honeycutt, 2001; Genevieve, 2006). However they may be used by parties undertaking a rapid exchange of brief emails as if face-to-face and thus demonstrate synchronous traits. As the name implies instant messaging has synchronous traits, yet a delay in reply because a user is away from their screen renders the medium asynchronous.

There are benefits to communicating asynchronously via email. For example reviewing messages before sending cannot be achieved in face-to-face conversation (Ijsselsteijn, 2003). Synchronous communication is not always practical for both parties (Markopoulos, et al., 2003) such as communicating with someone in a different time zone, yet asynchronous email communication supports this. Conversely attempts to use email to communicate synchronously may be more time consuming than simply picking up the telephone (Day, 2009).

It follows that affordances of different communication mediums are based largely upon their variance in synchronicity, visual, audio and tactile channels. Video conferencing allows expressions, gestures and tone of voice to be carried; emails allow the recipient to re-read and make certain they understand before replying. Which communication medium is preferred will be largely situational, but it is useful to recognise the features of email compared with other mediums.

Research in the design community has highlighted that reference to objects either conceptual, such as drawings and sketches, or physical artefacts is an important part of communication (Eckert and Boujut, 2003). Interestingly it has been shown that email supports this functionality, and is more than a poor substitute for face-to-face, the use of attachments partly enables this (Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001).
2.5.2. Communication Scenarios

A great deal of attention has been paid to the processes, purposes and acts of communication from both sociological and engineering research domains. These have examined from the fundamental components of speech (Bach and Harnish, 1979) up to complete interactions. Some of these ideas, particularly the more granular, are considered in more detail in Chapter 5 where the development of an approach to analyse email communications is presented. Three recognised high level scenarios for design communication are presented here; handover, joint design and interface negotiation (Eckert, et al., 2005).

Handovers occur when one person passes over their work to another, thus enabling the following activities to proceed and the design to progress. This ‘over the wall’ style of transaction is one directional, not producing any feedback. Despite the uptake of concurrent engineering methodologies this action is still recognised as being common (Eckert, et al., 2005).

During joint design scenarios, participants work synchronously and are usually co-located. The task tends to concern one problem, which the team work together to solve with discussion and instantaneous feedback.

In interface negotiations concern communication between participants whose tasks which mutually related to one another but are not sequential. Consulting with one another they must reach consensus on decisions affecting all of them; typically they will share estimated values of parameters. The objective is to make their elements of the design consistent with one another.

Some of the key processes at the core of these scenarios are seen to be idea generation, conflict resolution, decision making, requesting information, and making justifications. These shall be returned to again in Chapter 5.
So far this section has identified different communication mediums and communication scenarios which they support. This raises the question of what is currently known about the communication medium of email in an engineering design context.

### 2.5.3. Communication via Email

There have been only a handful of previous studies regarding email in specific relation to engineering design. These have considered aspects of expertise location to improve knowledge sharing (Kim, 2002) and annotation of design rationale (Kato, et al., 2002). No studies however have investigated the general characteristics of email use in design projects. Although a particular niche, at the intersection of a number of areas, this is still somewhat surprising, given the prevalence of email use in engineering organisations. More attention however has been paid to email use in general contexts and this work and its applicability to the engineering domain shall be discussed in the following chapter.

A product of email communication is the generation of vast amounts of information, some of which would not have been captured if communication had taken place via another medium. This content, alongside other artefacts, such as reports and drawings, forms part of a project’s information record and the design record. Hence managing this information effectively is important in both the short-term and long-term.

### 2.6. Information Management

The creation and use of information has long been recognised as central to the process of designing and all collaborative activities. Newell and Simon (1972, pg. 788) propose that “*when engaged in problem solving...humans are representable as information processing systems.*” a sentiment reflected by Ullman (1992) who describes design as “*the technical and social evolution of information, punctuated by decision making.*”
This section discusses the context in which information is important to engineering design projects and gives an overview of the processes involved in managing such information. First however it is useful to clarify what is meant by ‘information’ and its relation to the terms ‘data’ and ‘knowledge’ as discussed in Chapter 1. Informed by the works of Hicks et al., (2002) McAlpine (2007) and Lowe (2002) (who each discuss the terms origins extensively) the following definitions are given for the purpose of this work.

**Data** consists of characters, symbols and numbers, without context and in a way which is meaningless to a human. It will however typically be structured in such a way that it is machine readable.

**Information** can be formed from data, descriptions and context, and can be interpreted by a person. Diagrams and text are both examples of information. A further distinction is made between informal and formal information although this might be better viewed as a spectrum. Formal sources of information might include CAD drawings, reports or published documents. Characteristically these contain some degree of structure and adopt common templates or standards. They are often created for the purpose of communicating certain information impersonally but to a known demographic. Informal sources of information might include personal notes, emails, sketches and conversations. These typically contain little structure and can be regarded as personal information; in some cases those other than the creator or intended recipient may struggle to fully understand their meaning without additional context.

**Knowledge** is a personal understanding or belief. Individuals obtain new knowledge by the process of integrating information with their pre-existing knowledge. To transfer knowledge from one person to another it must be represented as information.

Having made the distinction between these three assets, it follows to discuss the management of these assets. An explanation of the concepts
of data management, information management and knowledge management are given for the purpose of this work. It is noted that these are interdependent and (as for the terms above) hard to delineate precisely.

The term **data management** is not widely used, but might easily be considered as a sub set of IM concerned with the digital level. Prevalent issues include, managing access rights to shared data, compatibility of software, preservation of archives and security. Such issues are discussed extensively within the digital curation community, and specifically regarding emails (Pennock, 2006).

**Information Management** (IM) encompasses such activities as organising, accessing and sharing information. Standards such as the format and layout of documentation prescribed by an organisation are also encompassed. The objective of IM is to make most effective use of information resources.

The concept of **Knowledge Management** (KM) is the most ambiguous of the three, being that knowledge is not a quantifiable or physical asset. KM is considered here to involve managing the environment in which knowledge is created generated and shared. It is also recognised that because information is a prerequisite for knowledge processes IM will affect KM.

The three concepts are undoubtedly interrelated and will in practice impact on one another. The main concern of this work is IM with regards to emails; e.g. how they are laid out, shared, stored and retrieved. There is also however an element of recognising what affect this has on KM; e.g. sharing of expertise. Given therefore the importance of IM to this investigation, the following sections discuss the relationship of information in engineering design.
2.6.1. Information in Design

The importance of information to the design process and more generally design projects cannot be overstated. It is widely acknowledged that engineering design can be regarded as a process of transferring information from one state to another (Hubka, 1988; Ullman, 1992; Hicks, et al., 2002). Information is required as an input to the design process and is subsequently generated throughout the design process (Court, 1998). Engineers use information for a wide variety of purposes, to help understand problems, generate solutions and present decisions (Kwasitsu, 2003). Lowe (2002) found that engineers required information throughout all the stages of the design process. More significantly the sources for this information were often personal collections, rather than company wide information, highlighting the weakness in IM approaches. Effective IM is therefore a prerequisite for maximising design performance.

2.6.2. Information Management Lifecycle

Having explained the importance of information and IM to engineering design projects, the key processes involved are now discussed. This is achieved through the use of an information lifecycle; numerous such models have been presented focusing on various aspects from digital curation and storage capability (Tallon and Scannell, 2007; Digital Curation Centre, 2009; IBM, 2009) through to linking information processes (SIMS, 2003). The lifecycle considered for this discussion, presented in Figure 2-12, outlines the phases of: creation and capture, organisation and storage, search and retrieval and re-use or disposal. The following discussion outlines some of the computational and user aspects relevant to these key phases and with particular reference to engineering design.
Creation and Capture

The first part of the information lifecycle presented is the generation of information and subsequent capture. Information is continuously generated throughout the course of the design project, represented in a wide variety of forms such as reports, CAD models, emails, notes, sketches, conversations and presentations. Information is always captured within such a context and not in isolation; furthermore part of this process is usually conversion to machine readable format (Hicks, et al., 2002).

The ease with which information is captured varies greatly between sources, as does the concision of the information. CAD models are created and exist within the computational environment; capture of this information is therefore essentially automatic (Regli and Cicirello, 2000). This is also true of articles such as reports and emails. At the opposite end of the spectrum are sources such as spontaneous informal work related conversations, although it is possible to record and capture these, there is a high overhead in doing so (Hindus and Schmandt, 1992; Whittaker, et al., 2008). Other information sources will fit in between these extremes, such as paper based documents which might be
digitised (Brown, et al., 2000), or formal meeting recordings and transcripts (Truong and Hayes, 2009).

A further difference between information sources is their content. It is the nature of a report to present a concise version of design discussion and explanation but as a consequence some points and a level of detail will be lost (Conway, et al., 2007). A paradox of this would be to record everything, for example a tape recording of a meeting. The level of detail is far more comprehensive if not complete, however useless information will be captured along with useful. This notion of ‘information loss’ is identified by Huet (2006) who explored the differences between meeting transcripts and meeting minutes and also McAlpine et al., (2006) with regards to engineers log books.

To make use of sources; such as recordings, personal notes and emails, at the later stages of the lifecycle a more intensive approach to filter and search may be required (McMahon, et al., 2004). Methods enabling the effective reuse of information from documents (Wild, et al., 2006), log books (McAlpine, 2010) and meetings (Huet, 2006) has been investigated. Email however has been largely overlooked. It is unique in that it is easily captured yet contains highly original and unabridged information and therefore provides extensive potential for reuse.

In addition to directly capturing information generated during design projects, there is a desire to capture further, often unarticulated, context to surround this. Specifically there has been considerable attention given to the process of capturing design rationale, the reasoning for decisions in the design process (e.g. Bracewell, et al., 2007; Giess, et al., 2007). One approach to achieving this is through the addition of supplementary marking up or tagging, discussed in the next sections. The alternative approach adopted by Bracewell (2007) is to generate and articulate rationale more explicitly as part of designing (consequently allowing capture).
Organising and Storing

The organisation and management of information is critical for business success; especially design information in the engineering domain (McMahon, et al., 2005). Design projects can generate many thousands of electronic files of various types. When storing this information it is vital that files are organised or processed in a coherent way, to avoid chaos making any prospect of retrieval impossible. The term ‘information overload’ is used to describe this (Eppler and Mengis, 2004). Engineering organisations have typically adopted PDM and PLM systems to help achieve this. Both systems centrally store and organise files within a structure conducive to the project. PDM systems are focused particularly on compiling product modelling data, such as geometry, manufacturing and analysis data. PLM systems are more holistic, and include wider project documentation envisaged to support the product through life (Stark, 2004).

Despite the existence of such central management systems engineers also keep information on their personal computer space (Lowe, 2002). Furthermore Lowe found that this type of personal information accounts for around half or an engineers information usage. The way in which engineers manage this ‘Personal Information’ has also been closely observed (Boardman, 2004; Hicks, et al., 2008). Hicks et al., (2008) found that engineers tended to organise files and folders in hierarchies, which they argue represents a form of classification. Although the behaviour of individuals varied, there was a tendency to organise files in relation to product functions. File naming strategies were noted to be weak and particularly varied.

A further aspect in the organisation of information is the use of post processing to add contextual information to facilitate retrieval. Particularly in the case of informal information sources this can add considerable value, but can represent a significant investment. More established methods of adding contextual structure, particularly to documents, include
the addition of contents lists and indexes, sorting alphabetically or by date, and structuring with hierarchies (Dominich, 2008). It may be possible to post process emails but this is likely to be time consuming given the high volumes involved. This may however provide benefits in making them more searchable and their content more re-useable.

Search and Retrieval
A number of authors have investigated information use by engineering designers and in particular the way in which they search for information. Designers have been found to spend between 20 - 30% of their time searching for information (Court, 1998). When doing so they have been shown to rely predominantly on human sources but also drawings, databases and reports (Aurisicchio, 2005). Engineers use people to find documents and documents to find people (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). This somewhat blurs any division between IM and KM but acknowledges the importance of the individuals within either process.

Around half of information searches are targeted to retrieve factual information, one third to aid reasoning in design development, with the majority of other searches relating to deliberations, via analysis and evaluations (Aurisicchio, 2005). Sources included in such searches contain formal and informal information items within central systems and personal collections, both computationally recorded and by hand. Experts rely particularly heavily upon personal collections, and are prepared to search widely, mainly for text based information. In comparison novice engineers are more likely to search for geometric and CAD based data although will not go to such lengths to do so (Lowe, 2002).

Despite the importance of humans in locating information, searching electronic file collections is also vital to engineers. The domain of IR focuses on identifying and retrieving information from the computational environment to match the predetermined needs of a user (Meadow, et al., 2007). This has proved to be a non trivial problem which is far from
One facet of IR is the addition, formatting or structuring of information at the organisation and storage stage as discussed previously. The second facet is the application techniques, including algorithms and linguistics, to interrogate information from the computer environment. It may be that this second facet is applied to achieve the first autonomously. The computational techniques involved have been explored extensively (Dominich, 2008) and remain an area of high interest.

The fundamental difficulty with searching and querying techniques, particularly key word searching, is the limitation of artificial intelligence. Computers are not capable of meaningful cognitive understanding and can therefore only return results within the limitations of the algorithms written to achieve them. For example a computer searching for the articles containing the word “motorbike” will not retrieve articles where the word “motorcycle” is used instead.

A number of authors have proposed the use of taxonomies to aid retrieval, from both informal sources and from engineering documents, the generation of these is however highly labour intensive. Although computer generated taxonomies have been attempted (Yang, et al., 2005) they have not been found to produce suitably accurate results.

**Reusing or Disposing**

The final phase in the information lifecycle described here is the reuse of information. Markus (2001) identified a number of different motivations for knowledge workers to reuse information. These included learning from experiences of previous and similar projects, novices seeking to gain expertise or further their knowledge, and to recall reasoning and decisions made during earlier stages of the current project. Reuse of information in engineering projects can influence the way in which design processes are undertaken and help develop best practices (Baxter et al., 2007). The reuse of more traditional information relating to product
geometry and detailing, often supported by PDM systems, is also recognised as important (Hicks, et al., 2002). The re-use of design information has been shown to be highly useful even at the conceptual design stage, particularly when undertaking adaptive and variant design activities (Khadilkar and Stauffer, 1996). It is also suggested that re-using design information helps to minimise work and reduce project risks downstream.

Despite the benefits of reusing design information, designers have been found to exhibit a reluctance to do so (Busby, 1999). This social problem has been attributed to uncertainty of designers in when previous or existing work might be applicable to their new situation. The reuse of information will generally generate new information; capturing this, closes the lifecycle.

2.6.3. Challenges for Information Management

In the previous section was shown that information and IM are central to the undertaking of engineering design projects. As increasing amounts of information are generated, the effective organisation and storage of this becomes more challenging. Improved methods for sorting and distilling information are needed. This is particularly the case with a technology such as email, where large amounts of unstructured information covering a broad range of topics, purposes and varying significance are generated.

Encouraging the reuse of information by engineers may in itself be a challenge, which may partly be overcome by educating engineers of the benefits. More significant however is the problem of easily retrieving pertinent information, which undoubtedly discourages information reuse. More effective search techniques need to be developed, which can identify context, so that users can find useful information quickly, even if they have a limited understand of what information exists or their own information needs.
2.7. Summary

This chapter began by presenting a background to engineering design projects. Design and systems integration process models were identified (Forsberg and Mooz, 1992; Medland, 1992; Ullman, 2002), and aspects of project control including cost, risk and life-cycle management were discussed. It was identified that effective communication and information sharing is essential to support these processes (Hicks, et al., 2002; Bouarfa and Mohamed, 2010).

The trend towards distributed, large complex multidisciplinary teams (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999; Gibson and Cohen, 2003) was identified. These large teams have arisen due to engineers designing increasingly complex products (Eckert, et al., 2005) and therefore often work with many partners with diverse expertise (Brereton, et al., 1996; Destefani, 2004; Newnes, et al., 2006).

This move results in a number of challenges to improve communication (Massey, et al., 2003; Webber, 2009), shared understanding and reduce knowledge loss (Huet, 2006). As such the role of information and communication in design projects and their importance to successful problem solving and project outcomes was emphasised (Simon, 1969; Hubka and Eder, 1982; Hicks, et al., 2002; Ullman, 2002).

A number of communication and information sources were contrasted such as phone, fax, engineering drawings, emails and minutes of meetings (Huet, 2006; Conway, et al., 2007). It was noted that information and communication activities vary throughout the course of project and product lifecycles (Eckert, et al., 2005).

It was identified that email is one of the few tools to be used throughout this project duration and is expected to be used to support a range of engineering activities. However, little research was evident in the area of email use in terms of design knowledge and project management.
Literature has illustrated that the use of email is common place (Bellotti, et al., 2003; AIIM International, 2006).

Overall it has been shown that communication is vital to the design process and that, as a widely used communication channel, email use is therefore also of significance. This view is supported by various industrial partners of the University of Bath\textsuperscript{4}. There are two areas in which it is felt that the effectiveness of emails might be improved. Firstly, there is a need for more coherent management strategies for archiving, retrieval and reuse of information. These concern both direct use of email content and understanding of how organisational knowledge is referenced in email communication. Secondly, that general working process could be better supported particularly where users deal with large volumes of email. This also includes opportunities relating to improved collaboration and information management through to improved design and project processes. The contention is then reiterated that to make steps towards achieving these, it is necessary and desirable to form a substantiated understanding of email use in engineering design projects.

This chapter has partly addressed **Objective 1**; to examine the existing research and determine what is known about the role that email plays both in engineering design and other working environments. Literature was reviewed exploring email use in engineering design, (although little research has been conducted in this area) and exploring communication in engineering design. Chapter 3 continues by investigating the use of email as a communication tool in other working environments. It also provides a state-of-the-art review of email use within the working environment.

\textsuperscript{4} Conversations with Project and Process Managers at Converteam, BMT Group and Airbus.
3.0 Email: State-of-the-Art

The findings from Chapter 2 highlighted the need to ascertain the use of email in engineering design projects, through considering other working environments. To investigate such use of email two specific objectives were identified:

**Objective 1:** To examine existing research and determine what is known about the role that email plays both in engineering design and other working environments. **Objective 2:** To examine the tools and techniques proposed to analyse email use, including archiving and retrieval as well as general work processes.

This chapter explores the wide variety of existing research which impacts upon email. This involves work that relates to users and their interactions with email and connected work processes, as well as the integration of Email as part of IM and KM strategies. (Broadly speaking the nature of research conducted encompasses both that which seeks to explore and analyse user behaviour, and that which upon the basis of this understanding, proposes tools to affect improved email use). Within this scope there are a wide range of applications and scenarios which research has addressed. Consequently the involvement of many communities and disciplines is represented in the following sections, these include; Human Computer Interaction, Information Retrieval, Language Processing, Management and Social Sciences. It is unsurprising therefore that division of topics within the existing research field for discussion is nontrivial, with overlapping ideas and many authors bridging fields. This space is shown conceptually in Figure 3-1.
The first, and major section of this review (3.1), addresses common activities and ways in which email is used; both tools and user behaviour are discussed (grouped in the upper half of Figure 3-1). The second section (3.2) explores how email data can be post processed to reveal insights into both the records retained from communications and the communities which have created them (grouped in the lower half of Figure 3-1). The final section concludes, summarising key points from the review and their implications for this research.

The objectives of this research concern the above mentioned aspects of the working processes of dealing with email (3.1) and the secondary use of email data (3.2) as presented at the conclusion of this chapter in Figure 3-4. In particular however the outputs of this research inform the areas of: filing and classification, user effectiveness with email (in terms of appropriateness to task) and an understanding of the community structure within engineering design projects (highlighted in Figure 3-1.)

Figure 3-1: The relevance of various disciplines to topics of email research

* Particular contributions made to these areas by this research
It is worth noting at this point that the review does not include discussion of junk, malicious and unsolicited email colloquially known as SPAM. Although a wealth of literature exists in this area it bears no specific relation to engineering design project email or the remit of this research.

3.1. The working process of dealing with email

This section interlaces research addressing user behaviour, the nature of email communication and work flow with a selection of proposed tools and applications developed to improve email use. To begin the following sections one of the most influential and early studies into email use is presented. Building upon some of the ideas arising from this, the review then discusses tools and behaviour relating to four key email activities; receiving email, classifying and filing email, task management using email and triaging or prioritising email. This distinction of activities is similar to ones used in previous reviews, particularly Venolia et al., (2001). Finally some findings on the effectiveness of email for different processes and when compared to other communication media are presented.

3.1.1. Whittaker and Sidner’s Empirical Study

Whittaker and Sidner’s (1996) exploration of personal IM in email has established itself as one of, if not the, seminal work in this domain. Many of their original findings and principals are still relevant over a decade later. In their empirical study Whittaker and Sidner identified that the principle design of email clients intended messages to exist in two states: a small number of unread items in the inbox, and the rest, once responded to or simply read are filed appropriately. In practice this was not found to be the case, with large numbers of read messages in inboxes, and various degrees and styles of filing taking place. An explanation for this scenario gave rise to the term “email overload,” referring to both the overloaded functionality of email as a tool and the volumes of email users receive.
Emails in many cases relate to a task the recipient needs to execute away from the email domain, as a consequence these messages are kept in the inbox acting as reminders of things to do; in effect the email environment became a task management tool. Users were also seen to keep messages relating to ongoing correspondence within their inboxes, acting as a reminder of what had been said, and awaiting reply following another process. It was also recognised that by virtue of creating a written record of communication, content of emails could be held to be legally binding. The fear of not being able to locate items once filed, and uncertainty about their importance at a future point in time led to users being reluctant to file emails and thus added to the inbox accumulation.

Along with the functions and processes already mentioned, document delivery, scheduling meetings, handling support queries and sending reminders were all found to be common place. Long messages awaiting reading and those whose status was unclear were also found to clutter inboxes.

In summary Whittaker and Sidner found that the inbox was the home of incomplete items for one reason or another. But it was the variety of functions for which email was used that caused such large volumes of messages to arrive, which users struggle to stay on top of. At the time of their study (1996) it is understandable that the perspective from which the domain was explored was one of filing, in line with the email clients of the time and more traditional office practices. It is perhaps therefore surprising that they recognised opportunities to improve email away from this traditional structure, with much of the following work (e.g. Venolia, et al., 2001; Gwizdka, 2002; Bellotti, et al., 2003) building on their recommendations and ideas. Although more tools are now available (Boardman, 2004) they are not necessarily utilised and the requirements identified by Whittaker and Sidner still exist (Fisher, et al., 2006).
3.1.2. Incoming Email…and too much of it

Incoming email messages have been shown to affect work flow, with some users interrupting their activity to check each message as it arrives whilst others will dedicate time slots to email checking. Jackson and Burgess (2003) show that the reduction in productivity due to interrupt may have significant financial cost, and proposes that users check emails on an hourly basis to reduce this. The large volume of “send to all” emails were felt to contribute to this problem and it is suggested that these to be restricted within organisations (Jackson, et al., 2003).

Incoming email and its effects were considered by Venolia et al., (2001) as part of Microsoft’s investigation into email client requirements. It was identified that the significance of an incoming email to the recipient could be determined by factors such as the identity of the sender, whether the messages were direct or cc’d, the number of other persons the message was sent to and whether it was flagged as important. Furthermore it was recognised that it may be useful to have a more tailored notification system for message arrival, based upon these factors, with the possibility to display information in a side bar such as subject heading.

A more recent study of users email behaviour by Renaud et al., (2006) showed that more that 60% of individuals checked their email on a more than hourly basis. However it was reported that users found email to be less of an interruption than face-to-face communication and telephone calls; this is perhaps due to the integrated nature of email applications within the user’s working environment and an element of control over when and how to respond afforded by asynchrony. It was also found that the perception of the need for a quick response was felt more often by recipients than senders.

3.1.3. Automated Classification and Filing of Emails

A large amount of attention has been afforded to the automatic classification of emails through computational techniques. Many of the
techniques are well established in the automated text analysis domain where detailed analysis and comparisons of them exist. With detailed discussion of these tools carried out extensively elsewhere (e.g. Strzalkowski, 1999; Cristianini, 2000) the purpose of this section is therefore to illustrate the variety of techniques available and identify how far research in this domain has progressed with respect to processing email.

Early work comparing rule versus Information Retrieval (IR) based classification techniques for email text was undertaken by Payne and Edwards (1997). IR methods examine biometrics of exemplar text already in folders and compare them to the email awaiting classification looking for similarities; rule based methods instead classify based on predetermined parameters such as the file size, sender or the frequency of key words. Payne and Edwards found that dependant on the sample data used either technique could perform superiorly. They also considered whether the use of metadata along with the email body aided filing. It was found that the inclusion of the subject line improved reliability with the rule based technique but had the inverse affect on the IR method. Both rule based and IR based systems have the ability to ‘machine learn’ (Marsland, 2009). It is worth noting that many of the tools were developed using emails which had already been classified, using a proportion as the training set and the rest as the test set. It is recognised that this does not account for incorrect filing in the original set, furthermore email is dynamic and tools need to be tested in a live environment (McCreath and Kay, 2003).

A strong example of a retrieval based learning system is given by Segal and Kephart (1999; 2000). They developed a Mail categorisation tool, Mailcat later to become Swiftfile, to aid users with filing activity. The tool predicted three folders in which it suggested users would like to file an email and provided short cuts to aid in doing so. To achieve this Swiftfile used a text classification algorithm comparing the content of each email received and those already filed (i.e. an IR based method). By
determining words which frequently occurred in one folder but infrequently in others, it was possible to distinguish between them. Looking for frequently occurring words within an email, it was then possible to determine which folder’s profile was most represented. This principle of using words which occur frequently within a source but infrequently within a set is referred to as Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF). An advantage of the system is that it automatically recommends where to file in accordance with users specific habits, and can adapt as they change. The system learns based upon a users existing filing structure, with folders naturally defined by the messages within them.

*Swiftfile* was integrated into Lotus Notes (IBM, 2008), with the principal of working in the background and offering the user a suggested file for each message, but allowing them to wave this. On a large sample of emails, although a small number of users, *Swiftfile* was tested to show around 80% accuracy to be achievable when allowed to predict 3 folder choices. Prior to *Swiftfile*, Boone (1998) presented and tested (in more limited settings) a conceptually similar tool *Re:Agent*.

Several tools have also been developed to use a Naïve Bayes (NB) classification model to file email (e.g. Rennie, 2000; Nenkova and Bagga, 2003). The principle of operation is that the probability of each word within an email then occurring within the different folders calculated. By combining probabilities for all of the words within an email, it is then possible to identify to which folders they are most likely to belong. Rennie (2000) chose to implement an NB classifier, because of the methods suitability to iterative learning. The tool was developed and reported to be in use by a community of around 40 members, and was shown to have a higher rate of accuracy than other tools, notably *Swiftfile*.

Koprinska et al., (2007) introduce a more recently evolved machine learning technique Random Forest (*RF*) to the classification of email. They reviewed, tested and evaluated RF along side existing tools such as
NB, support vector machines (SVM) and decision trees. Results showed RF to offer improved accuracy, learning and running speed.

The majority of the email classification models discussed here primarily use topics identified within emails. An exception to this is a tool developed by Cohen et al., (2004) who identify key verbs to do with activities such as confirm, propose and request, a speech act taxonomy is derived to achieve this. In an application using TFIDF and SVM they found that the detection of these ‘speech acts’ is more complex than topic identification but is possible. The implication is that this type of classification may be useful in aiding task management.

Crawford et al., (2002) tested a method to classify mail, using both rule based systems as well as TFIDF. The identity of the sender and the presence of keywords within emails were used in conjunction with a series of rules to determine likely folder choices. Again their tool IEMS, suggested rather than enforced folder choice, in much the same way as Swiftfile, as it was recognised this suited user behaviour and enforced the reading of email before filing. Further development of IEMS (McCreath and Kay, 2003) moved to using a purely rule based system for folder prediction using key word and sender information.

Rather than adopting the more common TFIDF and Bayesian approaches, Aery and Chakravarthy (2005) used a novel ‘graph mining’ based method to develop eMailSift. The principle was to identify interesting and repetitive patterns in the email body comparing incoming mail to that already in folders and proposing classifications based on this. An evaluation of the eMailSift was undertaken with various email sets to compare it with an NB classifier. It was shown that eMailSift was more effective particularly where there was a high degree of heterogeneity in the set.

The majority of the tools discussed have the ability to learn though their use, which has the effect of tailoring them to the specific user, this is
particularly beneficial as users’ methods of dealing with and filing email have been shown to vary enormously.

Many of the classification tools have been developed widely but few, if any, have been developed and adopted. One explanation for this is that classifying email into folders is not an adequate or complete solution to effective retrieval. Where folders contain a large volume of emails there is still need for further sifting, often requiring keyword searching which in many cases is neither effective nor efficient. Most of the tools have been limited to putting emails into individual folders and nothing further. Using unique folders (rather than simultaneous locations) is still no more advanced than filing systems used for the last 100’s of years and does not allow for more powerful combinational retrieval queries. Classification techniques also do not attempt to make content more accessible by changing the format of the information, such as by extracting content or adding contextual information to the emails. In many cases there is not even consideration to ensure that threaded conversations are filed consistently and together.

One suggestion is allowing emails to be classified with more than one label and thus enabling more powerful combined queries such as; every email sent by John, relating to project X and including minutes of a meeting. Mailsleuth (Cole, et al., 2003) used Formal Concept Analysis in applying a structured mark up to email texts to aid retrieval in this way. Their manual technique requires users to create and mark up concepts occurring within emails. A network of relationships between concepts and corresponding emails is consequently generated. This has the benefit of helping to retrieve mail through the use of combined concept searches but can also aid knowledge discovery throughout email corpora. Another example of the use of multiple folders to classify emails is given by Rohall et al., (2004) in the tool Remail, who also recognises the importance of maintaining threading.
Little work has been undertaken in the domain of email use specifically by engineers or designers, one exception is work by Kato et al., (2002). Using the IBIS principles (Kunz and Rittel, 1970), Kato et al., manually searched complete email threads, identifying where issues were raised and if a corresponding decision was made within the thread. Where this was the case they deduced the thread contained rationale. Their work did not go as far as identifying the positive and negative arguments and hence did not truly capture rationale.

Despite this, the work remains useful in that it identified unresolved issues and unattended decisions in emails. Unfortunately the overhead on the part of users in implementing such a system is significant and most likely undesirable in a real life setting.

Minkov et al., (2006) present an algorithm for examining name disambiguation and email threading, which is aimed to be expanded at a linguistic level to improve IR (in email & documents).

Rather than classifying emails Schwartz (1999) attempted to hyperlink key terms or concepts within email text to an encyclopaedic style reference source or ‘Organisational Memory’ in the tool Hypermail. The system automatically proposed which words should be associated with known concepts in memory but similarly to other tools, allowing the user to support or modify these suggestions.

Summary of Classification Techniques
This section of the review demonstrates the wide variety of techniques for email classification, using both machine learning (retrieval) and rule based classifications. Figure 3-2 depicts some of the specific works discussed on a time line.
Both types of technique provide a viable option for classification however, the approach adopted by users still tends to be very one dimensional and has little difference conceptually to a paper filing cabinet.

Language processing techniques have improved and are capable of useful classification, as demonstrated by the tools discussed. However it is arguable that whilst computational methods cannot meaningfully understand text, the potential for these tools is limited.

### 3.1.4. Task Management

Participants in a number of empirical studies have been shown to use their inbox as a place for keeping messages for the purpose of reminding themselves of tasks they must undertake. Despite the fact that email applications were not intended or optimised for this purpose, (Bellotti, et al., 2003) this behaviour has been consistently reported for some time (Mackay, 1988; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Gwizdka, 2002). A small
study exploring user requirements of email applications to aid task management was conducted by Bellotti et al., (2003). Seven principle needs were identified; these were the ability to:

- track multiple to do’s,
- mark up the priority of tasks,
- manage threads over long time spans,
- manage deadlines and reminders,
- collate related items, switch easily between applications
- look through a task, rather than a folder oriented view.

The later requirement supports the view that email filing approaches (discussed previously) are not sufficient to deal with user needs in terms of task management.

Much of the work on task management has focused on how best to group and display information for users. For example Samiei et al., (2004) focused on improving task management by grouping of mail by threads, with the aim to present contextual and conversation history details in a highly visual manner in the tool EzMail. The suitability of user interfaces for task focused email was investigated by Gwizdka and Chignell (2004). They found that users’ requirements were dependant on their ways of thinking such as having a visual memory or a working memory. This pointed to the need for a variety of interfaces for different users, a view that is recognised by others (e.g. Sow, et al., 2005).

A task-centric approach to an email client was proposed and developed by Bellotti et al., (2003; 2005) named Taskmaster. This boldly dispensed with the traditional inbox, drafts, sent mail, folders approach and instead grouped messages entirely by task. Threads of activity were used rather than straight forward threading of messages, and users could arrange tasks as sub tasks of another. The user was also granted the ability to put a meaningful name to tasks, rather than relying on subject headers. It
was also made possible to include supplementary sources of relevant information not originally sent by email, such as WebPages or documents. One of the benefits of the Taskmaster approach was that it became possible to generate task specific information, such as contact lists and summaries of actions to do. Additionally notifications of approaching deadlines and a visual approach to task requirements over time were possible. The testing of the tool was generally positive but the major problem was getting users to fully commit to changing from their established way of working and reliance on their existing email filing structure.

An alternative more holistic approach task management is taken by Kaptelinin (2003) presenting UMEA (User-Monitoring Environment for Activities). Rather than adding functionality to the email client Kaptelinin moves away to consider the whole working environment in an approach informed by activity theory. By monitoring user activity UMEA organises user resources including documents, folders and URL’s from a project based perspective.

SCOUT, (Sow, et al., 2005) is unusual in that it has been developed to identify tasks within machine generated emails benefiting from their highly structured nature. A rule based approach is used to identify tasks implied by message content which are grouped contextually in terms of common business processes, such as account related. Although shown to be highly accurate, the utility of such an approach is clearly limited outside of highly structured machine generated emails.

Despite the work that has been undertaken in the area of improving task management within email, none of the tools presented appear to have been widely adopted.
3.1.5. Prioritising or ‘Triaging’ Emails

Users who deal with large volumes of email have been seen to undertake a process of working through their inboxes, determining the most pertinent order in which to address emails and how to do so. In several cases the term “Triaging” has been used to describe this process (Venolia, et al., 2001; Bellotti, et al., 2005; Neustaedter, et al., 2005). The process of triaging undoubtedly relates to the classifying, task management and incoming email research presented so far; and could be considered at an intersection of these fields. It is worth noting that the automated filing of emails has received somewhat more attention than triaging although some of the processes undertaken are similar for the user. Notably triaging requires temporal consideration, with the ability to determine the order in which certain tasks must take place before others can occur, to fully automate such a process in free text emails would require a high level of computational understanding.

One technique has however been developed for the purpose of triaging emails, benefiting from specific and controlled circumstances and using classification methods. In order to address the issue of dealing with high volumes of emails to customer contact centres Nenkova and Bagga (2003) identified four types of email which were of interest. Firstly Single messages which did not require an immediate response, such as comments, suggestions for product improvements. Emails which did require a prompt response, such as queries were termed roots, subsequent emails to these exchanged between the contact centre and the customer were termed inners with the final email from a customer closing these conversations leaves. From the perspective of the contact centre it is clearly useful in being able to prioritise the order in which to deal with emails based upon these four divisions. The use of SVM and NB were compared in completing this task, with reasonably successful results. The relevance of this application to engineering organisations may increase as they move into the service sector, where they will more often manage their own customer contact networks. Although this tool
classifies email in much the same way as other tools discussed, its proposed application and the implication of identifying the four mail types, is such that this may be considered one of the only attempts to triage incoming email.

Whereas Nenkova and Bagga facilitated triage through classification
Corston-Oliver et al., (2004) were concerned with task management. Their tool Smartmail automatically identified tasks in email and generated a reworded todo list for the user. This was achieved through the use of SVM’s and Natural language Processing techniques (NLP). Although shown to have a reasonable level of precision-recall the techniques were not fail safe and risked tasks being missed or erroneously created. Despite the obvious utility of this tool, trials showed that users were uneasy about not reading the mail and conducting the process themselves.

It is the author’s opinion that although research has identified the issue of “triaging,” exploration of the processes involved and consequent proposals to aid it have not been made in the research field in general. Instead the use of email in task management, filing and incoming email have been given attention, which are all of relevance to effective email triage.

3.1.6. User Behaviour and the Effectiveness of Email

To develop processes and tools for the purpose of improving email use, the understanding of user’s interactions within the work place and email environment is seen to be critical. Several aspects of user behaviour relating to the processes of receiving email, filing, managing tasks and triaging have already been discussed in the previous sections. Other aspects of user behaviour which fit outside of these processes are now discussed; these relate particularly to the way in which email is used for communication and its implications socially, for knowledge sharing, and organisational management.
Much consideration has been given to the social implications of using email, rather than other communication media such as face-to-face, fax and telephone. The increased communication afforded by email has been recognised as positive in building relationships (O’Kane, et al., 2007) although it is acknowledged that it is not an ideal medium for introductions and initiating relationships (Wilson, 2002). The benefits teams get from email compared to face-to-face communication can be influenced greatly by the nature of the group and their willingness to interact. For most social processes email has been seen as being less effective than personal communication, however the intimacy rendered by emails is regarded as one of its strengths. One consequence of this is that individuals can say things to one another which they would not do in a face-to-face situation (O’Kane, et al., 2007) which although perceived as a negative factor may equally have positive consequences.

Email now plays a major role in intra-organisation communications and it is felt that as collections, messages contain a lot of detail about the context of the organisation and structures within it. Panteli (2002) explored this idea and found that email tends to reinforce existing power dynamics and hierarchies within groups; it should be stressed that the study was confined to academic institutions and conflicted with previous findings. An implication of email reinforcing power dynamics is to make processes less democratic, this has particular relevance for design groups using email who will need to debate, evaluate and make decisions. This is reinforced by Wilson’s (2002) findings that email is neither good for negotiation nor reaching consensus. Despite these findings it is still recognised that email is used widely to support decision making and decision making processes (Lusk, 2006). It is clear from the literature that whilst email offers many benefits it should not be treated as an equivalent substitute for face-to-face communication. This extends to a wide variety of circumstances, particularly relevant processes for designers such as task execution, task selection, idea generation and decisions making have been specifically identified as less effective using email (Wilson, 2002).
In 1.4 the idea of information richness was introduced as: “the ability of information to change understanding” (Daft and Lengel, 1986). This is affected (in the context of face-to-face conversation) by factors such as tone of voice or facial expression which make the information ‘richer’. In the context of email Pantelli (2002) identifies that email richness is influenced through the way in which signatures, terminology and familiarities are used between parties; email text is more able to change understanding than documentation. The personal nature of the information increases its richness. Panteli (2002) also identifies that emails will provide information regarding organisational context; who talks to who and how they express their conversations. The premise that email contains such rich and useful information is fundamental to objectives of this thesis, such trying to improve accessibility and re-use of content. With the purpose of being objective two caveats to this are therefore made.

O’Kane et al., (2007) found that a principal purpose of emails was the transferring of information, passing views, reports or ideas from one person to another. The development of new understanding and creation of new ideas in emails was very much subservient to this. This does not exclude the possibility that valuable information is contained within emails, but does highlight the challenges faced in locating it. A secondary risk in regarding email as a rich media; is that its ease of use can have a detrimental on quality (Higa, et al., 2000). Circumstances surrounding how and when an email was sent, which are likely to be difficult to distinguish, may therefore affect the reusable value of content. It follows that consideration of these factors should be made when examining email records. Further to this it is acknowledged that such weaknesses could be overcome by better education of practices surrounding email user behaviour instilled by employers, improving effectiveness in managing processes and relationships (O’Kane and Hargie, 2007). The literature highlights that management have the greatest influence surrounding email policy and tool choice within their organisations, as well as how
much work is conducted through email (Higa, et al., 2000); offering opportunity to affect improvements.

It is recognised that users are not generally keen to invest the extra time required in adding semantic value (through metadata) to their electronic media although this may have saved them effort later in time. McDowell et al., (2004) determined that although this may remain the case for most activities, where there is a large future benefit versus current cost, users are likely to be willing to use semantics. Three areas in which semantics could be used to improve email habitat were proposed to be: 1) Process, The handling of simple but tedious processes, such as automatic reply / invite to a function. 2) Query, answering other users simple questions, such as finding directions or a phone number. 3) Updating, automatically adding data to a webpage, database etc. from email content.

3.2. Secondary use of email generated data

In 3.1 the direct processes for which email is used were discussed. Email is however particularly suitable for deeper secondary exploration, as the content of communications and sender, recipient, time information are easily and automatically captured, unlike face-to-face meetings for example. Some ideas for exploiting email data in an automated way have hence been developed, either to serve a foreseen need, or because the possibility to do so is there. A number of these concepts and tools relate to how email data can be presented to show new or deeper meanings; in particular many of these adopt highly visual representations to achieve this, often termed visualisation techniques. One specific application of visualisation is the mapping of networks of communication within organisations. Along with analysis of such networks has been the quest to determine who within an organisation may have knowledge relevant to a problem. The following sections discuss firstly, general use of visualisation techniques and secondly how community structure and expertise location has been achieved.
3.2.1. Visual Representation of Email Data

It is often said that a picture is worth a thousand words; but can a picture be worth a thousand emails? As a way of condensing and representing patterns across corpora several researchers have developed ‘visualisation techniques' to do just this.

One of the simpler examples of a visualisation tool was Mailview (Frau, et al., 2005) which was centred around message chronology, displaying as a point when each email had been sent on a time line. Users were able to change the view by filtering details such as senders or folder classifications. Whereas this tool was to assist with the retrieval of information another very different example aimed to monitor work flows over distributed locations. Mapmail (Nelson and Churchill, 2007) achieved this by displaying the sender, time and subject line of each email sent in a dialogue box on a map, enabling managers to observe patterns of communication.

From a more social standpoint Viegas et al., (2006) hypothesised “that a visualization of email content constituted meaningful portraits of people’s relationships.” Demonstrating this, their tool Themail, presented the ability to view an individual's relationships and their content of communication with different people. This was achieved by allowing users to view keywords that appeared in their conversations, mapping them over a time line and enlarging them to emphasise their frequency.

This portrayal of information was termed the “haystack” and specific information sought within it, termed the “needle”. As can be seen in Figure 3-3 this could highlight the passing of different events through related key words, or show with whom users were more frequently talking to about these subjects. It was viewed by Nelson and Churchill (2007) that although Themail allowed an overview to aid reading and browsing it lacked integration with the application view of and email client, an important feature to Mapmail.
In a similar way to Themail Gorton et al., (2007) developed a tool ESVT which used the variables of time and people. The focus of this was improving the retrieval of information but also supporting organisational and storing activities, by visualising the process. The “email-set” was defined as group of emails linked by a thread, shared mailing list or complex search query. To this point ESVT has only been informally tested on a small group sample.

Donath (2002) has presented several interesting visualisations using message boards (rather than email). One such example uses flowers to depict users, with the height of the flower representing their level of participation and the number of petals their dominance in the group. The highly abstract nature of these portraits perhaps makes them most interesting, although it is acknowledged that they have the potential to evoke feelings or meaning which is not intended.

The purposes of the visualisation tools vary greatly with aims of aiding IR, through to understanding social relationships. The chronological aspect of
several of these tools is of especial significance, as it could be relevant to understanding the changing states of email use through a design process.

3.2.2. Community Structure and Expertise Location

The concept of observing communities through electronic communication has already been mentioned in the context of Donath’s (2002) visualisations of working groups, showing levels of involvement and dominance by players. Another permutation of community observation involves mapping the structure of communication patterns between individuals. The importance of so-called ‘social networking’ to KM has long been recognised (Cross, et al., 2001) as it allows observation of how a given group of people create and share knowledge and consequently enables action to be taken upon this. Although the relationships that make up social networks can be formed in many different ways, analysis and mapping through email traffic has proved popular, probably due to the accessibility of data (particularly internal to companies). A further development of network mapping for KM is the location of subject experts, for which analysis of email content, more so than traffic has often been adopted. There has also been a wide uptake in social network mapping and expertise location for businesses through websites (e.g. www.linkedin.com) and although these might provide an alternative to the email techniques now discussed, they demonstrate the value with which organisations regard such information.

The initial stage in examining a community structure is usually to map all the people as nodes (vertices) adding links (edges) between them where email communications have been sent. Links can be weighted in accordance with the volume (and possibly direction) of email traffic they represent; where frequencies are below a threshold, links are often removed to simplify analysis. The task of then identifying groups within the network is open to several different approaches.
One of the more established techniques uses the measure of *Betweenness Centrality*. Algorithms are used to determine the shortest possible routes between different nodes across a network; the more crucial a link or node is to these routes the higher its betweenness. By considering Inter-community edges as having high betweenness and Intra-community edges as having low betweenness it is then possible to break a network into sub groups. A good example of the use of this technique in the domain of email is given by Tyler et al., (2005). Using a dataset of one million emails and 400 users they were able to identify both formal and informal communities, as well as leadership figures.

Another technique which has been employed is *link-mining*. Nodes which have larger numbers of friends common to other nodes are considered to be more linked and hence central to groups. Rong et al., (2006) used a technique based on this to examine the community structure in the much publicised Enron Corpus (see Klimt and Yang, 2004).

Identifying and understanding social networks and communities of practice is seen as important in KM. Closely linked with this is the objective of determining who within an organisation or network knows what. Subject experts or general information are commonly sought, albeit subconsciously, using social networks; by asking questions of people and following referrals until a suitable person or answer is found. To supplement such processes, some organisations (particularly in knowledge work) create expertise databases. An interest has therefore arisen in ways of collecting information about expertise, particularly though automated examination of documents and email. Rationale for examining emails given by Campbell et al., (2003) is that they contain both network information about who people talk to, but also that people use them as a means of sharing knowledge or expertise.

Campbell et al., (2003) produced a model to identify expertise within an organisation through both the distribution pattern and content of emails. A principal difficulty in doing this is being able to distinguish between those
who know a lot about a topic and those who talk a lot about that topic. Using existing algorithms, content analysis looking for clusters of keywords identified the different topics emails related to. The topics discussed could then be associated with the different paths in a network map of the email traffic. Because peoples knowledge of experts determines who they send email to, those receiving email are more likely to have greater expertise. An existing algorithm used to value Web pages, HITS, was applied to rate both the links in the network and also the authority of email text. This integrated approach of text and network analysis was applied to email corpora from two companies; although the utility of the technique was demonstrated it was recognised that further refinement was required to improve the quality of results. This tool would also benefit from ranking levels of expertise to improve functionality to the user (Bogers and Van Bosch, 2006).

Kim (2002) suggested that the use of keywords to identify topics for expertise identification in emails was not sufficient an instead applied NLP techniques to build user profiles or expertise maps. The model EMNLP (Expertise Model using NLP) evaluated information on both syntactic and semantic levels and was tasked to rank experts in order of their expertise based on a particular query – rather than by pre classified topics. Unlike Campbell et al., Kim did not consider the emails in the context of a social network, although this did not appear to diminish the systems ability to locate experts. It was envisaged that EMNLP could be embedded into the background of a user’s working environment, encouraging its prompt and frequent use. Although more recent work has continued to address the area of expertise identification (e.g. Balog and Rijke, 2006) little further development has appeared.

The literature briefly described here has shown mapping social networks to be achievable using information generated by email traffic. It is also evident that there is room for further growth of these ideas, for example by measuring the strength of the links formed between individuals or sub-communities. It has also been shown that emails can be used to identify
experts in a subject area, to help for example with the fielding of questions. The ideas discussed in this section, and some of the previous visualisation ideas have been particularly relevant to KM. Although many of the ideas are distinct, it is envisioned that a more holistic approach integrating existing tools might produce a more useable output, which appears missing from the work to date.

3.3. Conclusions of Email Literature Survey

The two sections of this chapter discussed firstly the working processes of dealing with email and secondly the use of email generated data. In both sections aspects relating to research Objectives 1 and 2 were considered. To conclude this chapter, as depicted in Figure 3-4 outcomes relating to these two objectives are discussed.

3.3.1. The Role Email Plays in Working Environments

Research Objective 1 was: To examine the existing research and determine what is known about the role that email plays both in engineering design and other working environments.

None of the papers discussed has related specifically to the domain of engineering design, outlining the gap in existing knowledge which the research presented in this thesis aims to fill. Instead most research has related to generic business user groups and consequently the findings of
existing research presented here can only extend so far. With this in mind, findings of potential applicability and relevance to engineering design are highlighted here.

The most unequivocal finding of the review was that email is generally used to fulfil a large number of functions and has become a route through which many tasks in the modern workplace are undertaken; this serves to both email’s appeal and downfall. Some of the most common activities include: file sending, scheduling meetings, customer contact and keeping people informed of progress. Because so many processes involve email, some users can be left overwhelmed by the volume of emails they consequently receive. Attached to this, is the finding that recipients of email tend to feel more pressured to respond than is necessary. This might apply particularly to engineering project managers who are likely to be recipients of many emails, particularly as their role requires them to be informed of many activities taking place.

It is also widely recognised that emails constitute a form of written record; as well as having data protection implications they may be of contractual significance. This again is applicable to engineering organisations, where ongoing negotiation of contract details is typical, particularly in larger projects as changes are made.

Although email is used for a wide variety of activities, some have been shown to be better suited to it than others, when compared to face-to-face communication. Furthermore the behaviour and attitudes of a group communicating by email can affect this. This suggests that caution should be taken in extrapolating findings from investigating email use by a design team. One of the processes that the literature suggests email is used for is to support decision making, although it may not be an ideal medium for this. The way in which people discuss, debate, evaluate, and choose may be significantly different from a face-to-face meeting. This might suggest that design teams could reach different outcomes depending upon their mode of working. The ease with which email is
used, or at least sent, has been seen to encourage communication to take place where it otherwise may not.

As argued extensively already, communication is fundamental in design activities. The question therefore raised is whether email encourages further and beneficial communication to take place, or whether it replaces other forms of communication where it is less effective to do so.

There is a certain amount of disagreement amongst the literature as to the potential value of emails information content. It is argued that people use email largely as a conduit and for sharing information rather than creating it. Along with this the ease of use is suggested to have a detrimental effect on quality. However, the conversational nature of emails means they provide a personally tailored presentation of information which is richer than that found in more formal reporting mechanisms such as documents. Emails are also considered to be a rich information source in the way that they include personalised expressions and explanations. The value of an email is relative to what is required from it, which may in part explain the discrepancies in views presented. It might then be fair to conclude that the intent and circumstances with which emails are created can be expected to affect their quality. Furthermore their value should be interpreted in the context within which they are proposed to be examined.

### 3.3.2. Tools to improve email use

Research **Objective 2** was: *To examine the tools and techniques proposed to improve email use, including archiving and retrieval as well as general work processes.*

The review highlighted a range of tools proposed to aid existing methods of using email. Additionally to this some ideas for secondary processing of email data to extrapolate further benefits were introduced. All the tools were seen to utilise one or both of two distinct information types.
associated with emails. Firstly the metadata or contextual information generated with each email, such as names of the sender and recipient and the time and date of sending; secondly the text, comprising the body or content of the email. The author acknowledges this as evidence to suggest that much useful information is associated and created with an email; furthermore this investigation should consider both the content and context within which emails are used to appreciate their true value.

The inbox has been described as the centre of the email client, with newly received messages and those already read but awaiting reply, further action, filing, or serving as reminders. The tools discussed have all worked within this existing framework and attempted to aid the user by adding automation to further processes or structuring the layout of the inbox. It has been generally recognised that tools should work in conjunction with the user, rather than carrying out steps such as filing without supervision.

A few approaches for task management have been identified and even fewer for triaging emails. It is felt that both would be highly applicable and beneficial in managing large engineering projects. The only tools to receive significant attention are those associated with the classification, filing and retrieval of emails.

The importance of IM in engineering design has been strongly argued in Chapters 1 & 2 and the management of email is proposed to be an integral part of this. Of the tools reviewed none were found to truly address email management per se, merely stand alone techniques to automatically classify for filing or to improve search and retrieval. Large engineering projects tend to use PDM systems (as discussed previously) which integrate information resources and contextualise them; research about encompassing email into such strategies was notably absent.

There has been a great deal of interest in the problem of automating classification, and the review has demonstrated a number of approaches,
the comparative evaluation of which is best left to the IR community and the fullness of time. Regardless of the optimal algorithm for classification, it is currently recognised that meaningful understanding of free text is far from computationally possible. More relevantly than reliability measures, is perhaps that classification is still regarded as sufficient for IR, and that few of the tools have attempted to add any additional semantic value to correspondence or allowed filing in multiple folders. Some of the visual techniques for reviewing email archives offer a novel alternative and it would be interesting to test and develop them further within a design setting.

A number of ways of using emails to derive community networks and locate experts have been explored. Based on the evidence of work with Converteam, it is believed that such techniques, which may broadly fit under the umbrella of KM, are of great use to engineering organisations. Where no record for decision making rationale exists, being able to locate someone with expertise in a particular system can prove invaluable. Tools for automated expertise location were reported to be of sufficient reliability that they may be of use, but still require much further development. A wider variety of methods were available for mapping networks, and also visualising communication patterns whilst relating them to subject matter. The main conclusion to be drawn was that the tools presented could be extremely valuable to engineering designers, but again better integration with other systems and more holistic approaches were needed to realise true benefits.

Of the many tools discussed the single biggest common link is the lack of an uptake into mainstream computer use, despite the fact that many have been researched by Microsoft and IBM. This can possibly be explained by the lag time between development of tools and their integration with finished packages. With a few highly dominant players in the computer software market, it is also unlikely that the ideas from small research groups will be taken forward independently as a realistic commercial venture. Attempting to market an email client, or an associated add on is
also likely to incur reluctance from IT managers, as any difficulties could easily cause large and costly implications to what is ironically a central system to operation.

In conclusion the review of tools for improving email use and reuse has highlighted the need for more holistic tools, which are better integrated not only within the email client, but also the general computing environment.

The perception from the literature is that users have a generally cluttered approach to their email use. Anecdotal evidence would suggest that this problem is as applicable to engineering designers as to any other working community. An opportunity therefore exists for the development and adoption of more integrated email clients, and to improve the behaviour of email users.

To enable this to be effectively achieved there is a need for a fundamental understanding of the role and use of email in engineering projects. The following chapters address this though the development of an approach for analysing emails and the application of this to case studies.
4.0 An Approach for Analysing Emails

Chapter 3 highlighted that there is little research which has been undertaken in terms of analysing the use of email in engineering design projects. **Objective 3** of this research was: *to develop and validate an approach for analysing the role and use of email within the context of engineering design projects and the overall design process*. This chapter presents the first phase of this objective by proposing an overall approach for analysing emails.

The premise for this research centres heavily around the need to gain a substantiated understanding, beyond anecdotal evidence, of how email is used in engineering projects. The need for such evidence is recognised in the computing research community, for example The Collaborative User Experience Group at IBM (Wattenberg, et al., 2005). Whilst most research to date surrounding email use has relied on interview and observation studies (O'Kane, et al., 2007) little has also considered the content of emails. In order to construct a suitable approach for a content based study of email use, this chapter reviews existing research, based on which an approach is developed.

4.1. Review of Existing Research Methods

An empirical study of how an engineering organisation uses email (including a correspondence content analysis) is a necessary and defining part of this research. Email dialogue presents an opportunity to explore both processes of communication and how information is used. A significant body of empirical design research has explored many facets of such topics. The following sections discuss the application of techniques including content analysis of transcripts and documents, diary studies and interviews for such research. Applicability to the investigation of email use is explored. The results of the review are used to inform the development of an approach for analysing email content.
4.1.1. Studies of Design Communication

Empirical studies exploring the process of design have been a major thread of research for some time (Cross, et al., 1992; Gero and Mc Neill, 1998; Stempfle and Badke-Schaub, 2002). A method which has been commonly utilised for this is protocol analysis, which elicits thinking processes from examining dialogue. With emails also representing a form of design communication, albeit asynchronous, such techniques are therefore of relevance.

A branch of content analysis, Protocol analysis is based on the well supported assertion that an individual’s communication provides evidence of their cognitive reasoning (Ericsson and Simon, 1993). During a design scenario communication is recorded and transcribed. This script is then coded in accordance with a scheme, linking elements of text to key concepts. (Further discussion as to the development and validation of coding practices is given in Chapter 5). The concepts identified by the coding process then form the basis for further analysis. In Stempfle and Badke-Schaub (2002) for example, the frequencies of processes are explored as well as how they evolve within conversations, and across the entire design scenario. Such studies offer insight as to the processes and purposes of communication, but do not consider the details of the topics being discussed. Examples of processes might include analysis.

Some characteristics of the existing studies place limitations on their transferability to email corpus investigation. The settings for such studies (e.g. Stempfle and Badke-Schaub, 2002) have tended to be contrived design orientated situations, lasting a few hours and involving half a dozen participants, usually engineering students. In contrast industrial engineering projects often last for a number of months or years and involve the participation of many players including managers, administrators, technicians and marketers. It is argued that to properly understand how email is used in design projects analysis of real projects should be undertaken. Although parallels can be drawn between
contrived and real settings this study represents a significant change of scale. One implication is the difficulty in coding large volumes of text which is in any case a highly labour intensive process, particularly if the elements coded are small, such as clauses rather than paragraphs.

It should be noted that design communication has been studied in real and large scale settings. Rather than analysing the content of conversations, Eckert (2001) reports using interviews and observations to achieve this. This is a somewhat more practical approach than recording, transcribing, sampling and analysing conversation content in such settings. An advantage from the perspective of email analysis is that communication is recorded by default in a textual form.

4.1.2. Studies of Information Use

Alongside the study of design communication (thinking), there has also been an interest in the use of information artefacts to support the design process (McMahon, et al., 2004; Aurisicchio, 2005). With email being a mechanism of information transfer and use such studies are relevant. Methods have included the use of content analysis (Lowe, 2002) as well as interviews, diary studies and observations (Aurisicchio, 2005).

Lowe (2002) classified phrases within documents as being technical terminology, contextual and product, resource or business related. The phrases collected within each of these groups were then assessed to explore what typified them. This approach was applied to engineering documents, such as reports, drawings, letters and emails. The emails examined were shown to contain lots of contextual information and company specific acronyms and tended to be written in an informal style. This method focused on distinguishing between the attributes of different information sources. A disadvantage of the method is that it requires coding on a very detailed level, consequently time consuming, and inappropriate for analysing a large corpus. Although not directly
transferable the method does however support the notion of using content analysis to examine emails and their use.

To learn how designers acquired information Aurisicchio (2005) asked engineers to compile a diary detailing each time they searched or requested information. This ‘diary study’ technique is particularly suited to collecting data in a workplace scenario over a long time period and from a number of participants. A primary disadvantage to applying this method to learn about how engineers use email, is the potentially high overhead placed on participants dealing with a large amount of email traffic. To obtain more detailed findings Aurisicchio also shadowed engineers for time periods of several hours each to observe their information using habits. Direction gained from prior study is felt to be important to make use of this technique. In a similar way to Lowe (2002) a coding scheme was used to surmise key characteristics, in this case from diaries and observations, rather than a document set.

Interviews were also used by Aurisicchio to gain a fuller understanding of how engineers operated, to contextualise and aid understanding of the collected data. They were also used to ask engineers for greater detail to help explain observed phenomena.

4.1.3. Study of Design Review Meetings

The earlier discussion of design communication considered group working and informal meetings. Design review meetings are by nature more structured. Huet (2006) studied such meetings and coded transcripts using a predefined scheme. This highlighted, the type of communication (clarifying, debating), who was speaking, and which area of the design it impacted. Further details on the topic of discussion were annotated. This method captured the different elements of knowledge generated during design review meetings and was able to show how they evolved.
This study is particularly relevant to analysis of emails because it also investigates a by-product from an engineering process in a real life setting. The consideration of the topics discussed as well as how communication occurs is also favoured. Whereas design meetings consist of an extended period of synchronous communicative interaction, emails may represent only parts of a discussion, with other parts being discussed by other means.

4.1.4. Conclusions

A summary of the research methods discussed is presented in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: A summary of relevant methods for the analysis of email use discussed in section 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol (content)</td>
<td>Stempfle &amp; Badke-Schaub (2002)</td>
<td>Processes and purposes of design communication in small groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
<td>Lowe (2002)</td>
<td>Engineering document analysis e.g. reports, letters, emails, CAD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huet (2006)</td>
<td>Design review meetings (transcripts of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Eckert (2001)</td>
<td>Communication in design groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary Studies</td>
<td>Aurisicchio (2005)</td>
<td>Designers acquiring information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Aurisicchio (2005)</td>
<td>Designers acquiring information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(by shadowing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics of email</td>
<td>Nelson &amp; Churchill (2007)</td>
<td>Networks of people from email connections, volume and frequency of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traffic</td>
<td>Campbell et. al., 2003)</td>
<td>emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and others in Chapter 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is asserted that investigation of email use in engineering projects cannot be readily achieved in contrived settings, such as the ones reported. The variety of participants, locations, design complexity and timescales encountered in real projects cannot be easily represented. Although previous design studies in real project settings have used interviews and observations, the textual record created by emails provides an opportunity to explore them through content analysis.

To investigate both communication and information in engineering design a number of authors have analysed content using coding schemes.
These have usually been developed and agreed prior to their application to the document or transcript set. Coding approaches have identified concepts both relating to subject matter and processes (activities). The gathering of supplementary data has been undertaken in previous studies to aid with the further analysis of coding findings. Interviews, observations and diary studies have been used as such sources.

4.2. Research Approach

Informed by the previous discussion of relevant research methods, this section presents the overall approach adopted for investigating email use in engineering design projects, depicted in Figure 4-1.

The adopted approach is centred on analysing the content of emails from a number of industrial engineering design projects. This was perceived to be an appropriate method given that emails are largely text based and that such techniques have also been demonstrated in engineering design studies of similar context (e.g. Lowe, 2002). A methodical approach to analysing content, provides an effective way of identifying consistencies, themes and patterns within collections of email messages (Patton, 2002).

In comparison with the other methods discussed in section 4.1, such as observation and diary study, content analysis of emails has the major advantage of being unobtrusive. By examining emails retrospectively it is possible to gain a direct insight into email usage, without risk of influencing user behaviour. It is also logistically simpler, enabling the study of large, complex, long-term engineering projects where real time observation would not be practical due to resource limitations.

It is important to recognise the limitations of content analysis. Although it allows a level of inference, such as to why an email was sent, it does not provide the full context to the sending or receiving of messages. Interactions outside of the email domain are not included. The time spent
with each email, effort committed and feelings of the user cannot be conveyed.

Figure 4-1: Research approach for the study of email use in engineering design projects
The overall approach followed, Figure 4-1, is now described in three key components. The first of these is termed the primary data collection, which involves the core content analysis. This includes the development of the coding scheme and its application to a sample of engineering project emails. The preliminary analysis, mainly presentation of statistical data, trends and initial observations, is conducted at this stage.

The next component is termed secondary data collection. This includes the gathering of evidence from engineers, project documents and existing research. This is used to contextualise the specific project(s) analysed as well as to provide more general background understanding.

The third and final stage is the compiling and evaluating of evidence. This uses the secondary data to further analyse the preliminary findings. The contextual background of the project is used to explain observed trends in the data. The relationships between results and findings of previous studies are also explored. Conclusions are then drawn in relation to the initial research questions.

4.2.1. Primary Data Collection - Content

The process of primary data collection has been divided into three stages. The first part of this is the development of a coding scheme which can be used to highlight the characteristics of engineering design emails. The second stage is the application of this scheme to a sample of emails from an industrial engineering project(s). The final stage is the primary analysis of the results; identifying how frequently terms occur and how this changes with time and between users.

Coding Scheme Development

A suitable and rigorous coding scheme is a critical part of the approach, the development of which Chapter 5 is devoted to. Prior to this development (and to enable its direction), the purpose of the scheme and the broad characteristics it needed to capture were identified.
In 4.1 it was shown that previous researchers had coded in relation to both the subject matter of text and the processes or activities inferred by it. As a progression of this three conceptual groupings were identified, what, why and how. The title of each of these groups is posed as a question, which the email coding scheme should answer.

**What topics does the email relate to?**
The subject matter of communications has been considered relevant. The topics of conversation have been annotated alongside existing coding (Huet, 2006). The domain of interest such as the product, resources or business has also been identified by coding (Lowe, 2002). It was identified that the variety of subjects discussed in emails is an important element in their portrayal.

**Why is the email being sent?**
A number of the coding schemes have been highly focused on processes, sometimes disregarding the subject matter. This includes thought processes (Stempfle and Badke-Schaub, 2002), reasons for information transactions (Aurisicchio, 2005) and purposes for communicating (Huet, 2006). It is asserted that there is always a purpose for sending an email, and as such this should be identified.

**How is the content expressed?**
Having identified why information has been created, what that information is and, by virtue of an email’s meta-data, when and by whom it was sent the remaining question posed begins how. A parallel is drawn here with Eckert (2001) who in exploring designer behaviour identified that it is important to understand how information is generated and created. This how is already partly known, the answer being via email, but the way in which this is written could reveal more. For this reason it is asked how is the content expressed?
Application

Several of the methods previously discussed used contrived settings, often with student teams, for their studies (Valkenburg and Dorst, 1998; Stempfle and Badke-Schaub, 2002). These methods assume that findings can be translated to the real engineering environment, a reasonable assertion when examining specific interactions. However, to investigate email use across design projects coding a corpus from a contrived exercise would not be a scalable approach. The design complexity, range of actors, expertise levels, parties, distributed locations and duration of real projects would be hard to replicate. For this reason the scheme developed for this research was applied to a number of engineering project email corpora obtained from industry. This was despite (and in acknowledgement of) the possible benefits of performing a contrived study where more holistic data collection and user participation can occur. Emails from design project corpora were sampled and coded. The sampling of every $x^{th}$ email to represent trends amongst a larger corpus is an accepted technique (Krippendorff, 1980) and allowed a project with thousands of emails to be analysed with a realistic workload for coders. This approach has been applied in other studies where large collections of text have been analysed (Lightman, et al., 2007; Lianga, et al., 2008). In this study only single messages are coded and not email threads, this is discussed further in 5.6.1.

Primary Analysis

The coded terms were presented with respect to a number of other factors. Similarly to Stempfle and Badke-Schaub (2002) the frequencies of coded terms were examined, along with how their use varies across the project duration. An exploration was also made as to how their use varied between participants with different roles in the project. When examining coding changes over time, Stempfle and Badke-Schaub considered ‘macro and micro’ perspectives. The macro-perspective in this case, how email use varied throughout a project, was most relevant to this investigation. The micro-perspective, how coding develops over a
conversation, was less of a priority than gaining the bigger picture, reflected in the coding scheme. This was particularly the case given that it is possible for only part of a communication exchange to be captured in an email, while the remainder occurs elsewhere, such as *face-to-face* dialogue.

### 4.2.2. Secondary Data Collection - Context

Although the approach was dominated by the collection of primary data through analysis of email content, the secondary data collection was of equal importance, with a two fold purpose. Firstly this contextualised the project; enabling a reasonable level of interpretation when coding emails. Required details included establishing the parties involved, objectives of the project and common acronyms. The second purpose was to enable further analysis of results, such as explaining observed phenomena. General perceptions of email use were also to be ascertained. This approach to support findings is similar to the one adopted by Aurisicchio (2005). The context gathering consisted of three aspects, interviews with project participants, review of project documentation and an understanding of email use presented in existing literature.

**Semi-Structured Interviews**

A semi structured interview uses prepared questions, to initiate open responses from interviewees. Spontaneous questions can be used to explore emerging topics further, in line with the interviews objectives (Wengraf, 2001). This method enables interviews to be structured enough to ensure that all necessary topics are covered; yet flexible enough to go into greater depth in areas most relevant to the interviewee. For this reason, semi-structured interviews were conducted with members of the project team. These included people from a variety of roles to gain as broad a perspective as possible. The questions explored an overview of the project, their role in it and their feelings and experiences relating to email use within the company. Full details are presented in Appendix A.
Project Documentation

Project documentation was used to provide an overview of the project at different stages during its life. For this reason both superseded and final versions of documents were used. Of particular interest were project schedules which were used to provide an overview of key phases in the project. Minutes and reports from stage review meetings provided further detail. Project organisational charts were used to determine the links between different actors and parties in the project, and theoretical lines of reporting.

Exploring project documentation also enabled the reported events of a project to be compared with the actual events as described in emails. This gave a perspective of whether useful information is contained in emails which might otherwise be lost.

Existing Literature

Chapter 2 presented an overview of design projects and particular issues pertaining to collaborative working and email use. This source provided a necessary background to understand the overall context of the project, but also to help explain findings.

Chapter 3 reviewed existing literature relating to email use, which was mainly reported in domains other than engineering. This evidence enabled the similarities between email use in engineering design and other contexts to be compared.

4.2.3. Compiling and Evaluating Evidence

Content analysis, interviews and project documents were correlated to evaluate the use of email within the specific projects (and company) studied. The final stage of the approach was the evaluation and presentation of findings with respect to email use more generally in engineering design projects. This was supported and compared with findings from the existing literature, presented in Chapter 3.
Secondary Analysis

The secondary analysis explored two key areas. Preliminary findings were first interpreted in relation to the specific project(s) examined. This was used to explore the way in which emails represented characteristics of the project. It was aimed to explain why trends and patterns in email use occurred. The second area was intended to elicit findings from this, which are applicable to email use in engineering projects generally.

Presenting Conclusions

The final part of the approach was the forming and presentation of conclusions, based upon all of the analysis undertaken. These were linked to the research questions posed in section 1.8.

4.3. Chapter Summary

This chapter began to address Objective 3 of the research: *To develop and validate an approach for analysing the role and use of email within the context of engineering design projects and the overall design process.*

To achieve this, a number of methods applied to the study of content analysis and in particular to design information and communication were discussed. These included the use of interviews, diary study, observation and content analysis via classification and coding. The findings of the review were that as part of the overall approach for analysing email use and content, the method of coding emails was most suitable for this research activity.

It was proposed that the coding scheme be centred on using content analysis to explore email use. This approach was selected due to emails having the availability of text for analysis and evidence of the use of such approaches and their success in previous engineering studies.
This scheme was required to identify three key features of the emails namely:

1) what topics were covered in the email,
2) why the email was sent, and
3) how the content of the email was expressed.

Figure 4-1 depicts the research approach which consisted of primary and secondary data collection, followed by compiling and evaluation.

Primary data collection was to involve the development of the coding scheme (Chapter 5) and its application to an engineering project email corpus. Characteristics of emails were to be coded allowing analysis of their frequency and how this changed with time, sender and recipient.

A phase of secondary data collection was to be used to draw further background evidence relating to the specific project and email use more generally. This included semi-structured interviews with project participants, review of project documentation and the use of existing literature (reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3).

Using these sources a secondary level analysis to explain findings in relation to the specific project and engineering design projects more generally was to be applied. Conclusions were to be presented in relation to the initial research questions.

Chapter 4 summarises the overall approach proposed for analysing the role and use of email. The following chapter explores the development of the coding scheme in detail to meet Objective 3.
5.0 Coding Scheme Development

In the previous chapter the development of a coding scheme to mark up email content was identified as a key part of the approach to analyse emails. In this chapter the development of that coding scheme is presented.

Based on literature, some principles for the production, development, application and validation of coding schemes for content analysis are identified. Following this the method adopted in the development of the coding scheme is described and justified. The intermediate coding schemes and findings during this development then presented. A complete version of the final coding scheme is presented, including validation and exemplar findings. Finally, limitations of the coding approach in relation to attachments and threading are identified.

5.1. Principles for Scheme Production, Application and Validation

This section discusses an array of the principles and guidelines for producing, developing, applying and validating coding schemes, as presented in the literature. Through these stages a number of multifaceted and interrelated factors are considered, and developing a coding scheme with consideration of them is as much of an iterative process as design.

To direct this discussion (influenced by Krippendorff, 1980) the scope and purpose of the coding scheme is first considered. The reliability of coding schemes and finally the validation and suitability of results is then discussed.
5.1.1. Scope

For the purpose of this work the term **scope** is used to describe the breadth and depth of the concepts that a coding scheme encompasses.

A key objective of coding (email) content is to explore the presence of recurring themes (Patton, 2002), which is achieved by describing characteristics of the text though a collection of labelled concepts. Labels which are either too broad or too narrow will reveal little. Codes may be developed in hierarchies or subsets to minimise such risk. Guba (1978) proposes the use of a convergent-divergent process. First; concepts which interrelated are identified and grouped. These categories are then expanded upon into further detail.

There is a possibility that a coding scheme may fail to capture relevant concepts which are present in the text. Assessing this is problematic for a number of reasons. The boundaries of a portion of text coded to a concept may be somewhat subjective, although necessary for context as words do not usually relate to concepts in their own right. Furthermore one portion of text might relate to more than one coded concept.

For example consider the sentences **“Have you had any more thoughts about the fascia? I am considering changing the colour. Bob thinks it should be blue, this would improve legibility.”** A hypothetical coding scheme could identify the concepts of ‘changing a design’ and ‘ideas’. Words relating to ‘ideas’ are “thoughts,” “considering,” and “thinks”. Key words relating to ‘changing the design’ are “fascia,” “changing [the] colour,” “blue,” and possibly “improve legibility.” If only these words were coded, phrases like “have you had” would be omitted but this would not necessarily identify a lack of capturing a relevant concept. There is an overlap here in the concepts and it would be very difficult to code each word of text to one or other of them. It follows that all three sentences could be coded by both concepts in their entirety. Although this would give an impression of completeness their may still be
a further outstanding concept, for example ‘proposals’ (suggesting the
colour should be blue). The completeness of coding is therefore
dependant on the scope and objective of the coding scheme.

Quantifying that a document is fully coded or that a coding scheme is
complete is therefore impossible; much rests on the objective of the
coding scheme. For this reason Patton (2002) proposes that researchers,
observers and dataset providers should judge the scheme for its
credibility, logicality and perceived inclusiveness.

Ultimately the scope of a coding scheme should be sufficient for the
purpose of the proposed analysis. Lincoln and Guba (1985) upholds the
virtues of adopting a guiding theory prior to scheme development. This
ensures the correct questions are answered reasonably, rather than
obtaining great detail which is not of interest.

5.1.2. Reliability

Krippendorff (1980) suggests a reliable code will repeatedly produce the
same results under the same conditions; regardless of how valid or useful
these may be. Testing reliability requires some amount of duplication.

A facet of this is Inter-coder reliability, which measures agreement
between two (or more) coders in their application of a coding scheme to a
data set (Kurasaki, 2000). As well as demonstrating the general reliability
of the scheme it allows more than one person to bear the burden of
coding text, without unduly influencing results. It is acknowledged that the
differing backgrounds, skill sets, training and perspectives of coders will
influence their coding decisions (Patton, 2002).

Lombard et al., (2002) found that inter-coder reliability is widely
underreported, and question the validity of any such work. They identify a
number of different indexes for measuring inter-coder reliability, noting
that simple percentage agreement does not account for coincidental
agreements. Acceptable values for agreement indexes are acknowledged to be subjective but it is suggested that indexes of 0.9 or higher are almost universally acceptable, above 0.8 suitable for most circumstances, and 0.7 sufficient for exploratory research.

To be reliable the application of codes must also be stable (Krippendorff, 1980). Researchers mark up strategies may evolve throughout the process and it is recognised that the point in time at which an article is coded may influence outcomes (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Coding schemes should also be transferable to other document sets within the application domain.

5.1.3. Validity

The validity of results is determined by their quality and also their representation of true facts (Krippendorff, 1980), a valid scheme also meets its purpose. As a qualitative approach the substantive significance of results are considered by way of a range of factors.

One of the key elements is comparison of the results. Findings which are consistent with existing knowledge, or match the expectations of the study are indicators of validity (Krippendorff, 1980). It is also desirable for the results to yield new depth to understanding and meet the purpose of the study (Patton, 2002).

Krippendorff also suggests that the coding scheme should be pragmatic, working under a variety of circumstances, such as with more than one email corpus in the case of this study. As part of this pragmatism the code should be logical and straightforward to apply.

A major influence on the validity of an entire coding study is the sampling of items for the set to code. The sample size must be sufficient to be representative of the entire case. To determine this, the ‘split-half’ technique is suggested; when a sample is split in half and results from
both parts match it is recognised to be sufficient. It is also important that the sample is evenly distributed over the dataset.

5.2. Method For Scheme Development

The method by which the scheme was developed is depicted in Figure 5-1. The following sections describe this in four stages. The initiation stage grounded ideas and directed the scheme to answer the necessary questions. The development stage applied and tested these ideas before refining them. The evaluation stage verified the suitability of the developed scheme, before it was proposed in its final form. The issues of scope, reliability and validity were considered throughout.

5.2.1. Initiation

As recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985), the scheme was developed with a predetermined guiding theory to ensure it identified relevant characteristics so as to enable suitable analysis and findings. Three concept groupings were established, (in Chapter 4) which posed questions the coding scheme should answer. These were:

- What topics are discussed in emails?
- Why are they sent?
- How is their content expressed linguistically?

The method adopted treated each one of these facets individually. Terminology from existing coding schemes and taxonomies relating to each of the three questions was identified in engineering design literature. Based on these some initial structures for coding schemes were then proposed by the research team. This consisted of postgraduate students and academics with varying levels of industrial experience, all based at the University of Bath.
Figure 5-1: Process of coding scheme development, validation and finalisation.
5.2.2. Development

These initial schemes were then developed further by a process of iterative refinement. Researchers applied the schemes both independently and jointly to sample emails. These came from a variety of engineering projects, to ensure the scheme was suitability generic for all engineering design.

Following the application the proposed schemes were evaluated in relation to the largely subjective criteria of their scope, reliability and validity, as discussed in 5.1. During discussion sessions the researchers compared their results and then proposed variations and refinements to the schemes. The amended schemes were then applied to further emails from the sample, and the process repeated until a consensus was reached that a suitable scheme had been developed.

Throughout this process the terminology from existing literature identified at the earlier stages was still used to ensure academic rigour in the grounding of the work. Where necessary, based on proposed scheme changes, further concepts from literature were sought.

5.2.3. Evaluation

Once satisfactory schemes were developed for the elements of what, why and how, these were brought together to form an overall scheme. This scheme was then applied to emails from a single engineering project by three of the researchers. Exemplar results were then prepared showing frequencies of terms and how their use varied with time. A number of these emails were marked up by all three researchers allowing their inter-coder reliability to be calculated.

Patton (2002) suggested that three parties are best placed to judge the success of content analysis using a coding scheme. These are the developers, independent experts and someone with knowledge of the corpus. Hence the researchers, other academics with relevant expertise
and parties involved in the project detailed in the corpus attended a review meeting.

The issues of scope, reliability and validity were considered; as suggested in the literature (5.1). These were broken down, to a number of key criteria.

Scope
- Was the coverage broad enough and were any relevant characteristics failing to be captured?
- Was the level of detail sufficient, or should coding elements be broken down further?
- Were there terms which overlapped unnecessarily?

Reliability
- Was the reliability between coders sufficient? 0.7 was the suggested threshold.
- Was the scheme consistently applied, or did researchers coding behaviour change as time passed?

Validity
- Were the conceptual groupings identified in the coding scheme recognised to be ‘truthful’?
- Was the scheme reasonably efficient and effective to apply?
- Were the results appropriate to answer the research questions?
- Were the trends reflective of expectations, based on previous studies and knowledge of the specific project?
- Were the trends shown found to offer new insight?

On the basis of these criteria and the corresponding review meeting, final minor adjustments were made to the scheme. If significant these would have required a repetition of this stage of the process.
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5.2.4. Final Scheme

To conclude the process of scheme development, a final version of the scheme was presented. This included descriptions and definitions for each term and how it was to be applied. An overall guide to the coding scheme was also presented. To support these, examples of the coding applied to real emails were produced.

5.3. Detailing of Scheme Development

The coding scheme was developed in accordance with the method previously described. This section summarises the key developments of that process and aims to present background and reasoning behind the final scheme. The three aspects of the coding scheme are presented in turn; firstly what topics emails discuss, secondly why they are sent and finally how their content is expressed. For each of these the grounding literature used to influence the terminology and structure is discussed and its preliminary application described. Findings and reasoning for key developments from this initial state are then presented. To avoid repetition, and ambiguity arriving from changes during development, the definitions for terminology within the coding scheme are included only once with the final version of the scheme at the end of this chapter (see page 128).

5.3.1. What - Development

This portion of the coding scheme was intended to answer the question: What topics do emails discuss? An initial structure was based predominantly on work by Huet (2006) and Lowe (2002). Their schemes were appealing since although coming from two different and relevant perspectives their terminology largely overlap. Huet’s scheme was designed to capture dialogue, which it is argued emails represent a form of (Kim, 2002), whereas Lowe’s scheme has been applied to engineering documentation and correspondence wider than solely design.
The first terms used similarly by both Huet and Lowe are product and process, to describe the artefact and act of designing it respectively. Notably these terms are also used by other authors (e.g. Ahmed and Wallace, 2003). Huet and Lowe also used the term resources, encompassing physical, human or financial aspects.

Only one disparity existed, where Huet refers to external factors which influence the design, Lowe refers to business issues. It was felt that these are similar, and bear an overlap with one another other. This collection of terms, brought together in Table 5-1, was applied independently and cooperatively to a sample of emails by three researchers, before findings were discussed.

| Table 5-1: Initial coding scheme for What topics were discussed. |
|------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Product | Process | Resources | External | Business |
| The artefact | The design process | Resources used in process | Influences on process | Business issues (possibly affecting process) |

**Findings**

It was found that the term product was clear to apply and occurred in a significant proportion of emails. As a point of definition it was noted that the product may be non-physical, such as a piece of software.

The term process was heavily used, and was felt to cover too broad a range of concepts to differentiate between. This arose because the design process was not explicitly mentioned and did not form a topic of discussion in its own right. It was found that any verbs occurring in the text could be interpreted by the coders as processes because they referred to actions. It was proposed that, for the purpose of analysing emails, it would be clearer to identify project related activity. The term
*project* reflects the domain in which an action takes place and is less ambiguous and more easily defined than a process.

The external and business terms were shown to be similar, and it was observed they reflected influences by the *project* on the design, and from the *company* on the design. A small proportion of emails were found which discuss *resources* explicitly. It was viewed however that these would be better considered as a facet of the *project* or *company* rather than a group in their own right.

**Further Development**

Based on these findings it was proposed that the terms *process*, *resources*, *external* and *business* be replaced with the terms *project* and *company*. Identifying that an email is discussing the project, rather than the artefact which it produces was felt to be intuitive. Similarly company related dialogue, abstract from a specific project, is conceptually distinct.

A second tier of coding was proposed, such that *product*, *project* and *company*, formed three categories, within which a set of further terms existed. To select and develop these terms a further search of existing literature was used.

Definitions and concepts surrounding the *product* have been thoroughly researched and described within engineering design. It was hence possible to select a suitable set of pre-existing terms as a basis on which to develop. Li and Ramani’s (2007) taxonomy was selected for this purpose.

Similarly structured or grouped terms were not found directly for the *project* or *company* facets. Using the texts discussed in the review of engineering projects and organisations in Chapter 2, (Field and Keller, 1998; Gray and Larson, 2000; Haberber and Rieple, 2001; Smith, 2007) suitable terms were identified and grouped.
The new scheme, an early version of which is shown in Table 5-2, was then incrementally developed through application to emails by the researchers, as previously described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Financial Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Tools / Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Schedules</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>Physical Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deliverables</td>
<td>Knowledge Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Practices &amp; Procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings

The hierarchical approach enabled top level categories of product, project and company to be better defined by the features that comprise them, improving coder reliability. It was also appreciated that there is a trade off between the reliability of a scheme and detail it goes into. Having two levels made this compromise easier, allowing one level to be more reliable and concise, the other to explore greater detail.

This layout and terms were found to be more intuitive and distinct to apply, improving reliability. It was also felt that the findings were more easily interpreted. The terms within each of the categories were developed, particularly influenced by different characteristics of different projects whose emails were sampled. Note again that the final version of the scheme, incorporating aspects of what, why and how is presented at the end of the chapter.
Table 5-3: Terminology identifying purposes for which communications occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Term Grouping</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Term Grouping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,5</td>
<td>Informing, Sending Information, Receiving Information</td>
<td>2,3,4</td>
<td>Managing, Management, Control, Planning, Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Requesting Information</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Justification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reflecting</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>2,4,7</td>
<td>Decision Making, Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,7</td>
<td>Solving, Solution Generation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4,7</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>Problem Solving, Resolving Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,8</td>
<td>Constraints, Constraint Negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,7</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Negotiating Clarification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>(Aurisicchio, 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2. Why – Development

This portion of the coding scheme was intended to answer the question: why are emails sent? As a first step towards identifying purposes of sending messages, terminology was compiled from both empirical and theoretical studies of design communication, Table 5-3. Schemes which had been intended for both formal interactions, such as meetings (Huet, 2006) and informal interactions, normal working (Aurisicchio, 2005) were reviewed. The breadth of these ranged from design specific orientation (Valkenburg and Dorst, 1998) to general engineering practices (Sim and Duffy, 2003). This array of terms was then applied to a sample of emails, as per the method, and findings discussed between the researchers.
Findings

The collection of terms was found to be suitably diverse, capturing a variety of communication purposes, without omitting any. It was however felt that the process of applying the terms was not particularly pragmatic, given their variety and a lack of defined relation between them. As a result the principle outcome of the application, was that redundant terms should be eliminated and that the remaining terms should be presented within more structured groups. It was envisaged this would also make the scheme more reliable to use.

It was observed that a number of the communication purposes related to transactions; these could be further divided into two groups. Information handling related transactions encompass requests for information, sending and receiving information. Management related transactions direct or request other people to take action of some form, beyond a purely information handling process.

The observation of information transactions was less than straightforward, given the incomplete representation emails give. For example it was difficult to ascertain whether information in an email had been previously requested. It might have appeared in another part of the thread which was not detailed, or have happened in a casual conversation.

The remainder of communicative purposes were found to relate to problem solving behaviour, such as generating solution ideas and giving evaluations. Given the significance of problem solving in design activity (e.g. Simon, 1969; Goel, 1995) and the ambiguity in existing literature as to how well email might support this (compare Wilson, 2002; with Lusk, 2006), such a grouping enables valuable insight.

The two categories proposed Information and Management Transactions and Problem Solving Behaviour may be further supported by the work of

**Further Development**

Based on the proposal, terms were grouped into transactions, with the subsets of *information* and *management*, and *problem solving* behaviour. The version presented, Table 5-4, reflects this and shows a reduction through redundant terms compared with the starting point (Table 5-3). Acknowledging that it may not be possible to determine whether information has been freely initiated, or sent in response to a request, the term *informing* encompasses both. Facets of *management* transactions were found to provide an unnecessary level of detail and complications. Especially given that the activities involved, such as planning, were captured by the *what* part of the scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5-4: Three proposed groupings of communicative purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transactions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requesting Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including control, planning, directing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Transactions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management Transactions</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Findings

The scheme presented allowed details of interest to be captured, as well as presenting more general characteristics through the use of groupings. Management and information distribution have been identified as key uses of email in generic contexts (Wilson, 2002) as has problem solving to design activity. The scheme therefore presents a suitable framework to evaluate previous research. Developments to the scheme mainly centred around definition of terms, particularly because the concepts are quite abstracted from the text.

For completeness it should be noted that more fundamental analysis methods, such as Speech Act Theory (Bach and Harnish, 1979) were considered. Although there is the potential to provide more detailed analysis, considerable time, effort and training are required on the part of the researcher. It was not felt that the added benefit was a worthwhile compromise for either initial research into email use or contributing a useable scheme for engineering research.

5.3.3. How – Development

This portion of the coding scheme was intended to address the question: *how is the content of emails expressed?* With the intention of finding if anything could be learned from the language used and towards the characteristics of discussion.

A number of established approaches were explored, the foremost of which was the process for interaction analysis developed by Bales (1950; 1951). Bales used content analysis (via coding) to explore communication within small working groups. This method showed how types of phrase changed as discussions evolved towards decisions. It also showed how certain players dominated the group. Although Bales developed this technique to analyse co-located groups, it has been used to examine computer mediated communication between virtual groups (Hiltz, et al., 1980; Reid, et al., 1996) and indeed to compare this with *face-to-face*
working. In the engineering design domain Bale’s approach has been favourably reported in comparison with other methods for examining meeting communication (Gorse and Emmitt, 2003) and has been subsequently applied (Gorse and Emmitt, 2007).

![Figure 5-2: Bales categories for analysing interaction processes, adapted from Bales (1950)](image)

Bales coding scheme, Figure 5-2, captures both social and task related characteristics. Both of these facets are particularly relevant to studies of designers, who work together solving problem based tasks. Three types of positive socio-emotional reactions are described, (group A) along with their negative equivalents (group D). Three types of question and
matching responses (group C and B) describe information relating to the task.

A number of other techniques to explore how communication is expressed were considered. Amongst these, Huet (2006) applied an approach labelling each sentence as a question, answer, statement, or feeling. It was proposed that a collection of such elements would comprise communication purposes (why), such as clarifying. This markup has the advantage of being straightforward to apply.

Also considered were latent semantic techniques. Previous application of these (Dong and Vande Moere, 2006) has been used to identify how congruence develops throughout discussions and also how a group’s knowledge converges. Although the use of such techniques can offer detailed insight, their application is non trivial.

Findings

Having applied the various techniques Bales’ method was found to be the best suited and sufficient without modification. The combination of social and task analysis of Bales’ method, along with its previous application to computer communication and design environments gave support to its adoption. It was also found to be no more time consuming to apply than other methods, whilst providing a rich level of detail.

It was noted that the difference between what and why parts of the scheme was clear, but the distinction between why and how was less obvious. The how content is expressed, coded using Bales’ approach should always analyse discussion at the clause level, abstract from the overall purpose or purposes of the message. These should generally be identified on a paragraph basis as a why, although some clause length whys will still exist, particularly elements such as decisions. It was recognised that the purposes of emails (why) might be constructed
through components of *how* they were expressed; however it was relevant or beneficial to formally and theoretically link these.

**5.4. Evaluation of the Scheme**

The final part of coding scheme development, as described in the method, was the combining of the *what, why* and *how* sub-schemes. These were then applied to a corpus to obtain exemplar findings and demonstrate the suitability of the scheme. As suggested by Patton (2002) the scheme developers, corpus provider and academic peers then judged the final output. To achieve this a review meeting was held, attended by five academics from a number of universities along with representatives of the company from which the corpus was obtained. The researchers who had developed and coded emails using the scheme presented the results. All then participated in a critical discussion. As an output of this minor developments to the scheme, particularly definitions, were made. These are reflected in the final version of the scheme presented at the end of the chapter. Findings of the evaluation are now presented in relation to the questions regarding scope, reliability and validity criteria posed in method, section 5.2.

**5.4.1. Scope**

Was the coverage broad enough and were any relevant characteristics failing to be captured?

The use of the three aspects of *what, why* and *how* was felt to give broad and suitable coverage. No missing themes were identified either during the final application or by the review panel. The capture of interactions through *why* and *how* was viewed to be a major asset of the scheme.
Was the level of detail sufficient, or should coding elements be broken down further?
The two tier approach of the What part of the scheme was felt to be beneficial in capturing finer detail and similarly for the groupings used with the why part of the scheme. It was found that although the scheme had sufficient detail to annotate specific portions of text, the view of what the whole email contained was most appropriate.

Were there terms which overlapped unnecessarily?
There was initially a considerable overlap between the product, project and company categories. Although this was noted to be useful, because emails could relate to more than one of these, it was felt that there was still too high an overlap caused by ambiguity. Improvements to definitions and clarification of terms within each category, were implemented to resolve this.

5.4.2. Reliability

Was the reliability between coders sufficient? 0.7 was the suggested threshold.
The figures for inter-coder reliability were 0.75 for ‘what’ subject matter the emails related to and 0.65 for ‘why’ the emails were sent. This was considered to be acceptable giving that the coders had a low level of training and experience and that further refinements to the scheme were anticipated. It was also noted that the proportional use of each term was very similar between researchers.

Was the scheme consistently applied, or did researchers coding behaviour change as time passed?
Coders noted that they felt that their use of the coding scheme could vary throughout application.

To mitigate against both of these factors (inter-coder reliability and consistency) it was suggested that in a large scale application, coders
should regularly re-train by coding emails together. It was also suggested that emails should not be marked up in chronological order, as such bias might affect observations of how email use changes with time.

5.4.3. Validity

Were the conceptual groupings identified in the coding scheme recognised to be ‘truthful’?
The grounding of terminology and structure within existing literature assured the conceptual rigour of the scheme. Peers agreed that the concepts which the scheme captured were well founded.

Was the scheme reasonably efficient and effective to apply?
The scheme was generally pragmatic and experienced coders were able to code an average email in 10 minutes. The most time consuming process was found to be coding the elements of how content was expressed, due to its mark up at the sentence level. This facet of the scheme was also observed to be more valuable for exploring the micro rather than macro-perspective of email use. For this reason it was proposed that in later case studies a large number of emails should be coded with the what and why to obtain an overall picture, and a smaller subset also with how to learn about the intricacies of communication.

Were the trends reflective of expectations, based on previous studies and knowledge of the specific project?
The findings generally aligned with the company’s expectations and knowledge of the project. For example a significant proportion of emails discussed company type information, unsurprising as this was an in-house project. A large proportion of emails related to sharing information, and to management, as reported by (Wilson, 2002).

Were the trends shown found to offer new insight?
A key insight was that a low proportion of emails showed problem solving and of these, very few showed any decision making. This confronted an
assumption by the company that important decisions were being recorded in emails, and raised the possibility that rationale is being lost.

Were the results appropriate to answer the research questions?
It was shown that emails relating to the product, peaked toward the end of the project schedule. This and similar views demonstrated the possibility of using emails to monitor the progress of projects, and that as set out in Objective 4, change in email use over time can be captured.

5.5. Final Scheme
This section presents the final version of the coding scheme and a guide to its application, including examples. The scheme is discussed in the order in which its three aspects, what, why and how, are applied.

Throughout the coding process, the coder should bear in mind any contextual information which can be reasonably ascertained from the document. This might include the text in the subject field and anything known about the sender and recipient(s) i.e. is the email inter, or intra-company. Coders should make reasonable inferences from what is presented but not assumptions which are unfounded.

5.5.1. Final Scheme: What topics do emails discuss?
The first stage is the coding of What topics emails discuss, the scheme for which is presented in Table 5-5. Having read the email, the coder should, based on the predominant themes of the message, determine whether it generally relates most to the product, project or company. If it significantly relates to more than one category, then more than one code may be allocated. Following this the coder should identify further details from within the selected category. In the example below Figure 5-3 an email related mainly to the product discusses features and materials.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Product</strong></th>
<th><strong>Project</strong></th>
<th><strong>Company</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The output of the project; it may be a physical artefact or software.</td>
<td>the domain within which the product is created.</td>
<td>the sponsors or facilitators of a project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Functions</strong>: Things the product must do. e.g. Be fast</th>
<th><strong>Risk</strong>: Assessing likelihood and weighting implications</th>
<th><strong>Economic Issues</strong>: Costs and efficiency, market and product selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong>: How well the product achieves its functions.</td>
<td><strong>Plans</strong>: Management of phases, activities and tasks,</td>
<td><strong>Human Resources</strong>: People, availability, allocation, training, replacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature</strong>: The quality or characteristic with which the function is achieved.</td>
<td><strong>Team</strong>: Team selection, development</td>
<td><strong>Physical Resources</strong>: Ranging from offices to equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Environment</strong>: Objects that interact with the product</td>
<td><strong>Quality Management</strong>: Quality, standard or expectations</td>
<td><strong>Financial Resources</strong>: Cash, Assets, Borrowing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Materials and Components</strong>: Materials and component selection and characteristics</td>
<td><strong>Cost</strong>: Financial arrangements at the level of the project, rather than specific component costs.</td>
<td><strong>Knowledge Resources</strong>: Current ability and stored information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manufacturing</strong>: Consideration of manufacturing, assembly and transport.</td>
<td><strong>Time</strong>: Durations or deadlines. Any link or reference to time.</td>
<td><strong>Tools and Methods</strong>: Specific testing and modelling techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong>: Consideration of costs particularly unit costs.</td>
<td><strong>Manufacture</strong>: Arranging manufacture, planning manufacture, in the context of the project</td>
<td><strong>Practices &amp; Procedures</strong>: Accumulated by the company, often developed through experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specification</strong>: Formal requirements definition for the product/design. Or requirements for sub / super components of the product.</td>
<td><strong>Contracts</strong>: Legal arrangements involving two or more parties setting out what is required from the project, often specifying costs and time.</td>
<td><strong>Stake Holders</strong>: Such as: shareholders, customers, directors and their culture and politics. They must have more than an interest in the company but in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ergonomics</strong>: User Interaction with product</td>
<td><strong>Delivery</strong>: The delivery or provision of a specific component or sub-system.</td>
<td><strong>Administration</strong>: General administration related to the project, but not distinctly captured by one of the other terms above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Milestones & Deliverables**: Targets to be achieved, or which have been achieved, related to formal stages within the project. |
| **Documentation or Knowledge Resources**: Reference to general documentation resource, most likely PROMIS or mention of Knowledge Management process specific to the project. |
5.5.2. Final Scheme: Why are emails sent?

Applying the *what* aspect of the scheme first gives the coder a chance to reflect on the overall nature of the message. The next stage, marking up the *why*, requires a deeper level of interpretation. Table 5-6 presents the coding scheme; terms are listed as *problem solving contributions*, *information transactions* or *management transactions*. The term *contribution* is used in relation to problem solving to emphasise that even a small part of a problem solving process should be identified as an occurrence of problem solving in emails.

The coder is required to first identify which bottom level terms are demonstrated within the email; such as *exploring* or *clarifying*. This is opposed to identifying the top level categories and then their facets, as was undertaken marking up the *what* aspect of the scheme. Further
processing can then surmise which types of transaction are demonstrated, (information or management) and whether there is evidence of a problem solving contribution.

Table 5-6: Coding terminology and definitions identifying why emails are sent, with respect to transactions or contribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why are the emails sent? Their purpose</th>
<th>Information Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem Solving Contribution</strong></td>
<td><strong>Information Transaction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A contribution to a problem solving process. More active than simply passing information.</td>
<td>A straightforward transfer of information or something enabling the transfer of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal Setting:</strong> Identifying where the design is, and where it needs progressing to.</td>
<td><strong>Informing:</strong> Sharing, presenting or distribution information with others. No response is required. It is passive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constraining:</strong> Imposing boundaries with requirements and desirables</td>
<td><strong>Requesting Information:</strong> Direct request to another party to provide information, or further information. Including explicit responses to requests for information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploring:</strong> Discussing possibilities and ideas, invoking suggestions. A return is expected from the recipient.</td>
<td><strong>Clarifying:</strong> Clearing up misunderstandings (both requesting and in response). Asking for explanations, resolving a general lack of clarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing Solutions:</strong> It may encompass one or more of the following stages: searching, gathering, creating and developing solutions. Presentation of solutions for comment is also encompassed.</td>
<td><strong>Management Transaction</strong> An effort to achieve action by asking or telling for things to be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluating:</strong> Judging the quality, value and importance of something.</td>
<td><strong>Managing:</strong> Includes arranging, directing and instructing. Implies action (such as a response) needs to be taken. Including process management outside of the organisation, e.g. prompting arrangements / meetings with third parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision Making:</strong> Considering key factors from evaluation and possible compromises to form decision.</td>
<td><strong>Confirming:</strong> Confirming or requesting confirmation of something.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflecting:</strong> Reflecting upon a design/product decision or process already adopted or occurred. Reflecting may question whether a new of further problem now exists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Debating:</strong> Discussing opposite views.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coders should highlight an appropriate portion of text for the coding term they are allocating. This may be a paragraph, or a few words alone. In particular, references to problem solving may only be evidenced by a short phrase. The quantity of words tagged by a particular label does not necessarily represent their significance, and assumptions should not be drawn on this basis (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). If this were the case coders would have to give much consideration as to where to start and finish their selection of text, overlapping concepts also present an issue.
Instead the coding determines which terms do and do not occur within the email. Highlighting specific passages aids the coding process and enables a return to the message later for further review. Figure 5-4 demonstrates the coding of purposes in a portion of email text. The first paragraph shows a confirmation, but a decision made as part of this is simultaneously coded.

![Email Message]

**Figure 5-4:** The coding of why emails are sent: the purposes of confirming and managing are highlighted.
5.5.3. Final Scheme: How is email content expressed?

The final element of the scheme is coding how content is expressed, through the application of Bales’ (1950) method. Table 5-7 presents the twelve possible tags which can be applied to each clause or sentence; these are grouped into socio emotional and task categories, with all terms having a polar opposite. The scheme is applied at the term level by the coder, with the groupings used to aid navigation of the scheme and in later analysis.

Table 5-7: Coding terminology and definitions used to identify characteristics of how email dialogue is expressed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How is email content expressed?</th>
<th>Socio Emotional Terms</th>
<th>Task Related Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Reactions</td>
<td>Negative Reactions</td>
<td>Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows Solidarity raises other’s status, gives help, reward</td>
<td>Shows Antagonism deflates other’s status, asserts or defends self</td>
<td>Gives Opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses feeling or wish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows Tension Release jokes, laughs, shows satisfaction</td>
<td>Shows Tension asks for help, withdraws out of field</td>
<td>Gives Suggestion direction, implying autonomy for other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, concurs, complies</td>
<td>Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formality, withholds resources</td>
<td>Gives Orientation information, repeats, clarifies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples in Figure 5-5 show both social responses, such as showing antagonism and task responses such as giving orientation. These labels are applied to sentences (presented as paragraphs for clarity in the figure).
Figure 5-5: The coding of how email content is expressed using terminology from Bales.
5.6. Limitations of Coding Approach

The coding approach is limited in that threaded emails and attachments are not directly addressed. These falls outside of the scope of this thesis and were not properly supported by the datasets used for analysis in the following chapters. This section therefore discusses the issues of threading and attachments, outlining the extent of the limitations and providing thoughts for further work.

5.6.1. Threaded Emails

This section begins by differentiating between threaded emails and replied using quoted text. Following this a discussion is made around the lack of threading in the case studies and the limitations for analysis.

The difference between email threads and quoted text replies.

A *thread* is a collection of emails in reply to one another. These are normally linked by grouping emails of a common subject heading. An example of a threaded email client is Google™ Mail. Figure 5-6 shows a view of a threaded Google™ Mail conversation with the subject line “Your Invoice/Booking Confirmation for 0403.” Threads may include forwarded emails and the inclusion of several parties. In the example, the original email and subject line has come from an airline, whilst the following conversation is sent between two friends planning a trip.

Not all email clients support threading. Instead many will quote the original email being replied to below the new response. This is shown in Figure 5-7, with a view from the University of Bath’s webmail client. As is common, chevron (>) symbols are used to denote the quoted text.
Figure 5-6: A threaded email conversation viewed in Google™ Mail

Figure 5-7: A quoted text email reply shown in the University of Bath’s webmail client.
Limitations of coding single emails

As with a number of email clients, the databases of the industrial partner did not maintain the threading between emails, which is largely based on similarity of subject headings. This was further complicated by the different systems used by external partners to the projects. As a result of this there was no threading in the email collections investigated in the pilot or major case studies (Chapters 6 and 7). In many emails however there was quoted text.

Many emails were effectively stored twice in the databases as they were repeated in the form of quoted text in other emails. To avoid duplicating coding and distorting results a strategy was devised. Only the principal text in each email was coded. Any quoted text would only be used to provide context to inform the coder as to the overall gist of the principal message. This is discussed further in 6.3.5.

The principal limitation in not coding emails as complete threads, is that no exploration can be made as to how discussions develop and evolve over the course of a complete email conversation.

It was already identified in 4.2.1 however that this is not the objective of the coding scheme. The focus of this thesis is to investigate the use of email at the project rather than conversational level. For this reason the coding scheme identifies the macro-perspective, how coding evolves over the project, rather than the micro-perspective, of coding changes over a conversation. The coding of single emails (using any quoted text to provide context) is supported by this approach.

This undoubtedly leaves a gap for future studies to explore coding at a conversational level, using complete threads of messages. For such an investigation the use of an argumentation or IBIS type approach to coding, as discussed in 2.1.2, may be more appropriate than the broader purposes for email sending presented in the existing coding scheme.
The coding of single emails does not have a detrimental affect on the results produced by the coding scheme. The approach identifies how frequently, when in the project and by whom certain types of email are sent. This can only be achieved by the sampling of single emails (as in the case studies) or by the coding of every email in corpus.

5.6.2. Limitations of not coding attachments

Attachments are files which are sent from one person to another alongside an email. The principal purpose of the message may be to share the file by sending an attachment, or the attachment may provide relevant information to be considered alongside the message.

Approximately 21% of emails in the corpus originally contained attachments. Again, due to limitations of the databases, the attached files or links to them were not consistently maintained or available. As a result it was decided not to code individual attachments.

When attachments are sent, email is being used as a file sharing mechanism. In such cases, the purpose for sending the email (as described in the coding scheme) would normally be informing, i.e. sharing information. Hence, although the attachments were not coded, the purpose of them as alluded to in the emails was identified. In this sense, attachments have been considered by the coding approach.

It still remains however that a limitation of this thesis is that the detail of attached email content was not investigated. To do so would have produced inconsistent results as a comprehensive data set of attachments was not available. Future work would benefit from exploring in more detail the use and content of attachments.
5.7. Chapter Summary

Chapters 4 and 5 addressed **Objective 3** of the research: *To develop and validate an approach for analysing the role and use of email within the context of engineering design projects and the overall design process.*

General principles for developing and evaluating coding schemes were presented, based on literature of qualitative research methods. Considerations were framed around the key aspects of scope, reliability and validity.

The method for developing the scheme was then described. This included the use of terminology from successful approaches (Lowe, 2002; Huet, 2006) to form a basis for the scheme. This was then iteratively developed through application of the coding to sample and review emails by a number of researchers. An application of the finished scheme to 200 emails from a project, and peer review meeting ended this process.

A summary of the scheme’s development using this method was then described. This followed separately the **what, why and how** aspects of the scheme. The validity of the final scheme was discussed in relation to the scope, reliability and validity metrics outlined earlier.

The full and final version of the scheme was presented, along with guidelines for its use and examples. (Further examples are given in Appendix B). To conclude, limitations of the coding approach in relation to threading and attachments were identified.
6.0 Pilot Case Study: Approach, Validation and Preliminary Findings

A pilot case study was undertaken, in anticipation of the major case study, reported in Chapter 7.

This primarily served to empirically validate and evaluate the overall approach, as well as reaffirming the suitability of the coding scheme. A refined approach could then be used for the major case study. Exemplar findings would also serve to guide the way in which results were analysed in the major case study.

By examining a project which had significantly different characteristics from the major case study it was also possible to establish the applicability of findings, beyond the specific project and to engineering design projects in general.

The project background for this pilot study is now presented, followed by details of how the approach was applied. Results are firstly presented and discussed in relation to validating the approach. Key results and general findings are then highlighted.

6.1. Project Context

The project related to the development of a software product, used in the process of systems engineering by a large company. This, a new version of the software, was developed in-house to be used extensively across the organisation. Although such software development is an ongoing process, the core activity of this project took place over a two year period.

Although a large number of people in the company were consulted and involved during the project, the main project team consisted of fifteen members. These included eight software engineers, under the direction of
two lead engineers, with one project manager overseeing the process. The activity was conducted over two sites, one in the UK and one in Asia.

The email corpus created by the project contained around 700 emails, collected over the two year period. These messages were sent by 63 people to 158 recipients.

A distribution of the lengths of these emails is presented in Figure 6-1. The median length of an email was 140 – 159 words. A quarter of emails were relatively short (less than 60 words) and half of emails were between 60 and 339 words long. A total of three quarters of emails were between 0 and 339 words long.

![Figure 6-1: Distribution of email lengths in the Pilot Case Study corpus](image)

### 6.2. Application

To reduce the corpus to a more manageable number of emails for analysis a sample of 225 from the original 700 was taken, which was then coded by three researchers. In order to be representative this was distributed evenly across the corpus, with coders marking up alternating emails. Twenty of the emails were coded by all three researchers, in order to measure their inter-coder reliability.
These emails were fully coded using the *What*, *Why* and *How* elements of the coding scheme presented in Table 5-5, Table 5-6 and Table 5-7. As discussed in the coding guide, 5.5, the *What* and *Why* elements were coded to appropriate sized units of text, most frequently paragraphs. Owing to the flexible approach allowing units of any size to be coded, certain *Why* elements, such as requests for information or confirmations were often only sentence or clause length. The *How* element of the coding scheme applied terms to each sentence within the email.

The coding was undertaken using the software package NVivo (QSR, 2008), a qualitative research tool. This allowed any sized portion of text within each source (in this case an email) to be allocated to a given code. It was then possible to identify to which emails, and hence how many, each code had been applied. The coding process took around ten minutes per email. Given the time taken to setup and prepare the data sets, requirements and overheads, the whole process took around three days for each coder.

### 6.3. Discussion of Validation

The pilot case study provided an opportunity to validate the overall approach for analysing emails, as well as the specifics of the coding scheme. The validation was important because changes fed into the major case study.

The metrics for assessing coding schemes, previously discussed in Chapter 5 are reviewed in turn: inter-coder reliability, stability and significance. The logistical aspects of the coding process are also referred to. A brief evaluation as to the value of the results is then made, followed by identifying the limitations of the approach.
6.3.1. Inter-Coder Reliability

The concept of inter-coder reliability was introduced in Chapter 5 as a method for measuring the consistency between coders. In this case study the three coders each coded the same 20 emails as a sample to test. The inter-coder reliabilities were then calculated using Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960), and average values for the three coder comparisons are shown in Table 6-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Transactions</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Transactions</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving Contributions</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inter-coder reliability was found to be just sufficient (around 0.7) for the top level codes, although it was recognised that improvement was needed.

The instances where coders had disagreed were reviewed and discussed by the three coders. It most cases it was found that the coders had identified a further valid topic with which the others agreed with but had not identified initially. It was not often that two coders disagreed outright with each others coding choice. The varied experiences and backgrounds of coders is accepted to be a reason for their identifying different concepts (Guba, 1978).

It was observed that across their own wider samples, the three coders applied each label in a similar proportion of cases. This showed that the scheme was fundamentally sound, and it was judged that with further
training coders would achieve a greater degree of consistency in the major case study.

To mitigate against inter-coder discrepancies in the major case study, it was maintained that researchers should code alternate emails. This is especially important for the tests which examine how email use changes over time.

6.3.2. Stability of coding
Coders reported that they felt their use of the coding terms changed as they became more familiar with using them. There could be a tendency to fall into the habit of using certain terms. It was suggested that coders should initially code a number of emails from a project, not to be used in the analysis, to help train and familiarise them with the coding scheme and data set. It was also suggested to cycle through the sample, rather than coding all of the emails from the beginning of the project on the first day, and end of the project two weeks later.

6.3.3. Significance and Logistics
The pilot case study gave an opportunity to trial the logistical aspects of coding and to consider the statistical significance of results, level of detail they explore and the time taken to practically achieve this.

Approximately every third email in the corpus was coded, giving a sample which was sufficiently representative of the corpus. It was recognised that fewer emails could have been sampled to achieve a similar result. This would reduce the time taken to analyse a larger corpus.

The emails took an average of ten minutes each to mark up. A great deal of this was due to the coding of the How element, which required each individual sentence to tagged, whereas other labels tended to cover paragraphs. The level of detail provided by coding in this way was high.
but it was judged this could be reasonably compromised in order to make coding a quicker process for the purpose of dealing with a larger corpus.

6.3.4. Value of the type of results generated

The first set of results concerned the frequency with which each of the codes was applied to the email sample. These results were judged to provide a strong representation of the purposes and subject matter of emails in the corpus. The top level of classifications, reported with the most confidence, were of most value.

The results which showed how email use varied from person to person, were of little value in this case study, as there was little variance from person to person. However it was viewed that in a project with more complex dynamics and roles this would change; as such this type of analysis was judged to be worthwhile undertaking for the major case study.

The final element of the results explored how email use changed over time. In this case study there was evidence that the role of email changed throughout the project. Identifying this was judged to be of value in understanding email use, particularly where further secondary data could be used to explain observed trends.

6.3.5. Limitations

As with a number of email clients, the company’s database did not maintain the threading between emails, which is largely based on similarity of subject headings. This meant that when coding, emails were treated as stand alone objects. It was recognised that the previous and subsequent emails in a thread add context which aids understanding of the message and aids in coding. It is therefore a limitation of the technique that sometimes emails will not have been as well understood
and therefore not as well coded as they may have been if full email threads were always available to examine.

A number of the emails also contained attachments. The method via which the email corpus had been stored meant that attachments were not easily accessible to analyse. In some cases the attachments will undoubtedly have contained important information or provided context to aid understanding of emails for coding. Although this is a limitation of the approach, it would not have been practicable to properly investigate attached files. It was judged this was less important than coding a range of emails.

The level of secondary data collected for this pilot study was limited. Informal communications with the project manager offered significant further understanding into how the project and company operated. As such, a thorough exploration as to the value of comparing results with secondary data was not possible for this case study.

6.4. Results

This section presents the results generated in the pilot case study. The primary purpose of these was to aid in the evaluation of the overall approach. These results also demonstrated the potential for analyses made possible by the coding process.

The secondary purpose of presenting these results was to enable some basic findings to be drawn; which could then be used in the further analysis of the major case study.

The frequency of coding application, its variation between users and changes over the project duration are now presented.
6.4.1. Frequency of Coding Elements

The first set of results presents the frequency with which terms in the coding scheme were applied to emails. These are presented as a percentage of the sample, and should hence be a representative percentage of the analysed corpus as a whole. It should be restated that because emails are normally coded to more than one concept, the sum of percentages in some figures will exceed 100.

The results detailing what topics the emails discussed are first presented, followed by the purposes for why they were sent. Finally how this content was expressed is detailed.

Topics Which Emails Contained

Figure 6-2 depicts the main topics groups Product, Project and Company which emails relate to; and shows the overlap of emails which relate to more than one of these.

![Venn diagram showing the proportions of emails relating to the three topic groups and combinations thereof.]

Figure 6-2: The proportions of emails relating to the three topic groups and combinations thereof.
The majority of emails relate to the Company group, although many of these emails also involve the Project and Product. The prominence of the company aspect is reflective of the in-house nature of the project, and its intended application across the company.

A breakdown of the use of terms which comprise the Product group is presented in Figure 6-3. Representing 26% of all the emails sent in the project, features - the way in which some element of the product design is achieved, were widely discussed. Functions, specifications and the operating environment were also frequent topics of emails. The terms Manufacturing and Materials were both unused, which corresponds with the nature of the project in software development.

Within the Project group, Figure 6-4, the most widely used term was planning, which occurred in 28% of correspondence. The Knowledge resources of the project were often discussed along with issues relating to the project team.
Emails relating to *manufacturing, delivery and contracts* were all absent from the corpus, none of which would have been expected for an internal project of this nature.

![Bar chart showing the percentage of emails across the sample coded by terms from within the Project group.](image)

**Figure 6-4:** The percentage of emails across the sample coded by terms from within the Project group.

![Bar chart showing the percentage of emails across the sample coded by terms from within the Company group.](image)

**Figure 6-5:** The percentage of emails across the sample coded by terms from within the Company group.

The percentage of emails which related to the terms from within the Company group are shown in Figure 6-5. The most commonly used term
within this group, physical resources, was no more widely used than the most common terms from within the Product and Project groups; although Company related emails were most dominant in the corpus.

In general the company resources aspects Physical, Knowledge and Human Resources, were widely discussed in emails, along with Practices and Procedures.

**Purposes Emails Were Sent For**

The purposes why emails were sent were grouped into the three main types, Information Transactions, Management Transactions and Problem Solving Contributions. The prevalence of one or more of these within the emails is shown in Figure 6-6.

The majority of emails were sent for more than one purpose, with Information transactions playing a dominant role. Including the overlapping purposes however 30% of emails were still seen to facilitate Problem Solving and 34% had a purpose of Management.

![Figure 6-6: The proportions of emails relating to the three purposes for sending emails and combinations thereof.](image)
To understand the use of these labels further, a breakdown of the frequencies of the different aspects which comprise the three purposes for sending emails is given in Figure 6-7. It can be seen that when used for Problem Solving emails often hosted exploratory discussion (exploring), ideas for solutions (solving) and evaluations (evaluating). Decision making and debating however rarely took place.

The largest component of Information transactions was informing, a generic information sharing activity, however clarification and requests for information were also often identified in 22% and 7% of emails.

In a similar way Management emails were often related to the Managing term, but confirmations were specifically identified in 8% of emails.

**How content is expressed**

The final part of the coding scheme explored how the content of emails was expressed, with each phrase or sentence of an email coded to one of twelve interaction terms. The frequency of each of these is shown in Figure 6-8.
The giving of *opinion*, *suggestion* and *orientation* are expressed in a high percentage of emails. These, the task related terms, are also used to a lesser extent by way of asking.

The most widely used emotional terms are *shows solidarity*, in 9% of emails and *shows tension* in 8% of emails. On no occasion was disagreement (*disagrees*) expressed.

### 6.4.2. People’s Use of Email

This set of results presents the frequencies with which coding elements were found in emails of different users. This approach enables possible correlations between the different types of user and the nature of their emails use to be identified. In Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 the proportions of topics and purposes of emails sent by the four most prominent users in the project are shown.

---

**Figure 6-8**: The percentage of emails from across the sample coded by terms which describe how content is expressed.

---
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Figure 6-9 shows that the proportions of topics of discussion do vary considerably between users, although all of the users send emails of each type. The variation in the purposes for which emails are sent, denoted by the three groups, Figure 6-10, is less delineated than the topics which they relate to.

Although the results in this pilot case study show limited insight into correlations between role and email use it is recognised that this may be due to the nature of the project. Most of the roles shown involved similar work, and the four users interacted heavily with each other, hence discussing the same topics. In a more diverse project with outside parties, a more complex social and organisational structure may create more variation in email use between roles.

![Figure 6-9: The proportion of Product, Project and Company coded emails sent by four key users in the project.](image-url)
Figure 6-10: The proportion of Information, Management and Problem Solving Purposes coded in emails sent by four key users in the project.

### 6.4.3. Changes over the project duration

The final set of results presented explores how email use changed over the project duration. In Figure 6-11 the frequency of emails discussing the Product, Project and Company groups during each 60 day period is shown.

Figure 6-11: The change in the frequency of emails relating to the three topic groups over the project duration.
It can be seen that emails relating to the *Product* are around three to four times more frequent during the second year of the project than the first. The frequency of *Project* related emails generally rises throughout the project. Emails which relate to the *Company* group grow more rapidly than the other categories, and remain frequent for the continuation of the project.

![Graph showing the change in frequency of emails](image)

**Figure 6-12:** The change in the frequency of emails relating to the three email sending purposes over the project duration

Figure 6-12 shows how the purposes for sending emails changed throughout the project duration. The level of *Management* emails remains at a relatively low and stable level throughout the project. The *Information* and *Problem Solving* purposes however are both seen to rise and fall more substantially. For the most these two groups follow a similar trend, with peaks in August 2005 and April 2006. At one point however, May 2005, the two groups trend apart. As an overall observation of the three groups it is noted that the purposes for sending emails do change throughout the project, which may have bearing as an indicator of project progress.
6.4.4. Results Summary

The results presented have shown the three main analyses possible with the coding approach: frequency of codes and combinations thereof, coding in relation to people’s use of email, and coding changes over the duration of the project. A summary of findings from these is now presented.

Most emails in this case study were found to discuss the company, followed by the project and then the product. Each of these types of email occurred in more than 30% of the sample, with many emails relating to more than one of the codes.

Resources of both the company and the project were extensively discussed in the emails. Features were by far the most discussed aspect of the Product. A major purpose of emails was found to be the sharing of information. Emails were also used to support Management and make Problem Solving Contributions.

A sample of email users in this case study showed some variation in the purposes and topics which their email sending related to. There was found to be more difference in the topics which emails discussed than the purposes for sending them.

The changing use of email over the project duration was also explored. The frequency of email sending grew over the first few months of the project. Changes were observed over the project duration in the purposes for sending emails and the topics they related to. Based on contextual knowledge of the project (i.e. secondary data) these were suggested to be indicative of project progress.
6.5. Chapter Summary

This chapter began to address Objective 4 of the research: To apply the proposed approach to recently completed industrial projects and to explore the role that email plays over the project life.

This was achieved by undertaking and presenting a pilot case study of email use. The primary purpose was to further validate the approach and coding scheme. The secondary aim was to exemplify the potential results which the coding scheme could generate and to draw general conclusions from these which could be considered in the further analysis of the major case study.

The context of the project, an in-house software development project for an engineering company, was outlined. Following which specific detail on how the approach was applied were reported.

The process of coding, data gathering and value of the results attained were then critically discussed. The approach was generally found to be successful, with minor adjustments in the application process recommended for the major case study.

The basic results from the case study were then presented and briefly discussed.
7.0 Major Case Study: A large engineering project

This case study provided an in depth analysis of a real engineering project. The case study is based on a large, complex, multinational project, which is reflective of some of the types of project where email use and long term retrieval and storage are most critical.

Critically the industrial partner for this project was able to cooperate not only in the provision of the email corpus, but also in enabling time with engineers for interviews and discussion and full access to project documents for the secondary analysis.

The background for the project in this case study is now discussed with particular detail given to the organisational structure, roles and communication paths. The specifics of how the approach was applied are then discussed. The comprehensive set of results is presented and discussed in relation to the specific project; some conclusions are then drawn.

(Further analysis of selected results in relation to email use in general engineering design settings, beyond the specific case study, is reported in Chapter 8).

7.1. Project Context

The project pertained to a series of six multimillion pound contracts with a foreign unnamed industrial company for the provision of control and power systems to fit six end units. Although these sets (sub-systems and final products) were intended to be replicas of one another, some variations in the designs were required; this was partly due to specific requirements of a number of end users. Examples of this product can be found in marine, defence and aerospace sectors.
The key parties in the project are shown in Figure 7-1. The company was ultimately selling the product to the Heavy Industrial customer with whom their relationship was both highly technical and contractual. However the needs of the end users and future servicing requirements necessitated additional channels of discourse. At the opposite end of the spectrum the company had to deal with numerous suppliers.

![Figure 7-1: Parties involved in the project](image)

The project was very important to the company, considered to be highly novel and of healthy risk; it was desirable to undertake such a venture to gain understanding prior to other competitors in the field. The company were familiar with the domain of operation and much of the design work involved adaptations and variations to existing sub systems. There were however some technical aspects due to the originality of the design which the company had not dealt with previously and required much consideration. The first unit required the most investment and time, taking three–four years from conception to service with the five following variants lagging by between six months and two years.

Figure 7-2, now discussed, details the relationships between the various roles within the company. The nature of the project required interdisciplinary design from a variety of domains including software, systems, and mechanical engineering. This was undertaken by teams based at two geographically dispersed sites. One site addressed mainly systems and software design and the other mechanical design; each site
had its own Project Manager who was accountable to the Project Director. Additionally a Project Integrator was employed specifically to help align the work of the two sites. A number of sub managers and engineers were answerable to the two Project Managers along with a number of support roles such as administrators and CAD technicians. Commercial and Quality Managers also worked alongside the upper Project Management team. Towards the time of manufacturing, assembly and integration with the customer’s product, a site manager was employed and based at this third location.

Figure 7-2: The organisation of the project and roles within the company.

The final element contributing to the complexity of the project was the through life service support requirement. This placed special emphasis on reliability and quality in the design and build of the systems, as the company would be required to address issues arising for many years to come. The estimated service life of the products was expected to be over 30 years.
7.1.1. Policy and Practice for Emails, Communication and Documents

Emails were normally sent to and from individual users personal mail boxes. It was then at their discretion to copy ‘relevant’ mail into the central repository. It was however possible for users to send mail from the central repository thus creating a stored version in there. The central repository was able to organise emails by features such as date or sender, but also allowed mail to be tagged and sorted into folders. The responsibility for managing and organising the email repository lay with the Project Director.

Shared and managed file systems were also used in the project. These included drawing and software code databases, which supported modifications with version control.

As previously stated the design work was carried out at two geographically dispersed sites. Within each of these, team members were located in a number of offices around the buildings. Hence different project members were able to communicate with one another via face-to-face and through internal and external phone calls with varying degrees of ease.

7.1.2. Project Email Corpus

The email corpus resulting from the project contained around 16 000 emails. These were sent over the first four years of the project, by which point the first product had fully entered service.

The corpus contained emails from a total of 650 senders, around 30 of whom were core team members from the industrial partner. The remainder of contacts included suppliers, end users, the customer and also other workers from within the partner company. From within this base there were a total of 1 080 recipients of email. The number of unique relationships, defined as both the sending and receiving of at least
one email between two users, was 2 150. Thirty two percent of emails were sent between the industrial partner and external parties. An analysis of network and relationships is reported elsewhere by Loftus et., al (2009).

The distribution of email lengths of the corpus is presented in Figure 7-3. The median length of an email was 240 – 359 words. A quarter of emails were less than 120 words, and half of emails were between 120 and 459 words long. Overall three quarters of emails were between 0 and 459 words long. The characteristic of the distribution is similar to the Pilot case study, although the emails tend to be longer by 100 words.

![Figure 7-3: Distribution of email lengths in the Major Case Study corpus](image)

7.2. Application

The entire process of coding and other data gathering was conducted on the premises of the industrial partner, for reasons of data sensitivity. This did however provide the benefit of allowing the research team to gain an impression of the company’s modus operandi.
It was recognised in the evaluation of the pilot case study (6.3.3) that fewer emails could have been sampled to achieve a similar result. In order to evaluate a representative sample from the Major Case study, 800 emails were coded between two researchers. These were evenly distributed across the corpus, approximating to the coding of every twentieth email. Of these emails, 60 were coded by both researchers in order to establish the level of inter-coder reliability. Each day the researchers also coded a number of emails together, not included in the sample, to improve their consistency and agreement.

The researchers coded using the *What* and *Why* coding terminologies, previously presented in Table 5-5 and Table 5-6. It was recognised previously that the *How* element of the coding scheme, Table 5-7, increased significantly the length of time taken to code each email. To meet time constraints and enable as large a sample as possible to be coded, the *How* element of the coding scheme was therefore only applied to a smaller sub-set of around 60 emails. As for the pilot study, the software package NVivo (QSR, 2008) was used for the coding of emails.

The coding of each email took an average of 5 minutes, significantly less than the 10 minutes taken in the pilot study. This equated to around six full working days of coding although in practice this was not achieved. The process of coding was intensive and tedious and it was important for coders to maintain a consistent and high quality of work. Coding was therefore interspersed with regular breaks and other activities such as interviewing engineers. There was also a significant amount of time spent addressing the IT logistics of accessing, extracting, formatting and preparing data for coding. For these reasons the total data collection period therefore took a total of four weeks.

A number of formal interviews were conducted with users who were chosen because of their diverse roles in the project, these are summarised in Table 7-1. The interviews generally lasted around one hour, following the semi-structured format reported in Appendix A.
Informal discussions also took place with other project members and company workers, which added to the researchers wider understanding email use and the company.

Table 7-1: Roles descriptions for the project team members interviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons role</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Director</td>
<td>Responsible for the entire project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Support</td>
<td>Supporting the project director, and responsible for the day to day running of the project. In regular communication with external parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Responsible for the systems and software development aspect of the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Supporting the project manager also interviewed and working in software development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Manager</td>
<td>Responsible for resolving contractual disputes, frequently reviewing correspondence histories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty Support</td>
<td>Responsible for communication with end users over arising issues and arranging engineering support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relevant project documentation was reviewed by the two researchers, throughout the data collection period. Documents relating to the structure and roles of the project team were of particular interest. Monthly reports and time plans indicating project activities were also vital. Where possible relevant documents were desensitised and retained for later analysis.

7.3. Validation of Coding

The coding scheme itself, and the overall approach taken had been extensively tested and evaluated as reported in the previous chapters and in particular through the pilot case study.

The inter-coder reliability, statistical significance and stability of the coding scheme were all possible to test quantitively and are now reported. These confirmed the reliability and validity of the approach.
7.3.1. *Inter-coder Reliability*

The inter-coder reliability of the two researchers was assessed over a sample of 60 emails which each had coded. Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) was used to calculate agreement, taking into account chance agreement. For the top level groups coefficients above the suggested benchmark (0.7) for an exploratory study were attained (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), as shown in Table 7-2. For the vast majority of terms within these groups coefficients >0.7 were found, with the exceptions being lesser used terms.

Table 7-2: Inter-coder reliability of top level codes calculated using Cohen's kappa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Transactions</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Transactions</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving Contributions</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only were suitable kappa coefficients achieved, but by coding alternate emails across the sample, inter-coder inconsistencies were less likely to bias results examining the change in frequency of codes over the project duration.

7.3.2. *Statistical Significance*

The statistical significance of each code was established using the split half technique, which compares the difference in frequency of codes in each half of the sample. This is translated to a coefficient where 1 is significant and 0 not significant.
Table 7-3: Statistical Significance of Top Level Codes Using the Spilt Half Technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Coefficient (1- α)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Transactions</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Transactions</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving Contributions</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is shown in Table 7-3 the significance of all of the top level terms was seen to be high (>0.79). The significance of terms within each of these groups was also calculated, with an average value (0.51). This was recognised to be seriously reduced by several terms which are used so infrequently, for example *Company Financial Resources*, that their significance cannot realistically be determined. The median value (0.79) provides a more meaningful and constructive measure.

### 7.3.3. Stability

To verify the stability of the coding scheme, two batches of 30 emails, each coded five days apart were considered. As shown in Table 7-4 acceptable coefficients (>0.78) were shown for all of the top level terms applied. For the terms within these groups median values (>0.67) were agreed to be acceptable given the reduction in significance due to the limited sample size.

Table 7-4: The stability of top level codes checked five days apart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Coefficient (1- α)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Transactions</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Transactions</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving Contributions</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4. Results

The results of the coding of the email corpus are now presented with an initial discussion. Further analysis, particularly relating to the supplementary data sources is presented in Chapter 8. The first section of results presents the frequencies of different elements and combinations of elements of the coding scheme across the sample. The second section then examines how coding varied between different emails users. The final section then presents findings of how the coding changes over the project duration.

7.4.1. Frequency of Coding Elements

As the most fundamental results, these present the frequency with which each element of the coding scheme was applied to an email. The percentages given in this section correspond to the frequency of coding elements across the entire sample (unless otherwise stated). This can be viewed as representative of the percentage expected across the entire corpus, given that the results were shown to be statistically significant.

The frequency of topics which emails related to are first presented, followed by the frequencies of the various purposes for which they were sent. The frequency of combinations of topic and purpose are then presented in order to consider possible correlations. Finally the frequencies of codes for how content is expressed are presented.
Topics Which Emails Contained

Figure 7-4 depicts the proportions of the three topic groups, *Product*, *Project* and *Company*, which emails related to. This also shows the combinations of these categories, where emails contained more than one topic of discussion.

![Venn diagram showing proportions of emails relating to Product, Project, and Company](image)

**Figure 7-4:** The proportions of emails relating to the three topic groups and combinations thereof.

The majority of email content, over 60%, related to the *Project*. Twenty three percent of emails related solely to the *Product* and its design, with over a third of emails including this as well as another aspect. A very small proportion of emails, less than 4% related to the *Company* in some way.

Figure 7-5, Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 show the use of the terms within each of the three main groupings (*Product*, *Project* and *Company*). The percentages relate to the use of the term within the entire sample, rather than within the respective grouping. As an emphasis to the significance of these results, it is noted that a term which occurs in just one percent of
the sample represents in the order of 160 emails, within the project corpus.

Figure 7-5 shows the terms used from within the Product group. Emails were most often used to discuss features, 16% of emails. This is evidence for a key part of design, the generation of different possible ideas for achieving something. Aspects which these features might be considered in relation to, cost, performance, materials, specification each occur in 3 or 4% of emails. The small proportion of manufacturing information, 1%, is in line with expectations, given that this would have been more of a concern to suppliers from whom components were bought. The comparatively infrequent discussion of ergonomics is also logical given that the project focuses on systems integration, of which the human interface forms a small component.

Emails were most often coded to the Project group of terms, the breakdown of which is given in Figure 7-6. It was found that a quarter of emails are of an administrative nature, these include tasks such as arranging meetings, booking facilities and passing on messages. Sixteen percent of emails also contain some reference to time. A major role of emails in this project was to facilitate planning, 13% of emails. Although only 2% of emails were coded with risk, this could equate to around 320 emails during the project which highlight a possible problem which has
yet to occur. Just one of these may contain a piece of information whose effective distribution may make or break the project.

Figure 7-6: The percentage of emails across the sample coded by terms from within the Project Group.

Figure 7-7: The percentage of emails across the sample coded by the terms from within the Company group.

A small proportion of the emails in the corpus related to the Company category; the breakdown for which is shown in Figure 7-7. The most common aspect of these was physical resources, occurring in just 0.7% of the sample this still suggests that over 100 emails in the project corpus were of this nature. Company practices and procedures, knowledge,
human and financial resources were also discussed along with economic issues.

**Purposes Emails Were Sent For**

Figure 7-8 depicts the proportions of the three groups, *Information Transactions*, *Management Transactions* and *Problem Solving Contributions*. Each email was found to fulfill one or more of these purposes, with intersections also shown in the figure.

Over 70% of emails were sent with the purpose of an *information transaction*, with 38% of emails sent only for this purpose. Six percent, equivalent to nearly 1 000 emails, were sent purely for the purpose of *problem solving*. Around a quarter of emails had a *problem solving* purpose and also a further *information* or *management* purpose.

![Diagram showing the proportions of emails sent for different purposes](image)

**Figure 7-8:** The proportions of emails relating to the three purposes for sending emails and combinations thereof.

Figure 7-9 shows the frequency across the sample of the individual terms, which comprise the three overall purposes for sending emails. The most dominant of these is *Informing*, occurring in 60% of emails. *Requesting information* and *clarifications* occur far less often, but still in around 800 and 500 emails respectively. A third of the emails manage
and direct activity (managing), and notably one in ten emails requests or provides confirmation (confirming).

Exploring and Solving were the two most common forms of problem solving discussion. The aspects of constraining and evaluating, although less frequent, still each occur in around 500 emails in the project.

**Combinations of Coding**

As previously shown, the vast majority of emails in the corpus related to the Product and Project categories, with few discussing the Company. Hence from herein only the former two categories are considered in the results reported.

Having determined the frequency of Product and Project topics of discussion, and the purposes for which emails were sent (Information, Management and Problem Solving Contributions) it was then examined if there was a correlation between these. The percentage of emails for each combination are listed in Table 7-5.

![Figure 7-9: The percentage of emails across the sample coded by the different elements which comprise the three purposes for sending emails.](image-url)
Table 7-5: The percentage of emails for each combination of purpose and topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Only Information</th>
<th>Only Management</th>
<th>Only Problem</th>
<th>Only Management and Problem</th>
<th>Only Management and Problem Solving</th>
<th>Only Management and Problem Solving</th>
<th>All three Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only Product</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product &amp; Project</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Project</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most frequent combination, 25% of emails, had the sole purpose of *information* transactions in relation to the project. A further 12.8% had the sole purpose of facilitating *Management* in relation to the *Project*. The third most common type of email, 7.6% were *information* transactions about only the *Product*. Thirty four percent of emails contained aspect of both a *management* purpose and a *project* topic.

**How content is expressed**

A smaller portion of the sample was coded using the terms to describe how content was expressed, derived from Bales (1950) interaction categories. Each phrase within each email was coded to one of these categories. The bars in Figure 7-10 show the percentage of emails which contained at least one occurrence of each code.

Eighty-eight percent of emails contained *Giving Orientation*, 47% *Giving Suggestion* and 37% *Giving Opinion*. A far smaller proportion of emails asked for *Orientation*, *Suggestion* and *Opinion*, 15%, 3% and 13% respectively. The emotional interactions, showing *tension*, *agreement* and *solidarity* occurred in 8%, 2% and 3% of emails.

Chapter 7: Major Case Study - 173
7.4.2. Variation in Users

This section of results explores the differing use of email between users. From the 650 project participants to have sent emails, only the major senders, for whom the data is sufficiently representative and meaningful are included in the following results. These 27 users represent a spectrum of roles and parties in the project.

The topics of emails from different users are first discussed, followed by the purposes for which they sent email.

What topics different users discuss

Common wisdom would suggest that users who have different roles would send messages of differing content. To examine this, the ratio of Product to Project coded emails sent by different users is considered; because of its infrequent use the Company group is not included.

Figure 7-11 shows the ratio of Product and Project related emails for key users within the industrial partners company. All but three of the 14 users...
sent more *Project* than *Product* type emails with those who did not, sending around 60% *Product* emails.

Lead Engineers and managers tend to use email to discuss the *product* rather than *project* more so than the Project Director. However there is significant variation within each of these groups.

The commercial manager and project support workers, who are not engineers, sent relatively little email which relates to the *product*.

![Graph showing the proportion of Product and Project coded emails sent by key users in the industrial partner company.](image)

**Figure 7-11:** The proportion of Product and Project coded emails sent by key users in the industrial partner company.

Figure 7-12 shows this data again, but also includes further users from industrial partner and key users from the suppliers, customer and end user. Engineers and Project Managers from the external companies have stronger tendencies to use email to discuss the *product*, in some cases exceeding 90% of their communication. However a number of external engineers and managers still send heavily *Project* dominated correspondence.

Users with similar roles in the same company often show large variations in the ratio of *Product* to *Project* emails they send.
Figure 7-12: The proportion of Product and Project coded emails sent by key users from major parties in the project.

(Cus) = Customer  (Use) = User
(Sup) = Supplier  (1) (2) (3) = Industrial Partner, sites 1, 2 & 3
What purposes for sending email users have

The following results examine whether a users role influenced the purposes for which they sent emails. The proportion of emails coded to the three purposes for sending emails, Information Transactions, Management Transactions and Problem Solving Contributions were considered for the same key groups of users.

Figure 7-13 shows the purposes for users within the industrial partners company. Some limited tendencies for the different roles can be seen.

The Project Director is one of the greater users of email for facilitating management. This is shown similarly for other Lead and Managing Engineers. Notably the non-managing engineer in Figure 7-13 does not use email for the purpose of management.

The biggest problem solvers all work in engineering roles, the site managers, integrator and a project manager. However one of the
Commercial Managers uses email over 30% of the time as a problem solving tool.

The proportion of emails sent for Information transactions is greatest for the Engineer and one of the Integrators, both of whom use email relatively little for management. Otherwise the purpose of information sending does not appear to correspond with any particularly role.

Figure 7-14 shows transactions of key users from the industrial partner, suppliers, customer and end users. Those in engineering roles, including managers, leaders, integrators all show a wide variety of profiles in their email sending purposes. Both project directors however, from the industrial partner and customer are seen have similar profiles.

Those in engineering roles for the end user and customer, show a tendency to use email more for problem solving and management than users from the Industrial Partner company.

Generally it is seen that the purposes for which emails were most often sent varied greatly between users. Factors beyond a user’s role and company must explain this.
Figure 7-14: The proportion of Information Transactions, Management Transactions and Problem Solving Contributions coded in emails sent by key users from major parties in the project.
7.4.3. Change over project duration

The section of the results explores whether the topics which emails discussed and the purposes for sending them varied throughout the duration of the project.

Changes in the topics which emails contained

Figure 7-15 shows the number of emails falling into the Product, Project and Company categories during each 60 day interval of the project. The major phases (e.g. manufacture, testing) for the first in the series of six products are shown in the figure. The phases for the further five variant products which were lagged by between six to 18 months are not shown for reasons of clarity, but also because it is known that the majority of email discussion pertained to the first product.

Initially the proportion of emails relating to the Product and Project is similar. After the first year, when the specification phase has been completed, the topics of emails are more often related to the Project.

There is a notable spike in Product related emails during the testing phase in March to April 2007, whilst at the same time Project related emails remain relatively constant.

The peak for Project emails occurs at earlier in the project, suggesting that the pace of this is picking up.

The frequency of Company related emails remains low and relatively constant throughout the project, if a little higher during the first two years.
Figure 7-15: The change in the frequency of emails relating to the three topic groups over the project duration.
Figure 7-16: The change in frequency of emails coded to terms within the Product group over the project duration.
The use of the various terms within the *Product* group throughout the project duration is shown in Figure 7-16.

Although the use and hence sample size for many of the terms is small the results may still be indicative of trends of use. In particular, *Features* are discussed more in the early stages of the project. *Performance* however is discussed more in the later stages. This may be in the context of verification of performance during testing stages, but might identify performance issues which should have been considered earlier.

The *Functions* are discussed most frequently in the middle stages of the project; this is initially surprising as they should have been specified early on. Both the *Costs* of the product and the *operating environment* occur more in earlier emails, suggesting that they have been considered in good time. The *specification* is a regular topic of discussion in emails throughout the project, which may fit expectations as it should be revisited throughout design work.

A similar breakdown of the use of terms within the *Project* category is given in Figure 7-17 and Figure 7-18.

*Quality Management* is a topic of emails throughout the project but particularly during the later half of 2005. *Contractual issues* show a similar pattern but peak later in February 2006.

Emails which discuss issues of *Time* rise and fall substantially in comparison to other terms throughout the project, with a low point in September 2006. *Project Costs* follow a pattern showing similar variation.
Figure 7-17: The change in frequency of emails coded to terms within the Project group over the project duration, part 1.
Emails which are administrative (administration) are initially very infrequent, but rise steeply to peak just over a year into the project. After this point they drop a little but remain a fairly constant and significant proportion of emails for the remainder of the project.

The number of emails relating to Delivery rise as the project enters assembly stages and although with some variation stays high from then.
The number of emails discussing Manufacturing rise during subsystems manufacture and remain as such during assembly. It may be relevant that during this time the sub-systems for the variant products will have been produced.

**Changes in the purpose emails were sent for**

Figure 7-19 shows how the frequency of emails sent for each purpose changed over the project duration. The proportions of emails sent for each of these purposes are seen to vary relative to one another.

*Information* transactions remain the most common purpose throughout the vast majority of the project. At one point however, April 2007 during the testing phase, there are more Problem Solving than either Information or Management transactions. Management transactions also reach their peak during this period, but also in November 2005, when Problem Solving is at a low. This suggests that the relationship between the occurrence of these categories may be indicative of changes in the activities and status of the project.

The changes in the use of terms which comprise the three overall purposes for sending emails are shown in Figure 7-20, Figure 7-21 and Figure 7-22.
Figure 7-19: The change in the frequency of emails relating to the three purposes for sending emails over the project duration.
Informing emails rise continuously to peak one year into the project, after which their frequency tends to fall, Figure 7-20. As can be seen by comparing with Figure 7-19 this term drives most of the change in frequency of the use of the Information transaction group. The amount of Requesting Information fluctuates throughout the project, although the peaks do not necessarily align with those of Informing. The level of clarifying made remains relatively constant.
Figure 7-21 shows changes in the different aspects which comprise the Problem Solving Contributions Group over the project life.

Figure 7-21 shows changes in the different aspects which comprise the Problem Solving contribution group. The number of emails which discuss and propose solutions (solving) are relatively steady over the project.
There is however a sharp peak in activity towards the end of the testing phase from March to June 2007.

The few emails which relate to constraining the design or actively make decisions (decision making) occur more often in the early stages of the project, whilst the level of goal setting emails remains low throughout.

Emails which reflect upon aspects of the design or previous problem stages occur mainly during the two stages of testing. The frequency of exploring emails is seen to fluctuate the most, with significantly contrasting high and low points during 2007.

![Diagram showing the change in frequency of emails coded within the Management Transaction Group over the project duration.](image)

Figure 7-22: The change in frequency of emails coded within the Management Transaction Group over the project duration.

Figure 7-22 shows how the use of Confirmation and Managing emails, which make up the Management transaction group, changes throughout the project.
The number of Managing emails, like many other categories, picks up over the first year of the project. Remaining relatively frequent the one discrepancy is around April 2006, when there is a steep and temporary drop. The peaks in use of emails of this type are from October 2005 until early 2006 and again around April 2007 during the testing phase.

The frequency of emails which provide confirmations shows a little variation through the project life. Notably one peak coincides with the drop in Managing emails in April 2006. The most confirmations are shared by emails in August 2005.

**7.4.4. Results Summary**

More than half of the emails related to the Project, with a third discussing the Product. Only a very small proportion of emails discussed aspects relating to the Company. The emails within the Project group were particularly related to time, delivery and plans, with a quarter of all emails having an administration aspect.

*Information* transactions were the most common purpose for sending emails, with Management and Problem Solving each occurring in more than 30% of emails.

Two point five percent of the emails sampled, representing 400 emails in the corpus, discussed only the product and were sent for the sole purpose of problem solving. These are considered to be the emails which contain the most valuable design information.

Significant variation was shown in both the topics and purposes of emails sent by different users in the project. Those in the top managerial positions had most discussion relating to the project, with lead engineers having more discussion relating to the design. Despite such tendencies the results initially suggest that it may be difficult to predict the way in which a worker might use email based solely upon their role in the
project. For example some engineers do not appear to use their emails for problem solving purposes, whilst others do extensively.

The purposes for sending emails and the topics they related to were shown to change over the duration of the project. During the first year the Product was the main topic of emails, with the Project then taking over. Logistical aspects such as delivery tended to be discussed more at the later stages of the project, where physical integration of systems was occurring. From a design perspective, features of the product were considered more at the earlier stages, with performance considered at the later stages.

There were significant fluctuations in the proportions of Information, Management and Problem Solving emails over the project duration. For example during the testing phase of the project the level of Problem Solving emails rose dramatically.

These findings suggested that the rises and falls in topics which emails related to and particularly the purposes for which emails were sent may be indicators of project activity and success.

### 7.5. Chapter Summary

This chapter applied the approach for analysing emails to a large multinational systems engineering project, which ran over four years producing 16 000 emails. Details of the project background and company’s email policy were presented. By analysing a sample of these emails and drawing some initial findings, this addressed Objective 4 of the research: To apply the proposed approach to recently completed industrial projects and to explore the role that email plays over the project life.
Specific details concerning the application of the coding scheme and approach to this case study were then described. This included how the emails were sampled and the level to which different elements of the coding scheme were applied. The other data collection through interviews and reviewing project documentation were also described. The metrics for reliability and the validity of the coding were then reported.

Three sections of results were presented and discussed. The first presented the frequency with which the different codes appeared in the email corpus, this also explored combinations of coding. The second section presented how the use of codes varied between emails sent by different users. The final section showed how the coding of emails changed over the duration of the project.
8.0 Findings: Discussion and Analysis of Case Studies

This chapter analyses evidence, in the form of results from the pilot and major case studies (Chapters 6 and 7 respectively) and literature reviewed previously, to arrive at prototypical findings regarding how email is used in an engineering design context. This addresses research Objective 5: To elicit general observations regarding the role and use of emails in engineering projects.

The format of this chapter is to state each finding, followed by a discussion of the evidence to support this. The findings are arranged in the order of the three dimensions analysed in the previous results chapters, these are; frequencies of coding elements, variation with users and variation with time. The findings in this chapter are based on results from case studies.

The first section provides a summary comparison of the pilot study and major case study and explains what is meant by project characteristics, as this is relevant to the following sections of findings. The next section presents general findings relating to the characteristics of emails. The following section presents the influences of people, locations, job roles and the company on these. The fourth section explores how the topics of email change over time. The fifth section then explores how purposes of email change with time and more specifically how these represent signatures of design activity.

8.1. Comparison of Case Studies

The pilot and major case studies vary greatly in their characteristics. The background to the pilot and major case study projects was presented in the early parts of Chapters 6 and 7 respectively. The differences are summarised here in Table 8-1. Herein the phrase ‘project characteristics’ is often used; it refers to such facets as identified in Table 8-1. These are
the domain, type of design, duration, budget, number of participants, extent of geographical distribution and whether the project is interdisciplinary. Throughout the analysis, project characteristics refer to the values held for each of these.

Table 8-1: A Comparison of Characteristics of the Projects from the Pilot and Major Case Studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pilot Case Study</th>
<th>Major Case Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parties</td>
<td>Intra-company (Single company, two sites)</td>
<td>Inter-company (Multisite, multi partner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplines</td>
<td>Single Disciplinary</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Design</td>
<td>Variant Design</td>
<td>Adaptive Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>2 year duration</td>
<td>4 year duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>2 locations</td>
<td>3 principal locations. Numerous locations for other suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>15 core participants</td>
<td>30 core participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63 email senders</td>
<td>650 email senders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>£100K’s</td>
<td>£M’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2. Characteristics of Emails

The first set of results in each of the case studies showed the overall proportions and combinations of email purposes and topics. The following findings derived from these results (from both case studies) and existing literature describe general characteristics and tendencies in the use of email in engineering designs. A comparison of the two case studies also leads to findings as to how the characteristics of a project or team influence email use.
Finding 1. The predominant purpose of emails is to transact information

The results of the major case study show that the predominant purpose of sending emails is to achieve an information transaction. Thirty eight percent of emails were sent solely for this purpose, and 73% for this purpose alongside another. Thirty nine percent and 86% were found respectively in the pilot case study, strengthening the assertion that information sharing is the principal purpose of email use in engineering design contexts. This is reflective of findings in the existing literature regarding email use in general; in particular the work of O’Kane et al., (2007) who found that a principle purpose of emails was the transferring of information, passing views, reports or ideas from one person to another.

Most information transactions were informing (60% of all emails), rather than requesting information or clarifying. This shows that most emails particularly support the ‘handover’ communication scenario defined by Eckert et al., (2005) in which one person passes their work on to another, not requiring any feedback.

Finding 2. Emails are used for directing activity and management

The results show that emails are used for directing activity and management purposes. Nineteen percent of emails in the major case study were sent simply to achieve a management transaction, with 45% of emails including a management transaction with a further purpose. Similar frequencies were found in the pilot case study, 16% and 34% respectively. A significant number of emails relate specifically to project management activity, of this, 34% contained aspect of both a management purpose and a project topic.

Existing literature does not suggest to what extent emails are used as a management tool, although several authors (e.g. Panteli, 2002) recognise this as a role. What is clear from the case studies, and supporting
interviews, is that emails are used not only by managers to direct activity, but by engineers to request actions of their managers and peers.

Finding 3. Emails are used for exploratory discussion and solution development, both of which are evidence of problem solving.

In both of the case studies exploratory discussion (exploring) took place in around 20% of emails and problem solving in around 10%. Both of these creative elements provide information which can later be used in the decision making process. The presence of these elements would support the view that email is used for decision making purposes as contended by Lusk (2006). However in this study, only the development of solutions is found to be discussed and not the final decision making stage.

Finding 4. Few decisions are clearly made and expressed in emails.

Although there is evidence of exploratory discussion and solution development in emails, progression from this into decision making is less well evidenced. In both case studies the frequency of decision making was very low, occurring in less than 1% of emails. It was recognised that decisions made in emails may not have been clearly manifested as such, because the preceding emails in the conversation were not reviewed. In these cases they may have been interpreted as instructions (management transactions) or information sharing.

Further to this; where a decision is made in a face-to-face conversation, but confirmed in an email, the coding of confirming rather than decision making could be applied. This will depend on the wording of the email and whether it is sufficiently clear a decision is being made. For example an email stating “I can confirm that we have selected, and are ready to proceed with ordering the roller bearings” would be coded as a decision making and confirming. An email stating “please accept this email as confirmation for our roller bearing order” does not contain sufficient
evidence to be coded as a decision making. (Refer back to Figure 5-4 for the full example text).

The coding scheme captures decisions explicitly made in emails. It may however fail to identify decisions which are presented as confirmations. It is noted that confirming is far more frequent, occurring in 10% of emails in the major case study. Based on the experiences of coders, it is likely that only a small proportion of these will contain decisions which were not clearly identified. On this basis it is found that few decisions are clearly made and expressed in emails.

**Finding 5. Design Work is Facilitated via Email**

Emails that transacted information about the product or that managed activities relating to the product, as identified by the coding scheme, were regarded as facilitating design work. They provided information or direction necessary for the design process without actually explicitly requesting the design work.

Evidence for how frequently this occurred comes from Table 7-5, which showed combinations of email purposes and topics of discussion. A significant number of emails (7.6%) solely transacted information about the product, and 3.2% management and the product. A far greater proportion, 12.9% were seen solely to facilitate design work, containing only product discussion with an information purpose or product discussion with a management purpose. When emails which also had an element of project topic matter are included, this figure rises to 23.1%.

Emails of this nature support begin to support the ‘interface negotiation’ communication scenario defined by Eckert et al., (2005). Participants are sharing information which can make elements of the design consistent and discuss different possible ways of achieving this. These emails do not however show the consensus and decisions reached to complete the scenario.
Finding 6. Design Work Takes Place Within Emails

It was argued in Chapter 2, that engineering design can be regarded as a problem solving process and hence emails which include problem solving around the topic of the product are seen to represent design work. Those with the only topic of the product and only sent for the purpose of problem solving explicitly show design work taking place in the email. This implies that such design work is not being recorded elsewhere. Other emails containing the product as a topic with a problem solving contribution purpose which also contained other topics and purposes will have facilitated designing, even if the design work is not actively taking place in the email. Emails which contained problem solving but do not have the product as a topic are not seen to contain or facilitate design work but instead relate to project management.

In the major case study 2.5% of emails had the product as their only topic and problem solving as their only purpose. These are the emails in which designing is taking place (rather than simply being facilitated). Whilst 2.5% may appear a low figure, in this corpus of 16 000 emails this equates to 400 emails which in turn equates to around 8 000 lines of information.

In addition to this 2.5% it is suggested that an element of design work is likely to take place as part of many of the 14.6% of emails which included the product in the topic matter and problem solving as a purpose but may also have contained project, management and informing activities. Recall that for the purpose of this study only emails that contain solely product and problem solving are considered to be design work. This is because the problem solving can be explicitly associated with the product.

Although less prevalent than information transactions it is clear that emails are sometimes used for actively doing design work. This again ties with the findings of O’Kane et al., (2007) that the generation of ideas in emails is subservient to information sharing.
Finding 7. The way in which emails are expressed will be influenced by the relationships between team members

Eckert et al., (2005) describe communication processes as socially orientated, and it could be intimated that the status of users’ relationships with one another will affect the way in which their emails are communicated.

In the pilot case study, the participants were part of an established community outside of the email environment. They were closely located geographically and had worked with each other before. This contrasts with the major case study, where more participants were distributed and had not known each other previously; and might not even have met.

When considering how email content was expressed in these projects of contrasting social structure (Figure 6-8, Figure 7-10) key differences can be seen.

In the pilot case study (Figure 6-8) with the closer community there are three times as many expressions of solidarity. There is also the presence of tension release which is not demonstrated in the major case study. It may be that expressions of solidarity and tension release are not necessary for the understanding of an email, but act to strengthen the bonds within a team. The group in the pilot case study also asked for orientation and suggestion from their team members twice as often, although this may be a result of the project characteristics.

In both case studies the expression of tension is equally well represented. This suggests that close knit communities are likely to share both positive and negative emotions, whilst less well connected groups are good only at sharing negative emotions when things go wrong.
Finding 8. The characteristics of a project will affect the subject matter of emails

In the pilot case study the majority of emails related to the company category, whereas in the major case study the majority of emails related to the project, and very few to the company category.

It is contended that the contrasting characteristics of the projects resulted in this variation. The pilot case study was an internal project, which explains the influence of company issues. The major case study was heavily connected with a number of external parties, and it is logical that emails relating to the company were less represented. This supports the argument that the characteristics of a project will affect the content of emails.

Finding 9. The characteristics of a project have a limited affect on the purposes for sending emails

Although the two case studies had different characteristics, the purposes for sending emails were very similar between the case studies, as can be seen by comparing Figure 6-6 and Figure 7-8. For example between the major and pilot studies respectively: 38% and 39% have only an information purpose; similarly 6% and 7% have only a problem solving purpose. Finally 15% and 16% have both an information and management purpose. The minor exception to this tendency is management only emails, which occur four times as often in the major case study.

The overall similarity is surprising because the senders are not consistent between the email corpuses, and in particular there are many users from different companies and hence email cultures in the major case study.

This would suggest that the purposes for sending emails, in a engineering design context at least, could be relatively consistent between corpuses from different projects and companies.
8.3. Influences of Person, Location, Role and Company on Email Use

The second dimension of analysis showed how email use, topic and purpose varied between different users. Given the different roles, location and parties the users represent, the following findings are drawn on how these factors influence email use. Again, results from both pilot and major studies were used to draw these findings. To aid the reader, some figures from Chapter 7 are now reprinted.

Figure 8-1: The proportion of Product and Project coded emails sent by key users in the industrial partner company. (Reprint of Figure 7-11).
Figure 8-2: The proportion of Product and Project coded emails sent by key users from major parties in the project (Reprint of Figure 7-12).
Figure 8-3: The proportion of Information Transactions, Management Transactions and Problem Solving Contributions coded in emails sent by key users from major parties in the project (Reprint of Figure 7-14).

(Cus) = Customer   (Use) = User
(Sup) = Supplier   (1) (2) (3) = Industrial Partner, sites 1, 2 & 3
Finding 10. Inter-Company emails often discuss the product more than Intra-Company emails.

The major case study corpus analysed included a mixture of intra-company and inter-company emails sent by users from the industrial partner company. Only inter-company emails sent by users from other project partners were captured.

The correspondence of user’s in engineering roles from these external parties tended to be more heavily dominated by the product than the emails of the industrial partner’s users, Figure 8-2. For example one customer engineer sends correspondence which is approximately 95% product related compared to 55% for his counterpart from the industrial partner. This suggests that inter-company emails are more likely to relate to the product and its design.

One interviewee, an engineer, said that he was unlikely to send emails discussing the product to his colleagues in the company as he would
interact with them *face-to-face*, but would discuss product detail in an email with the customer. Location can therefore be a major influence on the difference between inter-company and intra-company emails.

**Finding 11. The purposes for sending emails are consistent between inter-company and intra-company messages.**

Given the link between inter-company emails and prevalence of *product* discussion; it might be expected that a correlation with an email sending purpose would also exist.

This was shown not to be the case with the varied purposes for email sending bearing no correlation to the parties involved, Figure 8-3. In most cases the purposes of engineers’ and managers’ emails were between 40% to 50% *information* transactions regardless of which party they represented. The reasons for email communication at inter-company and intra-company levels are therefore the same. This differs from finding 10, where the type of information discussed via email (i.e. product information) is influenced by which parties the email is between.

**Finding 12. Location of parties affects the subject matter of emails**

As has been discussed a possible reason for the observed characteristics of inter-company emails could be the distributed location of the parties. Further evidence of location influencing the subject matter of emails is found in the emails of the site managers and integrators, Figure 8-1.

All of these users were employees of the industrial partner, whose email communications were largely intra-company. However, the site managers and integrators mainly worked from distributed locations to those they communicated with. Their emails were seen to contain a larger proportion of *product* information than many of their peers in the main location. For distributed roles this was 30% to 55% compared to 5% to 25% for most of those at the main location (Figure 8-1). An exception to this was a section leader whose role involved communicating with those at the assembly
site. Although the observed trend may be partly attributed to the job roles of these users, the interview with the project director suggested that they should still be discussing project issues.

This suggests that product related discussion is heavily influenced by location, and where it is possible to discuss the product face-to-face users find this to be preferable.

**Finding 13. Personal preferences affect how email is used**

The existing literature suggests that user’s choices regarding when and how to use email are highly idiosyncratic (Wilson, 2002). The interviewees from the case study generally expressed differences in attitude towards when and how they used email, supporting these existing findings. Such differences relate to familiarity with technology and the ability to use email over alternative mediums, and personal opinions as to which mediums are more suited to different tasks.

Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 present the topic and purpose of emails and show significant variations in email use between the many project participants. The user labelled ‘Project Manager (1)’ is of particular interest as he was also interviewed. When compared with his peers who had similar roles (labelled ‘Project Manager (2)’) this user’s email involved approximately 80% fewer *management* transactions, Figure 8-4. When interviewed the user expressed that he would always prefer to communicate *face-to-face* whenever possible and that emails would then only be sent if a written record of an instruction was needed. It was acknowledged that this person tended to facilitate more of his management responsibilities *face-to-face* than his peers, as the results reflect. The user also tended to discuss the Product more than most managers, Figure 8-1. This is seen to be reflective of the user’s attitudes, who during his interview, expressed that he considered himself to be one of the engineers within the team he managed.
Finding 14. A user’s job role has an affect on the topics and purposes of their email

From the interviews it was clear that users in different roles used email in (subtly) different ways to support their work. The results show some tendencies for both topics and purposes of emails used by different job roles.

**Topic**

Common wisdom would suggest that the subject matter of a user’s emails would be related to the job role they fulfil. This is clearly demonstrated in the results of the major case study, Figure 8-1.

The users who have non-engineering roles, such as the commercial manager and project support workers, send far more *project* emails than the users in engineering roles, whose correspondence involves more *product* related content. Their emails never rise above 20% for *product* related content compared with 20% to 65% for most other roles.

A more specific example is seen with the two Project Directors who, although from different companies, send a very similar ratio of *project* to *product* emails, 20% to 80% for one, 15% to 75% for the other, (Figure 8-2). Other pairs of users, such as the commercial managers also show strong similarity with one another.

There are however a number of other groups of users with similar job roles whose email topics are not consistent with one another. This may in part reflect the limitations of a job title for describing adequately what a participant does. Whereas the Project Director and Commercial Manager roles are well defined, there is a large scope between the different Engineering and Project Manager roles; for example there are software engineers, systems engineers and mechanical engineers.
**Purpose**

A number of general trends are seen in the purposes for sending email, which correlate well with users' roles.

The Project Director for the industrial partner uses email for *management* transactions on 40% of occasions, reflecting his role in the project. The counterpart Director for the customer shows a similar profile; sending 50% of emails for this purpose (Figure 8-3). Both users send approximately 17% of their emails for *problem solving* purposes.

Further evidence for a link between role and purpose of emails is that the users who engage in most *problem solving* via email, tend to be in engineering roles.

The two site managers are seen to use email for very similar purposes, Figure 8-3. Both send 35% of emails for *information* purposes, between 7% and 10% for *management* and between 55% and 58% for *problem solving*. Notably, because of their remote location and difference in time zone from the team members they most often communicate with, they are very much constrained to using email. It is therefore argued that job role does impact on purposes for email sending, but that other factors are likely to dominate over this, such as personal preferences of users and their geographic location.
Finding 15. Combinations of factors affect the topics and purposes of email

The previous sections have considered how a number of different, sometimes interrelated aspects, affect the topics and purposes of emails.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter vs Intra Company Email</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Users</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Role of Users</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Preferences</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Characteristics (previous sections 8.1 &amp; 8.2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ = some correlation   ✗ = little correlation

From the case studies considered, it is very hard to isolate any one of these factors to explore in detail. What can be said with a good degree of certainty is that a combination of several key factors will affect email use. As a summary of these, based on the findings discussed, Table 8-2 shows where there is strong evidence of a link between the factors considered and the topic or purpose of an email.

8.4. Changes in Email Topics with Time

The final analysis of results from the case studies showed how purposes and topics of emails changed over the project duration. In this section the findings derived from this explore the ways in which topics reflect activity and progress in a project.
Finding 16. The topics of emails reflect the stages and activities of a design project

It seems intuitive that project activities should be discussed in emails, and hence that the subject matter of emails will reflect the activities and design stage of the project.

In both case studies the relative frequencies of *product*, *project* and *company* emails varied throughout the project duration, along with the frequency of email exchange. It is argued that the relative frequency with which topics occur within emails is reflective of the priorities of the project at any given time. Examples evidencing this are now presented.

In the major case study, during the initial specification stage, more emails related to the *product* than the *project*, Figure 7-15. However, once the manufacturing phase was established, more of the emails related to the *project*. This aligns with the understanding of engineering projects discussed in Chapter 2. During the specification stage of a project there is a focus on the product and determining what it needs to do. In the later stages, although design work progresses, the emphasis shifts to aspects of project control, such as time, budgets and resources. This is reflected in the detailed breakdown of email topics from the major case study, where *time* and *delivery* aspects increased, Figure 7-17.

Another example of the link between project activities and their discussion in email topics, is revealed by comparing product and project costs. The results show *product costs* were discussed more in the early stages while *project costs* were discussed later on, Figure 7-16 and Figure 7-17 respectively. This reflects the model of costs being committed in the early product design stages, but incurred later on in the project, as discussed in Chapter 2.

A final example is the increase in *product* emails that was seen in February to April 2007 (Figure 7-15). From the supporting project
documents and interviews it is known that this period involved the testing of the product, and highlighted some significant issues in its performance. The steep change in product type email activity is a clear reflection of this, along with the increase of references to performance in emails at this time, Figure 7-16.

These examples in particular, provide evidence that the topic matter of emails is reflective of tasks and activities in the project.

8.5. Signatures of Design Activity and Project Progress

In this section the purposes for email sending and how these vary with time are explored. In particular signatures of email are used to identify project progress. Figures from Chapter 7 are reprinted to aid the reader.

Finding 17. Email purposes can be signatures of design activity and project progress

The results in 7.4.3 identify a number of purposes for sending emails (Information Transactions, Management Transactions and Problem Solving Contributions) which as for email topics, vary in their frequency of use throughout the project. These are shown in Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6. It was found that these trends strongly reflect project activity and progress and that their relative signatures implicitly represent design activity.

It was possible to map email use against the phases which took place in the project and in particular whether the number of emails relating to information and management transactions and problem solving contributions was rising or falling. This was contextualised with respect to the project plans and progress, the latter of which is elicited from the interviews.
Figure 8-5: Change in the frequency of emails relating to the three purposes for sending emails over the project duration (Reprint of Figure 7-19).
Figure 8-6: The change in the frequency of emails relating to the three topic groups over the project duration (Reprint of Figure 7-15).
The possible permutations of the rise and fall of e-mail traffic related to information, management, and problem solving are shown in Table 8-3, along with hypothesised interpretations with respect to engineering projects. A rise is defined as an increasing level of email sending and a fall a decreasing level of email sending (in relation to any given purpose).

Table 8-3: Permutations of rises and falls in information, management and problem solving purposes and interpretations, drawn from Figure 8-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Problem Solving</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Example Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Rise</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Pressure point, with real co-ordinated work achieved.</td>
<td>6/05 – 8/05, 1/07 - 3/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Rise</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Work required but progress ineffective, further information may be required.</td>
<td>9/06 – 11/06, 2/05 – 4/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Fall</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Progress is made with little management direction.</td>
<td>10/05 - 2/06, 5/07 – 6/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Fall</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Steady mode of working</td>
<td>3/06 – 9/06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Rise</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Management impetus to increase work</td>
<td>5/06 – 7/06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Rise</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Information required for work available</td>
<td>11/06 – 1/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Fall</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Direction clear and information sufficient</td>
<td>10/07 – 11/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Fall</td>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Management intervention and improved problem solving required to improve information flow</td>
<td>Unobserved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All three purposes rose significantly during two phases of the project; June 2005 until August 2005 and January 2007 until March 2007 (Figure 8-5). At the same time, the patterns in Figure 8-6 reveal that the product related e-mails also increased. Both of these periods have also been identified as key pressure points in the project, especially the second phase, which shows the steepest increase. The simultaneous and
sudden rise of all three purposes along with increasing rates of product and project email was thus a predictive signature of heightening work activity to deal with the problems that arose during the transition from design engineering (final specifications) to manufacturing.

The trend of decreasing problem solving contributions in the email is associated with periods of work progress or completed work. During the period between September 2006 and November 2006 and to some extent February 2005 until April 2005, both information and management discussions rose, whilst problem solving did not. During this period of assembly and test set-up, there was a high level of discussion relative to sharing information and managing the work, but the lack of problem solving suggests that little work was being achieved. It is possible that the team could not complete their tasks or did not feel sufficiently informed to carry out their tasks. Such a scenario may be an indicator that a pressure point, described previously, is about to occur.

One of the most interesting trends is when the level of information and problem solving contributions rise, yet management falls. This period is identified as one of effective work where individuals are communicating as necessary with each other to complete their work with minimal administrative intervention. This occurred from October 2005 until February 2006 and again briefly in May and June 2007.

When all three purposes fall this is a predictive signature that the project is progressing steadily and without concern. The explanation for this trend, seen generally between March 2006 and September 2006, is supported by interview findings. This was demonstrated in the smoothest phase of the project, assembly, when there was a general decrease in the rates of all e-mail purposes and all topic groups. At a brief point between May to July 2006, the level of management increased even while information transactions and problem solving were decreasing. The secondary data indicates that some management intervention was necessary at this point to direct the project. Nonetheless, a general
decrease in problem solving was evident at the end of each phase. This trend is to be expected since the need to share information of what work has been completed and management transactions to verify milestones and contractual obligations would happen at the end of each project phase. Of concern would be if problem solving contributions increased toward the end of a scheduled phase, indicating the potential of missing a deadline.

Periods of brief increases in management related transactions were encountered throughout the project. Between November 2006 and January 2007, information transactions fell whilst management and problem solving rose. Management intervention was needed throughout the project to ensure that contractual obligations were being met, even when all necessary information for work to proceed was present.

Likewise, from October to November 2007, the amount of problem solving increased, without further management or information transactions. At this point, the product was entering service delivery and the e-mail traffic confirms that the product met contractual obligations with only minor ‘teething’ problems. The direction of work was clear and there was sufficient information.

At no point did the level of information increase whilst problem solving or management decreased. This is unsurprising as many management and problem solving emails also transacted information. However if this were the case it should indicate that both management intervention and improved problem solving from the team are required in order to improve information flow.

In summary, based on the observed trends and explanations it is argued that the purposes of emails can be signatures of project progress and design activity.
**Finding 18. Email use is dynamic**

As an overarching finding, it has been shown that email is used dynamically over a project. In the major case study, the number of emails sent for a certain purpose or relating to a specific topic was often double or triple in some months when compared to others, Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6. Although the number of hours worked each month varied over the project (due to increases in staff, overtime and holidays) it never doubled or indeed tripled. The two and three fold increases in email use can only therefore be attributed to a requirement to communicate for different purposes determined by the progress and stage of the project. This finding concurs with theoretical expectations, and links back to the perspective of Eckert et al., (2005) regarding communication as dynamic and temporal; contextualised by time frames and relating to other events.

**8.6. Summary**

This chapter discussed findings which were drawn from the results of the case studies and the literature review. In doing so it addressed research **Objective 5**: *To elicit general observations regarding the role and use of emails in engineering projects.*

It was identified that the main purpose of emails is to enable information transactions. In the case studies 73% and 86% of emails had this purpose alongside either a management or problem solving purpose. Emails are also commonly used for directing activity and management with nearly 20% of emails in the major case study sent only for this purpose.

The earlier stages of problem solving processes, such as exploratory discussion and solution development were found to be supported by emails; taking place in 20% and 10% respectively. However decisions arising from these were only found to be explicitly stated in less than 1% of emails. It was identified that between 13% and 23% of emails were
used to enable and facilitate design work taking place elsewhere. However, only in around 2.5% of emails did design work take place in the message content itself.

It was found that the way in which emails are expressed is influenced by the relationships between team members. As intuition would suggest, the characteristics of a project were shown to affect the subject matter of emails. The purposes for sending emails however were found to be generally consistent between projects of different characteristics. This was shown by comparing the pilot and major case studies for which there was only 1% difference in the frequencies of informing, management and problem solving contributions.

A number of findings were identified in relation to distributed and collaborative working. Inter-Company emails were found to more often discuss the product than Intra-Company emails. For two people one sending inter-company and one sending intra-company the contrast was as much as 95% versus 55%. However the purposes for sending messages were found to be consistent between these two types. The location of the parties communicating was found to have an affect on the subjects which they chose to discuss via email, with distributed users sending approximately twice as many product related emails.

Personal preferences were found to affect how email is used, in terms of both the topics and purposes for which emails are sent. The job role of a user was also found to affect these, particularly demonstrated by site managers, where the means of communicating in such a role is constrained by location.

Throughout the lifecycle of a design projects, the use of email was found to change. The topics which emails relate to were shown to be reflective of the stages and activities taking place in the design process when they were created. Furthermore, the purposes of email sending were also found to vary depending on project successes and difficulties. Finally, it
was shown how purposes of emails could act as a signature of design activity and project progress, and hence be used as a project management tool.
9.0 Discussion

In this chapter the implications of the findings with respect to the broader organisational and management issues are discussed. This meets research **Objective 6**: To highlight implications and opportunities to improve the way in which email is used to support engineering design projects.

This Chapter draws together all available evidence to provide suggestions for improved email use in the engineering design context. Some of these are strongly founded based on the evidence presented in the previous chapters; others are supported but will require further research.

Some of the key suggestions and observations for improving email use discussed in the following sections are presented in Table 9-1. This provides a brief summary of the discussion and gives an indication of how strong the arguments for the suggestion are and to what extent further work is required.

Following Table 9-1, the first section of this chapter explores the implications for information management (IM), including aspects such as record keeping and information reuse. The second section then explores the results in the context of knowledge management (KM), discussing expertise location and knowledge sharing. Thirdly, issues relating to project management (PM) and how email impacts upon this are discussed. The fourth section explores the implications for collaborative working and an understanding of how successfully or otherwise email supports this. Finally implications for the practice of using email, including guidelines and user training are discussed.
Table 9-1: A summary of key suggestions and observations to improve email use discussed in this Chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Suggestions and Observations</th>
<th>*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Keeping</td>
<td>Streamline records by removing low value emails from collections making searching easier.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Managers would benefit from understanding what factors affect email use and hence archive content.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Information</td>
<td>Email contains important design information managers should account for this.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email needs to be considered as part of holistic IM strategy and integrated with other sources.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Companies should not assume all design information is captured in email. Use policy to mandate what email should and should not be used for concerning design.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification and searching</td>
<td>Use simple 3-4 category categorisation at a high level to aid searching and retrieval by eliminating large portions of an email set.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated search techniques would benefit from the context of email threads</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use awareness of email use to assist searching. Factors include project phases, location of parties, role or parties and</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Structure</td>
<td>Automated expertise location systems using email must account for limitations, factors affecting email use may distort perception of expertise.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Sharing</td>
<td>Unofficial groups and hierarchies developed through email networks will mean that knowledge is not shared as effectively as possible</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email is not the best medium for developing knowledge and relationships between team members will determine how effectively it is used.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual Obligations</td>
<td>Employees should be trained as to the legal significance of email and company email policies should be clearer about what should and should not be committed to email.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Communication and Working</td>
<td>Email should be used more consistently and users could classify their own messages.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers should understand the benefits and disadvantages of using email for design work, and these should be investigated.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use changes in email traffic as signatures of success and difficulties to support the process of project management.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-company Collaboration</td>
<td>Inter-company email standards should be set before projects.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective working relationships</td>
<td>Develop and initiate relationships outside of the email environment to improve effective email use.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective working in design</td>
<td>Emails are not the most effective medium for negotiation and reaching consensus and should not be used alone for designing.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Composition</td>
<td>Structuring email composition would assist use, retrieval, effective working.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines and Training</td>
<td>Guidelines and training should be generally improved to include structure, content, purposes and addressing of emails.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Strength of argument, where:
  A = strong argumentation or supporting argumentation exists.
  B = further research would be beneficial.
  C = further research required.
9.1. Information Management

Design is regarded as a process of changing information states (Ullman, 1992; Hicks, et al., 2002). The effective management of information, design related or otherwise, is critical to the success of a project.

The findings identify a number of influences on the nature of information contained in emails. Awareness of these is important for information practitioners. In this section implications are discussed specifically in relation to; general record keeping, managing design information and systems for automated classification and search.

9.1.1. Record Keeping

In both of the case studies it was found that the majority of the email record related to the project or company rather than the specifics of the designed artefact (6.4.1 and 7.4.1). Furthermore, these email collections were also found to include a large amount (25%) of material of an administrative nature (7.4.1). The importance of such material will depend partly on the characteristics of the project and also on the approaches and policies that govern which emails are retained. From undertaking the coding it was apparent that many of these types of email in the collections were likely to be of little further value.

It follows that more streamlined record collections could be created if material of low value could be indentified at an early stage and filed separately. The streamlined collections would then be easier to search and manage, and more likely to provide useful information when required.

A broad range of factors have been shown to influence the subject matter and purposes of email and hence email records, such as the personal preferences of project participants (finding 13), their location (finding 12), project characteristics (findings 8 and 9) and a user’s role (finding 14). In order to create effective IM systems, information managers would benefit
from appreciating and understanding these dynamics, particularly with respect to their own organisations.

The topics of emails, and hence type of information, captured at different stages of the project was found to vary (finding 16). For example, discussion of the product was predominant at the testing phase. An implication of this is that an approach to keep records in such a way that they may be searched relative to a project plan would aid retrieval and allow emails associated with particular phases to be retrieved.

9.1.2. Design Information

Although much of the email record collections has been found to relate to the project and company, rather than the product, a number of emails still contain design information (findings 5 and 6). These emails may either share information to support design work taking place elsewhere (up to 23.1%) or act as the medium in which design activity explicitly takes place (2.5%). In both cases these emails form part of a design project record, and it is anticipated that a proportion of this information will not be recorded elsewhere (finding 6). It is therefore vital that project managers and information practitioners are aware that emails do contain design information, even if they do not believe this is good practice. They can then choose to either discourage this practice or account for it when collating and managing records.

The findings state that up to 23.1% of emails facilitate design work (finding 5), where the design rationale contained in these largely supports decisions taken elsewhere. Some of these emails will contain fragments of a discussion and can be difficult to reuse without supporting email threads or a broader context from outside of the email environment. These emails contain potentially vital design information which may be unintelligible without the link to other sources. The implication is that email needs to be considered as part of a holistic IM strategy and that the links between design related emails and other information sources must
be maintained. As part of this, managers should encourage engineers to be clear and consistent in how, when and where such information should be recorded.

At the outset of this research it had been asserted that design information created between project team members was being exchanged in emails and hence recorded, and that the major issue was how to effectively retrieve this information. The findings however, show that a range of factors affect email use in design projects (finding 15) and some members of a team may communicate very infrequently via email, yet may often work together on design elements in person or via the telephone (findings 12 - 14). This has identified that there is now a major risk factor, where companies assume that information is being recorded via email but in fact these transactions are not taking place in this way. It is imperative that companies do not assume that all design information is being captured by email and must look widely at practices and policies that govern other communication to ensure that all necessary information is recorded. The concerns of the industrial partner raised in Chapter 1 reflect this.

It would be useful to have an understating and expectation of what information is only contained in email repositories. This might then be mandated against. An alternative would be to provide post processing, which may be automated to make emails easier to retrieve.

9.1.3. Classification, Search and Automation

Having captured information and identified which aspects should be stored, the next step is to organise this information for potential searching and retrieval. Classification can provide a key part of this and can potentially be automated (Nenkova and Bagga, 2003; Koprinska, et al., 2007).
The literature discussed in Chapter 3 from the information retrieval (IR) community showed that basic automated classification techniques are most reliable when there are few (three to four) categories. However the range of material within each category is broader, providing less differentiation for searching than if more categories are used.

The approach adopted in this research utilised only a few top level categories as suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985). The three categories were product, project and company. From the case study results these were shown to be appropriate for decomposing the content of the emails as well as being an effective way of distinguishing between emails (6.3.4). Disregarding the few emails which contained so little text or context as to make sense, every email examined could be classified using the scheme.

Based on these results categorising emails at a high level in three to four groups can offer a simple, reliable and effective way of aiding searching; This approach could also be automated using language processing techniques such as rule based retrieval (Blumberg and Atre, 2003)5.

Such classifications would eliminate the emails such as company based which have been shown to not provide design information, enabling effective searching. For example if you were targeting product information for example for a vessel you may use key words such as ‘navigation system’ to yield the most appropriate email information

One disadvantage of this approach is that the findings and observations from the case studies show that emails often contain little text (6.1 and 7.1.2), the context for which is made clear by other emails, telephone calls or meetings. In these cases searching though the body and subject

5 Personal communication with Dr Andy Dong, University of Sydney, in a meeting at the IMechE, London, February 2009.
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of an email using keywords will miss potentially important messages, particularly if the search is speculative. The implications of this are that automated classification systems may need to search previous related emails in order to appropriately classify the next (as explored by Nenkova and Bagga, 2003). This could be achieved by utilising the thread features within email systems such as Google™ Mail (5.6.1).

Other findings from this research could also be used to assist speculative searching by providing increased awareness of how emails are used within a project. For example, knowing that more design information is exchanged in inter-company emails makes these a priority when looking for design information (finding 10). Knowing how different email topics and purposes change over time could also enable searchers to use timeframes intelligently; for example knowing that product costs tend to be discussed earlier in the project (finding 18). Finally associating users’ roles with a relevance to certain types of information could also be used to facilitate searches (finding 14). The information gathered from the emails can then be used as part of an overall knowledge management approach within companies.

9.2. Knowledge Management

Managing knowledge within an organisation is seen to be important in order to maximise effective working. It is recognised that email use is one of the ways in which participants generate and share knowledge with one another.

In this section, the implications of the findings in relation to knowledge management are discussed with respect to the identification of expertise in a company through email records and the effectiveness of emails as a mode of growing and sharing knowledge.
9.2.1. Community Structure Expertise Location

As discussed in 3.2.2, research has already shown that it is feasible to locate expertise using networks created by email traffic and using keywords of content (Kim, 2002; Campbell, et al., 2003). The findings however have shown that a number of factors will impact on the way email is used by different people in different roles (finding 14). Hence, a map of expertise gained solely through using email traffic and content will not be a true reflection of the expertise within a company.

If knowledge managers have an understanding of which factors and to what extent they influence email use within a project or company (findings 7 -15), they should then be able to compensate when mapping expertise. If at the very least knowledge managers are aware of uncertainties and incompleteness in expertise maps, they can treat this resource with an appropriate degree of caution.

9.2.2. Knowledge Growth and Sharing: Is email an effective communication medium?

The literature suggests that email is less effective for certain processes, such as reaching consensus over decisions and idea generation (Wilson, 2002). It also reports that the development of new understanding and creation of new ideas in emails is subservient to information transfer (O'Kane, et al., 2007) This concurs with the findings that few design ideas are generated and shared in emails (finding 6) whilst information transactions are common (finding 1). Email is not therefore the most appropriate medium for knowledge growth. This needs to be recognised by knowledge managers and engineers alike. When undertaking tasks users should then be better placed to consider whether email is the most appropriate or necessary means of communication. Furthermore the way in which emails are expressed will be influenced by the relationships between team members (finding 7). This means that the integrity and value of emails will vary. Hence although there is a knowledge sharing
benefit to email this will not be consistent across all projects or even a single project.

Email enables members of a project team to form their own structure of direct communication with colleagues from another company, and a manager may wish to review whether these are appropriate. Emails enable an unofficial chain of command and there is a risk of not utilising everyone in a team effectively if, for any one of the factors identified, key players are not involved in a network (Panteli, 2002). This will mean that knowledge is not shared or created as effectively as might be possible.

9.3. Project Management

Emails are a vital project management (PM) tool, and used more so for this than for designing. Managers should recognise the significance that emails play in the control of a project and understand that key decisions or outcomes can be driven solely by email communication.

In this section the implications of the findings are discussed with regards to key aspects of PM; contractual obligations and effective communication and working. Finally the use of email as a tool for aiding PM is discussed.

9.3.1. Contractual Obligations

Inter-company emails within engineering projects potentially contain elements of contractual significance made unwittingly by employees. “Email now has an important central role in contractual situations and is required to evidence in any litigation where its content may be very important to establish design intention however unwittingly it was recorded in the email. … The management implications of this
are not fully recognised [by organisations]⁶ The major case study (Chapter 7) showed a 32% of emails were sent between the industrial partner and external parties and hence this issue is clearly important.

A primary observation based on this is that employees should be trained to have greater appreciation of the legal significance of email; this might encourage a more considered approach to email content. Secondly, companies would benefit from having a clear policy on what should and should not be committed to email, for the purposes of project risk (AIIM International, 2009).

9.3.2. Effective Communication and Working

One of the key findings from the case studies is that personal preferences affect how email is used (finding 13). The resulting lack of consistency, between project team members, could result in incomplete evidence being collated via email, making work more difficult to conduct effectively. Managers should seek to set best practice standards encouraging consistent email use within projects. This might include the use of templates, structures and forms within emails and guidelines as to which communication method is most appropriate for different circumstances. The advantage of this for ‘work related’ emails is that the formal structuring would assist the automated analysis of the emails. This can be achieved by getting users to classify their own emails. An example of this is the ‘contact us by email’ facility provided by Sainsbury’s⁷; where users are required to identify which of five topics their email relates to, this enables it to be routed correctly.

At present, the literature suggests that many companies do not have a clear email policy, particularly regarding appropriate composition and

---

⁶ Personal communication with Dr L D Burrow, Converteam UK Ltd, 24th July 2009.
⁷ http://www.sainsburys.co.uk/sol/contact_us/contact_us.jsp (accessed 1st June 2010).
content of emails (AIIM International, 2003; 2009). The interviewees from the case studies had differing views on what emails should be used for and when. The results tended to support this, showing differences in purposes for email use between the many participants of the project (*findings 13 and 14*). It is therefore recommended that along with encouraging project managers to standardise email through improved practices in their project, companies would benefit from enacting a comprehensive email policy. This could include provided a structured approach on how work emails are classified.

A further benefit of encouraging consistent use of email could be a reduction in email overload (Bellotti, et al., 2005). From both the interviews and observations it appears that many emails are unnecessary. A more structured approach to email use may help to reduce these in number.

It was found that design work can take place within emails (*finding 6*). The literature (e.g. Wilson, 2002) suggests that emails are not an effective forum for certain behaviours used in design, such as reaching consensus or decision making. Whilst it may not be practicable to avoid using emails for designing, it would be beneficial for engineers to understand their strengths and weaknesses for this, enabling them to use emails most effectively.

In Chapter 2 design was discussed as a process of transferring information from one state to another. The findings show that emails are particularly important for this information transfer at the inter-company boundary (*finding 1*). In order to improve the effective working with emails for design, it is vital that the terms for inter-company email exchange are clear. Examples of terms could be: making the subject line of an email include the relevant sub-system reference number, using separate emails for discussing separate problems, marking up the subject line of administrative emails with an ‘A’, not ‘cc-ing’ people into emails without explaining why in the body of the email. It may be desirable to consider
such standards for email use between parties at the outset of a project, in
order that information can be shared most effectively. In practice this
would mean all parties coming to an agreement on practices, terminology
and referencing that they would all follow.

9.3.3. Emails as a Project Management Tool

The purposes for sending emails were found to change over the duration
of the project. The trends for these changes were shown to represent
signatures for different circumstances encountered (Finding 17). For
example, steep increases in problem solving activity, along with
increased information transactions and management highlighted
difficulties encountered in the engineering work. An increase in
information and management transactions with a decrease in problem
solving characterised a project in a difficult phase.

Managers could, by understanding these, have an expectation of how
email should be used and hence determine whether a project is
proceeding successfully or not and what sort of intervention might be
required. For example where managers find that problem solving is
increasing towards the end of a phase, this should be recognised as a
cause for concern and appropriate action can then be taken to avoid
missing a deadline.

Although the suggested project related reasoning for the email traffic
signatures seen in the major case study may not accurately identify all
project situations (8.5, Table 8-3), their alignment with actual events in
this case study suggests the value of email information in a group
context. This means that a group’s email content can be used to provide
valuable PM insight, without the requirement to identify individual’s
private information. If project managers could recognise these signatures
and correctly interpret them for their circumstances, it may be possible for
them to take intervention action sooner rather than later. The idea of
using group information in this way is often referred to as ‘The Wisdom of
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Crowds’ (Surowiecki, 2004). An example of this was the co-ordination of relief efforts and identifying where resources were most required following the Hati earthquake, using mobile phone texts from rescue and relief workers (Financial Times, 2010).

Through exploring the purposes of a groups’ email sending, the presence of a signature can suggest there may be a problem forming. Based on the baseline email traffic, deviations from the traffic, and in particular the rate of increase or decrease from the baseline, this could help to identify whether a problem is emerging. Second, these traffic patterns (Table 8-3), could help to identify opportunities for reflection. For example, during the testing phase, when difficulties did occur, emails relating to problem solving increase dramatically. This suggests that email records from this period may contain valuable lessons to be learned, pointing to both issues and resolutions.

9.4. Collaboration

As a convenient means of communication between two or more parties, emails are a useful tool for collaborative working. It is therefore important to understand to what extent emails are an effective means for collaborative working.

In this section the implications of the studies are discussed with regards to effective working and then collaborative design. First, because of its significance for today’s globally distributed teams, inter-company collaboration is discussed.

9.4.1. Inter-company collaboration

Each company may have its own standards and policies towards email use or a lack thereof (AIIM International, 2009). This may include conventions for subject line titling and inclusion of reference numbers. Such inconsistencies can make classification and archiving more difficult.
for both parties. The findings show that the purposes for sending emails are very much consistent between inter and intra-company messages (finding 11). It is suggested that prior to the start of a project, conventions should be mutually agreed by the major parties involved to incorporate their needs. This could also go as far as including standard layouts of messages and topics and purposes for which email is or is not suitable. This practice could also encourage group mail boxes to be used for queries not specific to an individual engineer which can then be more efficiently dealt with and responded to (The Radici Group Inc., 2008).

The findings also highlighted that there is an increased discussion of the product and that much design work is acted and facilitated via email at the inter-company interface (finding 10). This shows that email is a critical tool for designing as well as for PM. It is therefore vital that these emails are clear and effective, otherwise the success of the design may be compromised.

Email is a popular medium for communicating inter-company because of its low cost, convenience of use, and asynchronous and time zone benefits in comparison to mediums such as phone and fax (Wilson, 2002). This means that companies will struggle to restrict email use, for the purpose of controlling design information, without compromising the key benefits it affords.

In practice, organisations should accept that emails are now a part of inter-company communications and treat them as a key resource. Through ensuring that workers are appropriately trained, email records should then be useful and not compromising contractually.

### 9.4.2. Effective Working Relationships

A key aspect of collaborative working is the forming of relationships between new members of a project team, who may not previously have met or worked together and who may be geographically dispersed
It is important for these people to form effective working relationships in order for project success. It is suggested that email is not an ideal medium for introductions and initiating relationships (Wilson, 2002).

In the case studies it was found that the way in which emails were expressed was influenced by the relationships between team members, with closer groups expressing more personal, particularly positive emotions (*finding 7*). This supports the literature which suggests that communication processes are socially orientated (Eckert and Stacey, 2001). This suggests that users who already know one another are happy to discuss matters openly and honestly in emails and should understand each other and work well as a team.

The implication of this is that, where possible, relationships outside of the electronic working environment should be initiated and reinforced prior to a project. This should help to improve the closeness of the parties involved. This in turn should improve the effectiveness of their team working and email communication.

A further issue for effective working may be caused by the differing approaches to email users (*finding 13*). The findings show, for example, that people in similar roles may use emails in different ways according to their personal preferences. This invariably means that some people will be more involved in email communication than others. This may have the effect of causing sub groups to form within a team, which might not be apparent to the manager. The risk therefore, is that the team will not function as an effective unit.

**9.4.3. Effective Working in Design**

Three high level design communication scenarios were identified by Eckert et al., (Eckert, et al., 2005) namely handover, joint design and interface negotiation. As discussed in *finding 1*, email was found to be
widely used for informing, supporting the handover scenario. By definition joint design (co-located and synchronous) is not supported by email.

Emails were seen to support interface negotiation (*finding 5*). Indicators of this were the use of terms such as; requests for information, solution development, clarifications and exploratory discussion. The output of an interface negotiation however is a decision or consensus, which is rarely found in emails. This identifies that emails must be considered alongside other communication mediums in order to obtain a complete picture of design communication.

Existing literature also suggests that email is not a good medium for negotiation nor reaching consensus (Wilson, 2002) both of which are required when making design decisions as part of a team and concluding interface negotiations.

The case studies show that, in practice, few decisions are clearly made and expressed in emails (*finding 4*). However emails were often used for exploratory discussion and solution development, both of which are evidence of problem solving (*finding 3*). These creative elements are also foundations for later decisions and support the view that email is used for decision making purposes (Lusk, 2006).

The findings from the study imply that lots of rationale for decision making is present in emails but not explicitly linked to the decisions outcome. Where a number of emails, possibly between different parties, relate to one decision this may not be clear. Not only is there a record keeping implication for this, but team members will not be able to work as effectively if they are not party to a comprehensive set of information (Eckert, et al., 2001). It would therefore be beneficial to associate emails with the tasks they relate to, making all the reasoning and evidence more explicit. This should include ways of making this information accessible to all of the relevant players within a project. This could include using wikis for discussions so that other project members could contribute or observe
discussions, this would also have the advantage of maintaining threading. Another option is to support the use of a shared email repository, which project members should be encouraged to file messages in as well as review existing content.

9.5. Email Practice

Emails are used idiosyncratically making their management a difficult task (3.1 and finding 13). It is suggested that improved practices may help to control and standardise email use, aiding information management (IM) aspects.

One possible route to improving email practice is to structure the composition of emails to a greater or lesser extent; i.e. fixed templates for basic emails through to criteria for the key pieces of information an email should contain. Implications of the findings to this route are discussed. Following this, implications for the guidelines and training given to engineering email users are presented.

9.5.1. Structured composition

One possible route to improving the use and reuse of emails is to compose them around a predetermined structure. Any kind of structure needs to encompass the variety of purposes and topics for which emails are sent, as demonstrated in the case studies, without being excessively restrictive.

It is feasible that an equal number of important emails will have originated from outside of the organisation as from within. This means that for a structure to be truly beneficial to a project all parties should adopt it. Research into structuring email composition should therefore investigate how this might be achieved.
It was found that around a quarter of emails fulfilled administrative purposes (7.4.1). Within this type of email, common purposes were often observed, such as booking a hotel room or asking for an invoice. It is suggested that standardising such requests might be part of an overall approach for improving email use via structuring as discussed in section 9.3.2 above and discussed further in 10.7.1.

It was generally observed that most requests and objectives of emails were often entwined in discussion and not clearly flagged. As such, these messages may not be as effectively communicated as if they were to be broken down to fit around an enforced structure. A trade off or compromise may therefore be necessary.

9.5.2. Guidelines and Training

Many organisations now have some form of guidelines in place regarding email use (AIIM International, 2006) which will usually be tailored to meet their needs. The findings highlight some aspects which these would be beneficial to consider.

The findings show that it is common place for emails to have more than one purpose or subject of discussion (7.4.1). Instead of sending one broad ranging email to a person, users could send separate emails to the same person addressing each area. Users should be directed to consider when this would be of benefit for the storing, organising and re-using of emails as well as to communicate more effectively (see 2.6.2).

The findings of the case studies (finding 1) and wider literature (2.6) show that information transfer is a critical part of the design process and one of the dominant roles of email. The implication of this is that education of engineers should cover effective information sharing including email use, because of the significance of this to the design process and PM.
The breadth in purposes and topics of emails from the case studies illustrated the numerous ways in which emails can impact on projects and the variety of their relevance and significance (6.4.1 and 7.4.1). It is suggested that users should have a clear understanding of the potential uses and implications of their emails. This should enable them to appreciate the benefits of following company guidelines and protocols. If IM approaches beyond ‘keeping everything in sight’ are to be successfully adopted this will require users to better understand the role that email plays.

Email use varied greatly between participants in the case studies and it was shown that a number of factors including personal preferences impacted upon this (findings 12 - 14). Encouraging email use by those who would otherwise not use email and encouraging all project members to use it in a similar way would improve the overall consistency of use within a project. Consistent and complete email records should help facilitate IM and KM.

As a final point it is generally suggested that matters of email etiquette, such as appropriate use of the to and cc fields, could be better practiced by users. It was observed in the case studies, interviews and wider discussions, that such basics are not followed.

9.6. Summary

This chapter has identified implications of email use in engineering design projects by considering findings from the case studies and existing literature. The areas of information management, knowledge management, project management, collaboration and email practice were discussed in turn. In doing so Objective 6 has been met.: To highlight implications and opportunities to improve the way in which email is used to support engineering design projects.
This chapter began by discussing the implications of the case study findings to information management. It was highlighted that Information Managers should understand the dynamics within a project which influence email use, such as distributed working and participants. They should also be aware that emails do contain potentially important design information and because these often support decisions made elsewhere, emails should be integrated with wider records. It was further suggested that an initial basic manual categorisation of emails into three to four groups could assist in sifting through emails, when used in parallel with conventional search techniques and filters.

Knowledge Management was then discussed. In support of the existing literature it was identified that expertise might be located and mapped via email content and traffic. Because of differences between users’ email behaviour, such maps will not present a complete picture of project or company knowledge. With regards to knowledge growth and sharing; users must consider whether email is the most appropriate or necessary mode of communication for the task in hand.

Implications for project management were discussed. Amongst these it was identified that emails can form unwitting contractual obligations, which employees should consider agreeing when composing inter-company emails. It was also suggested that standards for email use across the parties in a project would improve consistency and make working and communicating more effective. It was also shown that changes in email use could be a potential tool for Project Managers to identify progress and possible issues in a project.

Collaborative aspects of working via email were then discussed. With regards to inter-company collaboration it was suggested that distributed teams should meet in person, so that they can form stronger bonds with one another. This should help them to communicate more easily and openly via email. With regards to collaborative working generally, it was identified that emails need to be better integrated with other information
sources. This is primarily because emails contain rationale which is not explicitly linked to decisions that take place elsewhere.

The final section discussed implications for directing best practice in email use. It was suggested that a few basic types of message which are often repeated would be easier to compose and read if templates were used. Applying and following protocols such as when to use the to and cc fields make emails easier to read, record and organise. It was suggested that engineering education should have more emphasis on information management, because it is so critical to project success. Having this understanding might encourage engineers to invest more time in creating better emails. Finally, managers should encourage email users to be more consistent with one another in how they use email.
10.0 Conclusions

The overall aim of this research is to investigate the role and use of email in engineering design projects through an analysis of email content. For this research the role and use of email comprises the purpose for sending emails, the subject matter they relate to and the activities they are used to support.

To meet this aim three research questions were posed, namely:

**Research Question 1:** What is the nature of the information engineering teams communicate using email?

**Research Question 2:** How does email support project management and design activity?

**Research Question 3:** How can an understanding of the content be used to support engineering design projects?

Prior to answering these, the following section discusses the overall contribution of this research. A summary of the key findings is then presented. The research questions are then discussed in turn based on the findings of the research undertaken.

A further section then provides a summary of the work undertaken and the objectives it has met. The concluding section suggests direction for future research, including developmental points arising from the methodologies adopted in this project and a reflection on the coding scheme.
10.1. Contribution to Knowledge

This thesis makes two significant contributions to engineering science. The first concerns the creation of an approach for the analysis of the content and use of email in engineering projects and teams. The second contribution concerns the analysis of the email content of a large engineering project and its relationship to project performance. Each of these contributions is summarised and aspects are discussed in more detail in subsequent sections.

10.1.1. Content Based Approach

A new approach has been created to enable the textual analysis of the content of engineering email. The approach considers what topics emails include, why they are sent and how their content is expressed. This has been developed from existing literature and iterative application to emails from a variety of engineering projects. Whilst in this work the approach has been developed for email analysis, other researchers have applied derived methods to other engineering information sources such as log books (McAlpine, 2010). The approach may therefore offer a more generic process for characterising the content of engineering information.

10.1.2. Analysis of Emails and Content

The analysis of the content of email in engineering has been achieved by coding a sample of emails from a large systems engineering project (comprising 16,000 emails). This was achieved by using the aforementioned approach to examine the subject matter of emails (product, project, and company) and the purpose for sending emails (information, management and problem solving). Based on this analysis a generalised perspective of email use in engineering design projects has been established. Further by considering the time phase analysis of content, the different relationships between changing content and project performance have been identified. In particular this includes the relative volumes concerning information, management and problem solving.
10.2. Key Findings

Chapter 8 analysed the results from the coding of email corpuses from the two case studies (Chapters 6 and 7); eighteen key findings were identified. These are shown in Table 10-1, and referred to in the following sections.

Table 10-1: A summary of the key findings from the two case studies.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The predominant purpose of emails is to transact information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Emails are used for directing activity and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Emails are used for exploratory discussion and solution development, both of which are evidence of problem solving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Few decisions are clearly made and expressed in emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Design work is facilitated via email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Design work takes place within emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The way in which emails are expressed will be influenced by the relationships between team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The characteristics of a project will affect the subject matter of emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The characteristics of a project have a limited affect on the purposes for sending emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Inter-Company emails often discuss the product more than Intra-Company emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The purposes for sending emails are consistent between inter-company and intra-company messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Location of parties affects the subject matter of emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Personal preferences affect how email is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>A user’s job role has an affect on the topics and purposes of their email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Combinations of factors affect the topics and purposes of email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The topics of emails reflect the stages and activities of a design project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Email purposes can be signatures of design activity and project progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Email use is dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10.3. Research Question 1: What is the nature of the information engineering teams communicate using email?

An approach was developed (Chapters 4 and 5) which identified the information within emails as relating to a product, project or company and facets thereof. An email sending purpose was also identified under the groupings of problem solving contributions, information transactions and management transactions. With regards to the research question, the nature of an email is considered to consist of a subject matter and a purpose. The nature of emails was also found to change over project duration. These three concepts are now discussed.

10.3.1. Subject Matter

The subject matter of engineering project emails can be identified by any combination of the three key topics they relate to, the product, the project and the company. In case studies (Chapters 6 and 7) from two systems engineering projects of differing characteristics it was shown that these topics varied (Finding 8). Product related emails were sent relatively consistently, being referred to in 35% of all emails in each project. However the proportion of emails relating to the company varied between less than 2% and over 50% between the different projects. It is concluded that the characteristics of a project (such as domain and design type) will have a significant impact on the subject matter of the information contained within emails.

Variation in the subject matter of emails also depended on whether emails were sent inter-company or intra-company. With inter-company emails more often found to relate to aspects of the product design, 95% to 55% in one example (Finding 10). It is reasoned that this is because it is easier to discuss design elements face-to-face where possible, which is
more often the case in intra-company communication where participants are co-located.

10.3.2. **Purpose**

The purpose of emails in these case studies, was most often found to be to transact information, approximately 40% of emails were sent solely for this purpose (*Finding 1*). A thorough review of email literature (Chapter 3) indentified that information transfer was likely to be the most common purpose of email sending, concurring with this finding. Emails relating to management purposes occurred less often with between 16% and 19% of emails sent solely for this purpose. The least common purpose for emails was to achieve the problem solving activities associated with design, 6% of emails were sent for this sole purpose. It was found that emails are often used for multiple purposes, with between 41% and 49% of emails fulfilling two to three purposes. In contrast to the topic or subject matter of emails, the purposes for email sending were found to be consistent between the projects, which varied in terms of the domain, design type, duration, budget, geographical distribution and range of involved parties (*Finding 9*).

The nature of information communicated via email was shown to be different for parties with different roles in the design project (*Finding 14*). Directors for example were found to send 40% of management related emails compared with 10% for site managers who instead communicate more for problem solving. The personal preferences for modes of communication and styles of working were identified as a significant further factor in the differences between how individuals contributed to the teams email communication (*Finding 13*). In interview some participants stated they preferred communicating *face-to-face* whilst others preferred the convenience of email.
10.3.3. Temporal Element

It was found that the nature of information shared via email varied over the life of projects. In particular the topics of emails were seen to reflect the corresponding stages of activity which were taking place (Finding 16). For example product performance was discussed five times as often during the testing stage compared to the assembly stage. The extent to which emails were used to manage tasks and facilitate problem solving also corresponded with the needs and pressures of projects at key times.

10.4. Research Question 2: How does email support project management and design activity?

The review of engineering design literature (Chapter 2) identified activities and requirements in the design process and project management. This was used along with the review of existing email literature to analyse the case studies to identify how effectively email supports engineering activities (Chapter 8). Engineering emails primarily support two activities, designing and project management (Finding 2).

10.4.1. Project Management Activity

It was found that emails were commonly used for project management. This was shown by the 45% of emails which fulfil a management transaction and in particular the 34% of emails which fulfil a management transaction and contain the project in the subject matter. It was also found that emails are used not only by managers to direct activity, but by engineers to request actions of their managers and peers.

The high volume of project management emails is evidence in itself that email is perceived to be a convenient way of conducting such activity, for the sender at least; recipients however can feel unnecessarily over pressured to respond (Renaud, et al., 2006). A major pitfall of using email as a project management tool is the ease with which high work loads can
be generated by overloading of inboxes (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996; Whittaker, et al., 2006). Evidence from the case studies supports this concern; with high volumes of email sent and received particularly by the project director. Project participants also expressed concern about the amount of email they had to deal with.

Existing literature also highlights the potential for employees to make unwitting contractual commitments by making suggestions or agreements in emails, which can then be used as written evidence (Genborg, 2005). This issue was further raised by the industrial partner company to this project. It is argued that company policies and practices regarding what emails may and may not contain would reduce this issue. Currently this policy is usually lacking (AIIM International, 2003) and as such the case studies highlighted inconsistencies in the ways in which email was used by different members of the project team.

10.4.2. Design Activity

Emails supporting design activity were identified by having a product related subject matter, these were less frequent than project emails in the case studies. When examining the way in which email is used to support design activity a distinction was been made between facilitating work via email and conducting work in emails. Product emails with an information or management purpose accounted for a fifth of email sending and facilitated design work (Finding 5). A mere fortieth of emails contained problem solving purposes related to the product which can be considered to represent ‘designing’ in email (Finding 6). Whilst this does not sound significant it corresponds to more than 400 emails in a project the size of the major case study, which equates for around 8 000 lines of information.

It was also found that emails were used for general problem solving activity, not specifically related to the product or design (Finding 3). Although few decisions were explicitly made in email content (Finding 4),
elements of exploratory discussion and solution development were often present, evidence that email is used to support decision making processes and activity.

The approach also explored how email content was expressed, along with existing literature exploring differences between email, *face-to-face* and other communication media. It is argued that any disadvantages of using email are likely to be most pronounced where design work takes place in email. This is because email is less suited to negotiating and reaching consensus (Wilson, 2002) which are key in design work; indeed the case study found few decisions were made in emails.

On a day-to-day basis email can be effective at both facilitating and conducting design work. However the elements of design rationale, captured in emails, are often abstracted from their corresponding decisions, meaning that information management further down the line is adversely effected.

The practically of communication that emails affords, particularly in projects where parties are geographically separated, may outweigh any disadvantages, so long as limitations are understood and other communication means are not rejected. Limitations revolve around social aspects of communication and the aforementioned decision making. Ideally parties should meet in person to form a cohesive team or working relationship. The potential for email overload can also be a disadvantage.

**10.4.3. Signatures of Project Progress and Design Activity**

It was identified that the way in which email supports project management and design activity changes over the duration of a project. Email enables the differing discussions required at each stage, for example about product costs early on and project costs later. In particular emails fulfil different purposes needed to drive projects forward, through improving
information transfer, enabling managing activities or facilitating problem solving.

Ultimately observations regarding the changes in the purposes for sending emails were identified as signatures of project progress and design activity (*Finding 17*). Discussion of how these signatures could improve the support of engineering projects is made in the next section.

### 10.5. Research Question 3: How can an understanding of the content be used to support engineering design projects?

The implications of the findings (Chapter 9) highlight a number of key opportunities to improve information management and the efficiency of email use. In answer to the research question, the following recommendations are made.

#### 10.5.1. Information Management

A structured approach to disseminate between relevant, irrelevant, and significant and insignificant material at and early stage in the record keeping process, would enable more streamlined records to be kept and searched. In tandem with this, categorising emails at a high level in two to three groups could be a simple, reliable and effective way of aiding searching. Examples of such categories are the product, project and company terms identified in this research.

While the extent of design information was not as much as expected, the importance of what is captured cannot be underestimated, hence the need to keep design records. However, email is informal and often lacks sufficient context to stand alone. Hence there is a need for it to be managed and integrated with both formal and informal records.
10.5.2. Knowledge Management

There is potential for records of email traffic to be used to produce expertise maps within a project or organisation. These should be treated with appropriate caution and an understanding of which users may or may not be fairly reflected by them. This is because key players are not necessarily always active contributors in email networks.

Further to this email is used to maintain personal and extra-organisational relationships which could be important for knowledge management.

10.5.3. Project Management

Project management would be more effective if those composing emails had a better appreciation of their significance and there was less variation between users’ behaviour. Employee training could highlight the risk of making unwitting contractual commitments via email. Engineers should be supported in identifying appropriate scenarios for email use and working towards standardised formats for structure and content, thus reducing the variation and inconsistencies between the habits of individual users. This could be achieved by working towards a policy or standard for either their company or ideally, at an intra-company level for each project. Further training could highlight the potential strengths and weaknesses of email, particularly for designing and problem solving.

The research identified that ‘signatures’ of email activity could help to detect project progress and identify problems arising. This would merit further exploration and could prove a useful tool to project managers for determining whether their project is on track. The signatures were based on the relative volume of information, management and problem solving purposes in emails. Using data about the project allowed the relative changes to be associated with the project progress.
10.5.4. Collaboration
Parties collaborating via email would have more effective working relationships if they met face-to-face for an introduction at the very least. The strength of their team building skills outside of the email environment should transfer to inside it.

Where possible group mail boxes could be used, these should improve efficiency and prevent individual members within a team becoming overloaded. It also follows that the standardising of email practices, suggested to improve project management should also benefit collaborative efforts.

10.5.5. Email practice
Improved email practice has the potential to make significant improvements to project, information management and knowledge management and effective collaboration, as already discussed. With consideration as to the nature of their work and information requirements; it is suggested that companies form guidelines, provide training and encourage best practice by their email users, concerning when to use email, content and structure, and relationships to other information sources.

10.6. Project Objectives
This research set out to investigate the role and use of email in engineering projects where very little research has previously been conducted. This was perceived as necessary due to the increasing prevalence of email in engineering projects, where effective Information Management and Project Management on a large scale are increasingly critical.
To achieve this three research questions have been discussed. In addressing these research questions, six objectives were developed:

1) **To examine the existing research and determine what is known about the role that email plays both in engineering design and other working environments.**

   This objective was primarily addressed in Chapters 2 and 3. Literature reviewed in Chapter 2 provided an overview of engineering design and systems engineering projects. It also explored how communication and information sharing supports these and consequent implications for email use. In Chapter 3, literature relating to email use from the disciplines of Human Computer Interaction, Management, Social Science, Language Processing and Information Retrieval was reviewed. This identified what is already known about the working processes of dealing with email and the secondary use of email data to support information and knowledge management.

2) **To examine the tools and techniques proposed to analyse email use, including archiving and retrieval as well as general work processes.**

   Chapter 3 also discussed the existing tools. It identified that most previous studies of email have used statistical data such as the frequency of messages and networks between communicating parties. Some tools were also found to have identified frequent key words within email messages to help classify them for archiving purposes.

3) **To develop and validate an approach for analysing the role and use of email within the context of engineering design projects and the overall design process.**

   Chapter 4 examined relevant methods from the engineering design domain which could be used to analyse email use in engineering projects.
Based on this, and the email literature previously discussed an approach was proposed to analyse email use in engineering projects. This centred on coding the content of emails from an engineering project identifying what topics they contained, why they were sent and how their content was expressed. This was to then be analysed for frequency of occurrence, variety of use between different parties in the project and changes in the email use over time. This was to be reviewed in relation to project documentation and the existing literature.

A key requirement for this was the development of a coding scheme, reported in Chapter 5. Principles of coding scheme development were identified from literature including, scope, reliability and validity. The coding scheme was developed by a group of researchers following an iterative process. The final scheme was validated by an application to 200 emails by three researchers.

4) To apply the proposed approach to recently completed industrial projects and to explore the role that email plays over the project life.

Chapter 6 reported on the application of the approach to a relatively small intra-company software design project. This pilot case study was used to further validate the approach, and provided initial findings. Chapter 7 reported on the application of the approach to a multimillion pound large scale systems engineering project involving numerous disciplines, companies and geographical locations, producing 16 000 emails over four years. Initial statistical findings such as the frequency of occurrence of each coding term were presented. These were also shown in relation to different senders and changing with time.
5) To elicit general observations regarding the role and use of emails in engineering projects.

Chapter 8 analysed the findings of the two case studies further identifying and explaining trends. The major and pilot case studies were compared and contrasted to identify general features of emails in engineering projects and factors which affect email use. The email literature from Chapter 3 was used to support this. Project documentation was also examined in relation to the findings, for example identifying how email use changes during different phases of a project. Overall eighteen findings were made.

6) To highlight implications and opportunities to improve the way in which email is used to support engineering design projects.

Chapter 9 brought together the existing research and current position of email use in engineering project with the analysis provided in Chapter 8. Implications of the findings made in Chapters 6 and 7 were discussed for Information Management, Knowledge Management, Project Management, collaboration and email practice.

Having achieved the objectives it is intended that this project should provide the understanding and direction for future work.

10.7. Further Work and Research Opportunities

Future work is considered in three strands. Firstly, possible developments to the coding scheme and reflections are presented. Secondly, the ways in which this study could be further developed and the approach improved are discussed. Finally the potential research opportunities, identified as an outcome of this research are identified.
10.7.1. Development of the Coding Scheme

An evaluation of the scheme was presented in 5.4, informing minor revisions. The final scheme was then applied in the case studies discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. Validation of the scheme was presented in 6.3. It may be that for further case studies it is desirable to expand or vary elements of the coding scheme to encompass new concepts or activities. In this case it is suggested that the method followed for deriving the existing coding scheme (Chapter 5) be repeated. Such opportunities for further coding scheme developments in future work are now highlighted.

Topic Coding

The topic aspect of the coding scheme was found to be fit for purpose (6.3). It is suggested that to develop the coding scheme further, the most frequently used terms could be subdivided to provide more insight; features and administration were widely used, 16% and 25% respectively.

Purpose Coding

Seventy three percent of emails in the major case study were sent for the purpose of an information transaction, most of these (60%) were sent for informing. It is suggested that there is scope here for development of the scheme. It would be beneficial to break down the types of informing further.

The literature and results indicate that emails are used for designing and to facilitate designing and consequently contain important design information and reasoning (findings 5 and 6). Whilst problem solving contributions were widely identified, the coding scheme did not link these to decisions or identify the development of arguments, (9.1.2). Less decision making was found than had generally been expected (finding 4).

It follows that the area of problem solving should be further explored. Of particular interest is the build up of designing reasoning. This could be
achieved by exploring emails at a lower level and in particular how problem solving discussions build through threads. An argumentation based coding approach may help to achieve this identifying just four concepts namely; issues, possible solutions, arguments and decisions. The coding could also be conducted entirely at the clause level to ensure all details are captured and that generalisations as to the email purpose to not obscure small but key elements such as decisions.

**New Coding Terms**

During the coding process a few possible further terms were identified, presented in Table 10-2. These are not included in the results because they were not applied to the whole corpus or robustly defined. The frequency with which they continued to be identified is listed. Some of the concepts such as ‘conflict within the team’ will have been coded in any case by another label such as the Bales category in this case, shows tension. These terms are listed for consideration in future refinements or scheme developments. Terms such as ‘contact details for somebody’ do not readily fit into the topic and purpose approach of coding, but may provide a useful standalone statistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emails concerning…</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Something of urgency</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details of a warranty issue</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact details for somebody</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict within the team</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer or public relations</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying mistakes that have been made</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failures in service</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10-2 Possible further terms identified during coding
Attachments and Threading

The coding scheme and overall approach did not explicitly consider the use of attachments in emails (5.6). It follows that future work should explore the role and use of attachments in emails, including an analysis of their content. The coding approach also did not examine threading, and particularly the development of conversations at a micro level in threads. As previously discussed, this may require the coding scheme to be developed with an argumentation based approach.

10.7.2. Development of the Study

The two case studies considered for this thesis contrasted in terms of project size and the geographic spread of parties. This has helped to provide a sufficient range of data in order to begin drawing general conclusions about email use in engineering projects. However it would be useful to spread further by applying the coding scheme to email corpuses for the different types of design activity, original, adaptive variant and for projects in different engineering domains (e.g. mechanical, civil, electrical).

Comparing the case studies it was noted that the proportion of Company related emails was far higher in the intra-company case study (finding 8). It was contended that the inter-company versus intra-company nature, of the pilot case study compared with the major case study, explained the wide discrepancy in the use of the company topic. Further work should explore in more detail the differences between inter-company and intra-company projects and explore this theory.

This research identified that there are significant changes in email use in engineering projects over time and with respect to different project participants. To provide sufficient data to analyse these aspects more thoroughly, future studies would benefit from sampling emails more frequently across a corpus.

Chapter 10: Conclusions - 258
The partner company for this project reported benefits from the insight provided by having someone unfamiliar with their company practices looking in and providing comment and (macro level) analysis on their email use\(^8\). In return for such benefit, it is hoped that in the future other companies may be able to participate in studies, in order to produce a broader ranging picture of email use.

10.7.3. **Research Opportunities**

The changing use of email over the life of a project has been discussed as a signature for project progress and design activity. This concept would merit further exploration, as using email as a project progress prediction tool could be of great value to project managers.

It has been identified that emails contain potentially vital design information, but that this often relates to other information sources. There is therefore an opportunity to improve the integration of emails with other such records.

The opportunity to use emails as a way of locating expertise, discussed in Chapter 3, remains. Caution should be paid however to the influence of a user’s role and personal preferences over their email use. Further investigation of these factors in this context would be merited.

A number of automated techniques could be applied to automatically categorise emails into a few key groups. Either a rule based or retrieval based system (discussed in Chapter 3) could be used. Such techniques to classify emails in accordance with the coding scheme (or a development of it) would enable results in further case studies of large corpuses to be generated automatically. The principal difficulty is that

---

\(^8\) Project review meeting with University of Bath and managers of Converteam UK, 26 February 2009, Rugby UK.
automation will need to identify where an email fits into more than one category. If developed, such as system could also be used to file emails in engineering projects, improving information management.

This thesis has reiterated the benefits of encouraging more consistent email use amongst engineers to help with information management and effective project management. There is a research opportunity to explore and develop ways of standardising formats of emails and providing guidelines for their use. This will need to assess practicality, as well as longer term benefits for information management and knowledge management.

Finally there is an opportunity to develop appropriate training, specifically for engineers, in order to make them aware of how important their emails are in the context of a project or even company and therefore how to best use them.
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Appendix A  Semi-Structured Interview Model

Interview Plan
The aims of the interview sessions are:

1. To understand the technical competency and usage of communication tools by Engineers & between Engineers within Converteam.
2. To validate, re-enforce and provide understanding for secondary analysis to the findings of the email analysis.
3. To identify what opportunities exist for improving email practices within Converteam – in addition and support of the findings from the email analysis.

To achieve this five sections of semi-structured questions are presented. Questions are provided as guidelines and are suitably worded so as not to lead the interview, more than is necessary to obtain relevant responses; they are proposed at three levels. The level one questions are intended to be quite open and holistic, the level two and level three questions are designed to act as prompts if required, to help interviewees answer the broader first question. Before the questions are presented, a proposed introductory spiel is given.

Introductory Text
“Tm from the IdMRC research centre at the University of Bath and work in the Design Information and Knowledge group.

Our research investigates ways of better supporting Engineers in areas such as IT, knowledge sharing and access to information resources.

For the last eight months I have been working on this project, investigating email use within Converteam. Our aims and interests from this project are both academic and practical. We’re interested in looking at the longer term / bigger picture for improving information management, and to develop some more specific solutions to help Converteam. – So I hope giving your time for this interview today will be rewarded in the future with benefits we might offer.
The purpose of these interviews is to gauge how workers at Converteam use and regard email as a communication tool. Although we are interested in how different peoples’ accounts may vary – we are not here to critically examine your email / work skills! Hence what is said in this interview room will not be directly passed back to anyone within the company, only the findings from our project as a whole.

If it is acceptable with you I would like to tape record the interview, as an aid for my memory afterwards, so that I can concentrate on chatting with you, and not trying to write notes at light speed. The recordings will be treated in confidence by the research team and will not be used without your expressed permission. Is that ok with you?

The tape recorder is now on, if you would like me at anytime to stop it then please indicate so."

Develop an understanding of how the interviewee uses email.

Would you give me a rough outline of how your day is spent dealing with email, and what kind of things you are using it for?

How much of your time do you think you spend working with emails?
How effectively do you feel that time with email is being spent?

Consider the time you spend using emails. What kind of activities are you undertaking and roughly what proportion of your time do you spend on each?
Do you spend more time…
   sending emails (from scratch)?
   replying to emails?
   reading emails?

Who are you usually making contact with when you use email?

Do you email people outside of the company?

Do you spend much time emailing other colleagues in the office with you?

Do you communicate much with engineers from other Converteam sites?

Do you receive email from different groups of people from those you send email to?
Presumably you use methods of communication other than email. Are you using them in similar or different ways and with similar or different people to when using email?

For example do you use phone, fax, meetings, conversation in the office, instant messenger?

How much of your time do you spend using other communication tools?

How effectively do you feel that time is being spent?

Would you describe the tasks you use the phone/fax for?

Why not use email instead?
  Why is the phone/fax preferable to email?
  What benefits do these other tools have compared with email?

Who are you usually making contact with when you use phone/fax?
  Are the people you phone/fax/chat with the same people who you regularly email?
  Do you call people outside of the company?
  Do you spend much time calling other colleagues in the office with you?
  Do you communicate much with engineers from other Converteam sites?

Their Involvement in the Case Study Project

Would you describe the role you played in the project?

Tell me about the types of activities you were involved in over the project duration?

Did these change with time?
  What managerial / supervisory responsibilities did you hold?

Would you tell me who you communicated with during the project?

Who did you communicate most with by email during the project?

Who did you communicate with externally to Converteam?

Who did you communicate with at other Converteam sites?

Were the people you emailed the same people you communicated with using other mediums?

Develop an understanding of how the project group used email.

“I would like to talk a little bit about email in relation to the [case study] project, but if you would like to be more general and include other projects, then please do so.
I want to try and establish what “role” you feel that the emails you send and receive play. By this I mean what kind of topics they relate to and what kind of activities they help achieve. I’m also interested in how this might have changed over the time frame of the project.”

What tasks do you use email for?

*Can you think of some examples for me?*

What activities do you use email for?

What activities does email help you to achieve?

What processes do you use email for / to help you with?

Would you think of some reasons that might prompt you to send and email?

Would you think of some reasons for which you might receive an email?

What topics do your emails typically relate to?

What subject are your emails usually about?

- Design Information
- Management Activities
- Company Activities
- Project Related Activities
- Discussion of Ideas

What kind of role did email take in sharing / discussing design information? Rather than more general information.

*What kind of discussion about aspects of the design might have taken place?*

*What kind of things did you not use email for?*

Did you feel that email was effective for transfer of design information?

**Develop an understanding of how the organisation uses email.**

What do you feel are the purposes and functions of, email, other electronic working tools used by Converteam?

*Do you feel that their roles are well defined?*

*Do you feel that the company has practices / protocol for using these different tools?*

*How well do email, PROMIS and other e-tools integrate?*
Capture any thoughts and suggestions they may have

With regards to email and any other work with electronic documents, what have you learned from other companies that you have worked for or worked with?

Do you have any comments you would like to make of Converteam’s information management practices?

Do you feel that email aids or hinders your work?

What problems do you think there are?

What potential do you think there is for improvement?

How worthwhile do you feel work into this is? – I promise not to take offense!

And if you could change one thing about email use in general, what would it be?

Are there other things that you would like to change?
Appendix B – Five Step Guide To Email Coding

The of coding emails was discussed in 5.5 where the final coding scheme was also presented. This section presents an expanded step by step guide for the coding of emails. It is intended to instruct would be coders in future research. Five steps to coding an email are described, following this an email is coded step by step. To conclude a further example of an email coded with What, Why and How terms is given.

B1 - Five Steps to Coding

A guide to coding emails in five steps is now presented.

Step 1. – Establish Context Skim read through text to get the gist of the email. If it is necessary to, review any quoted text which follows the body of the message and read the subject line and email addresses. The aim is to establish the context of the message.

Step 2. – Topic Coding, top level: Identify the predominant top level topic code or codes; i.e. Product, Project, Company (or any combination thereof). This stage will be lead by the context of the message.

Step 3. – Topic Coding, lower level: Work through the text highlighting any portion of text relating to second level topic terms i.e. features, time, human resources. If terms are used which do not fall within the top level mark up step two should be returned to and reconsidered.

Step 4 – Purpose Coding: Work through the text highlighting any portion of text identifying an email sending purpose from the lower level codes; i.e. exploring, requesting information, managing. There is no need to code at the top level; i.e. information transaction, management transaction and problem solving contribution. These should be deduced by the lower level codes.
Step 5 – Expression Coding: Work through the text highlighting every portion of text as to its Bale’s category. There is not a top level of coding.

B2 - Step by Step Coding Example

An example of coding using the five steps is now given. The example is derived from a real message sent by the partner company. The coding scheme is first repeated.

Table B 1: Topic Coding Scheme, used for Stage 2 and Stage 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What topics does the email discuss? Subject matter it relates to</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The output of the project; it may be a physical artefact or software.</td>
<td>Functions: Things the product must do. e.g. Be fast.</td>
<td>Risk: Assessing likelihood and weighting implications</td>
<td>Economic Issues: Costs and efficiency, market and product selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well the product achieves its functions.</td>
<td>Performance:</td>
<td>Plans: Management of phases, activities and tasks,</td>
<td>Human Resources: People, availability, allocation, training, replacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality or characteristic with which the function is achieved.</td>
<td>Feature:</td>
<td>Team: Team selection, development</td>
<td>Physical Resources: Ranging from offices to equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects that interact with the product</td>
<td>Operating Environment:</td>
<td>Quality Management: Quality, standard or expectations</td>
<td>Financial Resources: Cash, Assets, Borrowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and component selection and characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost: Financial arrangements at the level of the project, rather than specific component costs.</td>
<td>Knowledge Resources: Current ability and stored information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of manufacturing, assembly and transport.</td>
<td>Manufacturing:</td>
<td>Time: Durations or deadlines. Any link or reference to time.</td>
<td>Tools and Methods: Specific testing and modelling techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of costs particularly unit costs.</td>
<td>Cost:</td>
<td>Manufacture: Arranging manufacture, planning manufacture, in the context of the project</td>
<td>Practices &amp; Procedures: Accumulated by the company, often developed through experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal requirements definition for the product/design. Or requirements for sub / super components of the product.</td>
<td>Specification:</td>
<td>Contracts: Legal arrangements involving two or more parties setting out what is required from the project, often specifying costs and time.</td>
<td>Stake Holders: Such as: share holders, customers, directors and their culture and politics. They must have more than an interest in the company but in the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interaction with product</td>
<td>Ergonomics:</td>
<td>Delivery: The delivery or provision of a specific component or sub-system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets to be achieved, or which have been achieved, related to formal stages within the project.</td>
<td>Milestones &amp; Deliverables:</td>
<td>Documentation or Knowledge Resources: Reference to general documentation resource, most likely PROMIS or mention of Knowledge Management process specific to the project.</td>
<td>Administration: General administration related to the project, but not distinctly captured by one of the other terms above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Step 1. - Establish Context**

This email considered in this example is italicised below. The general gist of the email is that the sender is trying to influence the recipient to choose a composite material for the diffuser, which is to be discussed at a meeting next week.

“I understand that you and Brian are off to Munich this week to start talking about the new diffuser. In light of this I have noted down a few points which you may want to think about when the composition of the material is being discussed. I will strongly recommend a composite for weight saving reasons, despite the increased cost. Please will you call in on my office later and we can arrange to discuss these.”

**Step 2. - Topic Coding, top level**

The email is initially coded for a top level topic(s), Table B 1. This email is generally about the product, in this case the new diffuser for a car. Although it is not critical to the coding the awareness that this is a car diffuser comes from general knowledge of the project. Although there are some references to meeting later the essence of this email is not about the project i.e. through planning or activities. The essence of the email is about the diffuser, the product.

“I understand that you and Brian are off to Munich this week to start talking about the new diffuser. In light of this I have noted down a few points which you may want to think about when the composition of the material is being discussed. I will strongly recommend a composite for weight saving reasons, despite the increased cost. Please will you call in on my office later and we can arrange to discuss these.”
In an alternative scenario consider an email containing only the words “please will you call into my office later and we can arrange to discuss this.” This email has the word diffuser in the subject line or in the quoted text it is in reply of. In this case it would still be possible to code the email as product, using the wider context gained.

**Step 3. - Topic Coding, lower level**
The email is coded for lower level topics, Table B 1. The first code to be identified is **Materials and components**. The component is the diffuser and the material of the diffuser is also mentioned.

The second code is **performance** as it can be understood that weight saving will increase performance of this artifact. This is an occurrence of a code which would cause typical inter-coder reliability issues. The weight saving benefits have been attributed to performance. Another coder may not identify this. Both however would be likely to agree with the top level code of product. This demonstrates why the lower tier of coding is less reliable.

The third code is **cost**, again from the product group. A direct reference to increased cost to the product is made.

Other text is not specifically coded. This does not matter as the email is known to be generally about the product. There are no other concepts relating to the product which have not been coded.

The email does not tell us anymore about the ‘points which you may want to think about.’ If the meeting later was to be coded this would probably contain more information and could be coded with many other terms.
“I understand that you and Brian are off to Munich this week to start talking about the new diffuser. In light of this I have noted down a few points which you may want to think about when the composition of the material is being discussed. I will strongly recommend a composite for weight saving reasons, despite the increased cost. Please will you call in on my office later and we can arrange to discuss these.”

Table B 2: Purpose Coding Scheme, used for Stage 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Problem Solving Contribution</th>
<th>Information Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A contribution to a problem solving process. More active than simply passing information.</td>
<td>A straightforward transfer of information or something enabling the transfer of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Setting</td>
<td>Identifying where the design is, and where it needs progressing to.</td>
<td>Informing: Sharing, presenting or distribution information with others. No response is required. It is passive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraining</td>
<td>Imposing boundaries with requirements and desirables</td>
<td>Requesting Information: Direct request to another party to provide information, or further information. Including explicit responses to requests for information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring</td>
<td>Discussing possibilities and ideas, invoking suggestions. A return is expected from the recipient.</td>
<td>Clarifying: Clearing up misunderstandings (both requesting and in response). Asking for explanations, resolving a general lack of clarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Solutions</td>
<td>It may encompass one or more of the following stages: searching, gathering, creating and developing solutions. Presentation of solutions for comment is also encompassed.</td>
<td>Management Transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>Judging the quality, value and importance of something.</td>
<td>An effort to achieve action by asking or telling for things to be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making</td>
<td>Considering key factors from evaluation and possible compromises to form decision.</td>
<td>Managing: Includes arranging, directing and instructing. Implies action (such as a response) needs to be taken. Including process management outside of the organisation, e.g. prompting arrangements / meetings with third parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting</td>
<td>Reflecting upon a design/product decision or process already adopted or occurred. Reflecting may question whether a new of further problem now exists.</td>
<td>Confirming: Confirming or requesting confirmation of something</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 4. – Purpose Coding

The email is coded to identify why it has been sent, Table B 2. Lower level codes are applied. The sender sets the scene by informing the recipient what he/she knows. The email carries on informing that some points have been noted down in relation to the material composition.
The text then provides an *evaluation*, choosing a composite for weight saving reasons despite cost. If this was put up for discussion i.e. ‘*do you think it is worth the extra cost to use a composite for weight saving benefits?’* the code of exploring would then be used.

The final sentence is coded *managing* as it instructs the recipient to see the sender about the matter.

> *I understand that you and Brian are off to Munich this week to start talking about the new diffuser. In light of this I have noted down a few points which you may want to think about when the composition of the material is being discussed. I will strongly recommend a composite for weight saving reasons, despite the increased cost. Please will you call in on my office later and we can arrange to discuss these.*

**Table B 3: Expression coding scheme, used for Stage 5.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How is email content expressed?</th>
<th>Socio Emotional Terms</th>
<th>Task Related Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive Reactions</td>
<td>Negative Reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows Solidarity raises other’s status, gives help, reward</td>
<td>Shows Antagonism deflates other’s status, asserts or defends self</td>
<td>Gives Opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses feeling or wish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows Tension Release jokes, laughs, shows satisfaction</td>
<td>Shows Tension asks for help, withdraws out of field</td>
<td>Gives Suggestion direction, implying autonomy for other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, concurs, complies</td>
<td>Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formality, withholds resources</td>
<td>Gives Orientation, information, repeats, clarifies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 5. – Expression Coding**

The email is coded as to how the content is expressed, Table B 3. The first sentence *gives orientation* as to the forthcoming message. The Appendixes - xxxii
second sentence gives direction to the recipient as to what they should do, this is *giving suggestion*. The following sentence *gives suggestion* as to what the sender would do. The final sentence directs the recipient what to do, ‘*call in on my office*’, this fits into the definition of *giving suggestion* once more.

The email is very much written in the style of a manager telling an engineer what to do, through gentle suggestion and ultimately an instruction. This is reflected in the dominance of *gives suggestion* coding.

“I understand that you and Brian are off to Munich this week to start talking about the new diffuser. In light of this I have noted down a few points which you may want to think about when the choice of the material is being discussed. I will strongly recommend a composite for weight saving reasons, despite the increased cost. Please will you call in on my office later and we can arrange to discuss these.”
B3 - Further Example

A further example of how the email coding scheme is used is now presented. This shows the final coding result rather than moving through the five steps. An email thread is quoted; this is reproduced three times with the coding for what topic the email relates to on the first, why the email is sent on the second and how the content is expressed on the third. For the purpose of clarity in the example, the email is broken into small paragraphs to fit the chunks of coding used. For each figure a paragraph of text presents the rationale for the coding.

The example is based on emails from the corpuses analysed for this research project, names and terminology have been changed to ensure anonymity.

Example – Steve’s Retirement

What Rationale: The email is discussing a human resource (Steve). The context is about his continued employment and wanting him in the company (as a human resource). If the email discussed keeping him on to help with a specific project then it would instead fall into the Project category, and under the term of Team. There are no other substantive topics in the email.
**Figure B 1: Example – Coding for What topics the email relates to**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Terms</th>
<th>General Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources</td>
<td>Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To:** Oliver Mustard  
**From:** John Green  
**Subject:** Steve’s Retirement

Oliver,

Steve will be coming to the end of his post retirement contract in the next couple of months

We need to ensure he has a continuation contract to follow on as he is willing to continue and there is still plenty of work for him to do!!

Regards, John

**To:** John Green  
**From:** Oliver Mustard  
**Subject:** Re: Steve’s Retirement

John

Glad to hear that - both aspects.

There does not seem to be much of a problem getting contract renewals.

My memory is that Steve’s runs till the end of March so I do not see it as being very urgent. I would expect to start looking at it in the New Year.

Oliver
Figure B 2: Example – Coding for Why the email has been sent

Why Rationale: The first paragraph of the email on its own provides information about Steve’s contract, hence it is coded *Informing*. Although the second paragraph does not instruct the recipient to do something directly it implies that action needs to be taken by that party, hence it is coded *Managing*. The responding email informs the initial sender of the recipients position, coded *informing*. 
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How Rationale: The opening paragraph of the first email provides some information which orientates the following discussion. The second then makes a suggestion about how to deal with Steve reaching the end of his contract. The reply begins with giving a positive opinion, the replier expressing their feeling on the matter. The replier then gives their opinion on the matter of contract renewals, this is their evaluation of the situation. Further orientation is added to the discussion, the recollection of when Steve’s contract runs out, followed by the opinion based on this that the matter is not urgent. Finally it is suggested that the matter is looked at again in the New Year. Note that the language used in both emails does not ask for anything.

Figure B 3: Example – Coding for How the content is expressed.
Appendix C – Author’s Related Publications

Guiding Team Selection And The Use Of The Belbin Approach
International Design Conference 2008

Abstract

A collection of successful individuals does not necessarily make a successful team. A comprehensive review of existing methods for forming teams was undertaken, identifying important aspects to consider. In an experiment following fourteen teams, each member’s Belbin roles, academic profiles, skill disciplines and aspects of their tasks were evaluated against team ability. Findings showed the importance of selecting the correct leader and achieving a balance of roles amongst the team. Evidence that different team profiles could be suited to different tasks was also found. Implications for developing a more holistic team selection model are discussed.

Abstract

Over the last decade there has been a considerable effort by both academia and industry to create improved methods for the organisation and management of the information and knowledge that is required for, used by and communicated between designers and design teams over the product lifecycle.

In general, the information outputs from design projects are formal records, such as reports, computer models and drawings. In addition to these formal outputs, a large amount of potentially valuable information created during the design process is also contained in less formal outputs, such as emails. Because of this potential there is increasing interest in improving the use and management of these informal sources within the context of the overall product lifecycle and the through-life information set. Where emails are considered this includes the creation of:

- improved practices for the construction and formation of emails,
- standards and guidelines for email use, communication and design records,
- methods to support the management, access and reuse of the content of emails,
- approaches to enable the integration of emails with other information sources over the product lifecycle.

However, before such important issues can be addressed there is a fundamental need to understand the information content of emails and their role within the design team and project, a role which until now has been largely overlooked. In order to understand better the role of emails in the engineering context, the research reported in this paper deals with the creation of an approach for assessing the information content of emails and in particular, those associated with design projects. The paper includes a detailed review of the literature and describes the development of an approach for auditing the information content of emails. This unique approach is derived from an extensive evaluation of research in the Appendixes - xxxix
domains of computing science, design, social science and management. The approach has been refined iteratively through successive applications to a large email corpus from an industrial design project and is based upon the multi-facetted classification (mark-up) of the content. In particular, the approach considers three perspectives: what the subject of the email is (product, project and organisation), why the email is being sent (problem solving and communication) and how its content is expressed (social interaction and sentiment).

Following a discussion of the development of the approach, its application to an email corpus from a software design project containing more than 700 emails is described. The results reveal how the information content profile changes over the life of the project. In particular it was observed that the amount of product related information was initially low, then grew at an almost exponential rate; whilst the organisational information is higher in the initial project stages but declines as the project progresses. Around 70 percent of the emails analysed contained information relating to the organisation, whereas only 35 percent discussed the product. It was found that a large proportion of emails serve to transfer factual information, without intending a response. Emails were also extensively used as a mechanism for management activities. It was also found that sharing and evaluation of solutions, concerning both the design of the product and more general problems, frequently occurs.

WASIAK, J. O., HICKS, B., NEWNES, L. and DONG, A., 2008. Characterising the Content of Email in Engineering Design. In A. Ball and M. J. Darlington (eds.) KIM Project Conference, 2nd 3rd April, University of Reading, UK.
Abstract
It is increasingly recognised that a large amount of potentially valuable information created during the engineering design process is contained in less formal sources, such as log books and emails. Hence there is a requirement to improve the capture, management and re-use of these sources. However it is first necessary to understand the nature of the information in order to effectively achieve this. The research reported in this paper deals with the creation of an approach for assessing the information content of emails, in particular, those associated with design projects. The development of this approach, grounded in a wide range of existing literature and derived from iterative applications to an industrial dataset is presented. The approach considers three perspectives: what the subject of the email is, why the email is being sent and how its content is expressed. The application of this method to a 700 email corpus from a software design project is described. Key findings from this are presented and discussed, with respect to the character of the content and the project lifecycle.

Engineering Work and Email: An Analysis Of The Information Content Of Email In A Major Systems Engineering Project

ASME International Design Engineering Technical Conferences & Information In Engineering Conference 2009

Abstract

It is said, though not yet assessed, that a large amount of potentially valuable information may reside in engineering email correspondence. If this is the case, then due consideration must be given to the role of email for record keeping, Product Lifecycle Management and knowledge management. In order to examine this hypothesis, a methodology for assessing the information content of emails, and in particular those associated with engineering projects, has been created. The method is based on a textual analysis approach that is derived from cognitive design research and social psychology and further developed through iterative applications to industrial datasets. The paper describes the development of the approach and its classifications of what the subject of the email is, why the email has been sent, and how its content is expressed. The approach is validated using an email corpus from a software design project. The method is then applied to characterize the content of 800 emails from a large systems engineering project. The key findings from this major study are then presented and discussed with respect to the character of the content, including evidence of engineering work, the project lifecycle, and implications for information and knowledge management.

Managing by e-mail: What e-mail can tell us about engineering project management

IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management

Abstract
E-mails are, rightly or wrongly, a staple of the information and communication technology for managing work and collaborative activities. Yet, the focus of research into the use of e-mail has primarily conceived of e-mail as either a communications tool or a personal information management tool, which ignores the potential value of sharing and reusing privately held information in a wider project or organizational context. This study considers e-mail as part of group information management. The content of e-mails authored by an engineering team associated with a large, complex, long term, systems integration project, typical of the aerospace, marine and defense sectors, was analyzed with respect to why e-mail was sent and its content. The analysis used a methodology developed previously for the investigation of e-mail use in engineering organizations. For the purpose of this study, the results are compared and contrasted with respect to secondary evidence from interviews and project documentation thereby enabling a time-phased analysis of e-mail with respect to the project schedule and the problems experienced. The findings show that e-mails, when analyzed in a group context, reveal predictive signatures of projects that would be useful to project management. In particular, through consideration of the signatures of management, information and problem solving topics, a correlation is revealed between the signatures and the overall project status. Further analysis of the senders and recipients shows that while the e-mail content can identify the roles of senders, these roles are not necessarily consistent with the designated job roles or responsibilities. The findings also raise the problematic issue of balancing the privacy of personal e-mail with the need to conceive of e-mail as part of group information for project management purposes.
Exploring email use in engineering design projects: a methodology based on textual analysis

*Journal of Research in Engineering Design*

It is widely believed that email is increasingly becoming the medium wherein collaborative engineering work is done; yet, this assumption has not been properly examined. Thus, the extent of engineering information contained in emails and their potential importance within the context of knowledge management is unknown. To address this question, a study was undertaken with a large aerospace propulsion company to investigate the role and characteristics of email communication in engineering design projects. This paper describes the development of a text analysis method for achieving an understanding of email content and hence its use. The technique is based on relevant techniques for analysing communication and design text. The method codes the content of e-mail based on a hierarchical scheme by assigning email to categories and sub-categories that denote what topics the email is about, for which communicative purpose it has been sent, and whether it shows evidence of engineering work. The method is applied to a corpus related to the full life cycle of an engineering design project. Metrics for validation are discussed and applied to a sample case. Exemplar findings are presented to illustrate the type of investigations the method supports. Finally, lessons from the development of the method, including a discussion of iteratively adaptive variants used to arrive at the final outcome, are discussed.